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works, wireless communications, multimedia systems, informa⁃
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ing, modelling and performance engineering.

owadays, many emerging technologies have constructed modern commu⁃
nication systems, such as the internet, wired/wireless networks, sensor
networks, RFID systems, cloud services and machine-to-machine inter⁃
faces. Modern communication allows billions of objects in the physical

world as well as virtual environments to exchange data with each other in an autono⁃
mous way so as to create smart environments for transportation, healthcare, logis⁃
tics, environmental monitoring, and many others. However, modern communication
also introduces new challenges for the security of systems and processes and the pri⁃
vacy of individuals. Protecting information in modern communication environments
is a complex and difficult task. Modern communication environments usually offer
global connectivity and accessibility, which means anytime and anyway access and
results in that the number of attack vectors available to malicious attackers might
become incredibly large. Moreover, the inherent complexity of modern communica⁃
tion environments, where multiple heterogeneous entities located in different con⁃
texts can exchange information with each other, further complicates the design and
deployment of efficient, interoperable, and scalable security mechanisms. The ubiq⁃
uitous and cloud computing also makes the problem of privacy leakage serious. As
a result, there is an increasing demand for developing new security and privacy ap⁃
proaches to guarantee the security, privacy, integrity, and availability of resources
in modern communication environments.

This special issue includes six articles and can be categorised in 3 themes:
The first theme is review. The paper by YANG Mengmeng, ZHU Tianqing,

ZHOU Wanlei, and XIANG Yang presents a literature survey on the attack models
and countermeasures for privacy-preserving in social networks.

The second theme is secure applications. The paper by Faizal Riaz-ud-Din and
Robin Doss presents a verification scheme for existential substring searches on text
files stored on untrusted clouds to satisfy the desired properties of authenticity, com⁃
pleteness, and freshness. The paper by LEI Ao, Chibueze Ogah, Philip Asuquo,
Haitham Cruickshank, and SUN Zhili presents a framework for providing secure
key management within heterogeneous vehicular communication systems. Besides,
the paper by LI Shancang and Imed Romdhani shows how to substantially improve
the strength of passwords based on the analysis of text-password entropy.

The third theme is security and privacy for Android devices. The paper by CHEN
Kuan-Lin and YANG Chung-Huang presents a privacy impact assessment frame⁃
work for Android mobile devices to manage user privacy risks. The paper by DONG
Zhenjiang, WANG Wei, LI Hui, et al. presents a security enhancement system with
online authentication for android APK to improve the security level of the APK and
it ensures a good balance between security and usability.

We hope this special issue will benefit the research and development community
towards identifying challenges and disseminating the latest methodologies and solu⁃
tions to security and privacy issues in modern communication environments. We
sincerely thank all the authors who have submitted their valuable manuscripts to
this special issue and all the reviewers who spent their precious time going through
and commenting on the submitted manuscripts.
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Abstract

With the increasing prevalence of social networks, more and more social network data are published for many applications, such
as social network analysis and data mining. However, this brings privacy problems. For example, adversaries can get sensitive in⁃
formation of some individuals easily with little background knowledge. How to publish social network data for analysis purpose
while preserving the privacy of individuals has raised many concerns. Many algorithms have been proposed to address this issue.
In this paper, we discuss this privacy problem from two aspects: attack models and countermeasures. We analyse privacy con⁃
cerns, model the background knowledge that adversary may utilize and review the recently developed attack models. We then sur⁃
vey the state⁃of⁃the⁃art privacy preserving methods in two categories: anonymization methods and differential privacy methods. We
also provide research directions in this area.

social network; data publishing; attack model; privacy preserving
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1 Introduction
ocial network is a very popular platform where peo⁃
ple make new friends and share their interests. A
dramatically increasing number of users have joined
social networks. Social network service providers

hold a large amount of data. To some extent, these data provide
a great opportunity to analyse social networks, while at the
same time, it brings privacy concern.

Normally, in order to preserving users’privacy, social net⁃
work data are published without identity information, which is
replaced by meaningless numbers or letters. However, Back⁃
strom et al. [1] pointed out that simply removing the identities
of vertices could not preserve the privacy. Users can still be
identified by attackers based on various background knowl⁃
edge.

Many privacy preserving methods were proposed to defend
against these attacks. Unlike the case in traditional relational
datasets, privacy preserving in social network data publishing
is a challenging problem:
•All the identities in the social network are connected with

each other by edges, so any small modification may cause
big changes to other vertices, sub⁃graph and even the whole
network.

•It is very difficult to modify background knowledge because
there are so much information can be used as background

knowledge to re⁃identify the identities and breach the priva⁃
cy.

•It is difficult to quantify information loss and utility. There
are many elements in social networks, such as hubs, be⁃
tweenness and communities, so we cannot simply compare
two networks by vertices and edges. Additionally, utility is
different based on different applications. We cannot use a
unified standard to measure the utility.
Utility and privacy are contradicting elements. Most privacy

preserving methods acquire a high level of privacy guarantee
at the expense of utility. How to balance utility and privacy is a
key problem when designing a privacy⁃preserving algorithm.

Our contributions in this paper are summarised as follows:
•We model the background knowledge that can be used by

adversaries to break users’privacy.
•We classify the possible attack methods into two categories.

One is that the adversary attempts to re ⁃ identify a specific
person, and the other is that the adversary attempts to identi⁃
fy as many individuals as possible.

•We categorise the anonymization methods into two groups:
anonymization and differential privacy. We review the priva⁃
cy preserving models developed in recent 5 years.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. We summarise

the attack models in section 2. In section 3, we review the state⁃
of⁃the⁃art privacy preserving methods from two categories: ano⁃
nymization and differential privacy. Then we conclude the pa⁃
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per and give the research direction in the future in section 4.

2 Attack Models
With the development of social network analysis and min⁃

ing, privacy becomes an urgent problem that needs to be
solved. While simply moving identifier is far from preserving
the information, any background knowledge can be used by the
adversary to attack the privacy easily.
2.1 Background Knowledge Attacker Utilizes

Background knowledge is the information that is known to
adversaries, which can be used to infer privacy information of
an individual in the social network. It plays an important role
in modeling privacy attacks and developing countermeasures.
We explore possible background knowledge that can be used
by the adversary.

1) Vertices degree
Vertices degree represents how many direct connections be⁃

tween a node and its neighbours. Once the degree of the user is
different from others in the graph, the vertex is re ⁃ identified.
For example, in Fig. 1, node 3 and node 4 can be identified di⁃
rectly if the adversary knows Carl has three friends and Danna
has only one friend.

Tai et al. [2] identified a new attack called friendship attack,
which is based on degree pair of an edge. They launched both
degree and friendship attacks on 20Top ⁃ Conf dataset and
proved that the friendship attack causes a much more privacy
disclosure than the degree attack.

2) Neighbourhood
Neighbourhood refers to the neighbours of an individual who

have connections with each other. Attackers make use of this
kind of structural information to identify individuals [3], [4].
For example, in Fig. 2, if attackers know Bob has three friends
and two neighbors and they connected with each other, Bob

can be recognized in the anonymized graph.
Ninggal et al. [5] proposed another kind of attack called

neighbourhood⁃pair attack, which uses a pair of neighbourhood
structural information as background knowledge to identify vic⁃
tims. Such attacks assume attackers know more information
than neighbourhood attacks do, so attackers have a higher
chance to distinguish users in a dataset.

3) Embedded sub⁃graph
Sub⁃graph refers to a subset of the whole graph. Some adver⁃

saries create few fake nodes and build links using a specific
way before the data is published, and then match the target
graph with reference graph based on the sub⁃graph which has
been planted. In Fig. 3, the grey part is the original graph, the
black part is the sub⁃graph embedded by the adversary. Nor⁃
mally, the embedded sub⁃graph is unique and easy for attack⁃
ers to identify after the dataset is released.

4) Link relationship
The relationship between two vertices also can be acquired

by an adversary. Wang et al. [6] considered that the public us⁃
ers’identities are public and not sensitive. They utilized the
connection between victims and public users to perform attack.
For example, in Fig. 4, A, B, and C are public users, such as
BBC and Michael Jackson. Their identities are publicity, and
if attackers know vertex d has one hop to A and C and two
hops to B, d can be identified.

Sun et al. [7] committed a mutual friend attack. Their algo⁃
rithm identifies a pair of users who connect to each other based
on the number of mutual friends. For example, in Fig. 5, the
numbers on the edge represent the number of mutual friends
between two nodes. If the adversary knows Alice and Ford
have two mutual friends, then she/he can identify a and c com⁃
bined with other reference information (e.g. degree).

▲Figure 1. A degree attack.

▲Figure 2. A neighbourhood attack. ▲Figure 5. A mutual friends attack.

▲Figure 3. An embedded
sub⁃graph attack. ▲Figure 4. A fingerprint attack.
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5) Attributes of vertices
Attributes of individuals in a social network are represented

as labels to vertices. Attackers may get the attributes of vic⁃
tims, such as age, sex and occupation. Such information can be
helpful for adversaries to compromise users’privacy. For ex⁃
ample, in Fig. 5, if the attacker knows Alice is a girl, Ford is a
boy, he can identify them specifically by checking labeled sex
information.
2.2 Attack Methods

There are two types of attacks. The first one is that the adver⁃
sary tries to identify a specific person in the released dataset
[5]-[7]. The other one is that the adversary attempts to identify
as many individuals as possible. Most studies focus on the sec⁃
ond one.
2.2.1 Structural Based Attacks

The first structural attack for re⁃identifying the vertices mu⁃
tually present in two real and large social networks was pro⁃
posed by Narayanan et al. [8]. They seeded 4⁃cliques and iden⁃
tified them by degrees and common neighbour counts. The
propagation phase is based on the similarity score between the
identified node and candidate node who has at least one
mapped neighbour with the identified node. Their algorithm
correctly identified 30.8% vertices just with 12.1% error. In
their later work, Narayannan et al. [9] improved the seed identi⁃
fication process and formulated it as a combinatorial optimiza⁃
tion problem, which improves the robustness compared with
previous works.

Competing with Narayanan et al. [8], Peng et al. [10] pro⁃
posed a two ⁃ stage de ⁃ anonymization algorithm. The attacker
first plants a small specially designed sub ⁃ graph Gf , then
propagate it based on two dissimilarity metrics. The experi⁃
ment results showed their algorithm had a better efficiency
even when the seed set was very small than Narayanan’s algo⁃
rithm. Besides, the incorrect identification number grows slow⁃
ly when the initial seeds are growing. However the algorithm
proposed by Peng et al. performed not well for large perturba⁃
tion percentage. Besides, the test dataset used was too small
with just hundreds of vertices.

Simon et al. [11] presented a Grasshopper algorithm. They
selected the top degree nodes as seeds and introduced a
weighting scheme based on the number of mappings in the
nodes’neighbourhood and set convergence criteria. Their algo⁃
rithm achieved a better result compared to [8] when the attack⁃
er has a rather noisy knowledge (lower similarity between two
graphs), but does not always have a good result on different da⁃
tasets.

Ji et al. [12] defined two vectors in terms of many structural
attributes. They used these vectors to map nodes between two
networks. Only 5-10 seed nodes are enough to de⁃anonymize.
However the complexity and computational cost of this algo⁃
rithm are very high.

There is another research group [13]-[16] maping the verti⁃
ces between two similar graphs based on the graph matching al⁃
gorithm. For example, Yartseva [13] introduced a simple perco⁃
lation ⁃ based graph matching algorithm. This algorithm starts
from a pre⁃matched seed set, and then maps the nodes with at
least r neighbours that have been matched. In order to improve
the precision, Korula et al. [15] matches the vertices from high
degree to low degree according to the number of similarity wit⁃
nesses. Chiasserini et al. [16] extended Yartseva’s work [13]
to a more realistic case that considering the power⁃low degree
distribution. It makes the seed set as small as n.
2.2.2 Other Attack Methods

Most attacks are based on structure of the graph. However,
there are other methods used to disclose users’privacy. Faresi
et al. [17] and Goga et al. [18] used labeled attributes to corre⁃
late identical accounts on different social sites. Nilizadeh et al.
[19] proposed a community⁃based de⁃anonymize method. They
partitioned the graph into many communities. The algorithm
identifies the seed communities first, and then maps the com⁃
munities by creating a network of communities. Sharad et al.
[20] proposed an automated de ⁃anonymization method, which
formulates the de ⁃ anonymizaiton problem as a learning task.
The related research [21]- [27] focuses on predicting the link
relationship, which can be used to disclose users’privacy as
well.

3 Countermeasures
It is widely recognized that simply moving users’identity

cannot guarantee their privacy. Many researchers pay much at⁃
tention to this problem. We categorise the state⁃of⁃art privacy
preserving methods into two categories: anonymization and dif⁃
ferential privacy. Table 1 shows the privacy models corre⁃
sponding to attack models.
3.1 Anonymization

Anoymization is a popular method for preserving privacy,
which is extensively used for social network data publishing.
▼Table 1. Privacy models

Privacy model

k⁃degree [29]
structural diversity [34]
k2⁃degree⁃anonymity [2]

k⁃neighbor [3]
k⁃NMF⁃anonymity [7]
k⁃isomorphism [68]
k⁃automorphism [69]

differential Privacy [52]

Attack model
Degree
√
√

√
√

Friendship

√

√

Neighbourhood

√

√
√

Sub⁃graph

√
√
√

Mutual friends

√

√
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We review these privacy preserving methods in this section.
Table 2 summarises recently developed anonymization meth⁃
ods from three aspects of privacy breach.
3.1.1 Preserving Vertices Identity

Most studies in recent years focus on preserving users’iden⁃
tity, preventing adversary re⁃ identifying vertices in the graph.
The main anonymization methods are based on k ⁃ anonymity
[28], which means there are at least k nodes have the same
structure with each other in the graph. It is realized by chang⁃
ing the structure of the original graph.

1) Graph Modification
Graph modification is a way that makes the graph satisfy k⁃

anonymity by adding or deleting edges or nodes. State ⁃ of ⁃ art
graph modification methods are summarised as follows.

In 2008, Liu and Terzi [29] first answered the question“how
to minimally modify the graph to protect the identity of each in⁃
dividual involved?”They studied the vertices re⁃identity prob⁃

lem based on the degree background knowledge and provided
a dynamic⁃programming algorithm for generating the k⁃anony⁃
mous graph based on the desired degree sequence.

Liu and Li [30] pointed out that the algorithm proposed in
[29] had uncertainties. For example, if the anonymous graph
construction process is random, the results will be totally differ⁃
ent from the original graph. They developed two degree se⁃
quence partition algorithms. Those algorithms partition the de⁃
gree sequence according to the partition cost calculated by the
sum of difference of max neighbor vertices to their target de⁃
gree. The nodes with smallest degree and distance are consid⁃
ered for constructing the graph satisfying k⁃degree anonymiza⁃
tion. Noisy nodes are added when adding edges only cannot
satisfy the constraint.

In order to guarantee the utility of anonymized graph, Wang
et al. [31], [32] defined a measure standard Hierarchical Com⁃
munity Entropy (HCE) based on the hierarchical random graph
(HRG) model to represent the information embedded in the
graph community structure. They proposed an algorithm modi⁃
fying edges that change the original graph to the nearest k⁃ano⁃
nymizaiton graph.

Ninggal and Abawajy [33] introduced a utility⁃awared graph
anonymizaiton algorithm. They use two metrics, Shortest Path
Length (SPL) and Neighbourhood Overlap (NO) to quantify the
utility. Compared to the scheme in [29], the algorithm in [33]
introduces less distortion and improves utility preservation.
However, this algorithm was only tested on four small datasets
with hundreds of vertices. Besides, the computational cost of
the algorithm is expensive.

Tai et al. [34] introduced a new privacy problem for protect⁃
ing the community identity of vertices in the social network
against degree attack. Even the graph satisfies k ⁃degree ano⁃
nymity, community identity still can be breached if the sets of
nodes with the same degree belong to the same community.
The authors proposed a structural diversity model by adding
edges to make sure that the nodes with the same degree are dis⁃
tributed to at least k communities.

Tai et al. [2] introduced a Degree Sequence Anonymization
algorithm to defend the friendship attack. The algorithm clus⁃
ters vertices with similar degree, constructs at least k edges be⁃
tween two clusters by adding and deleting, and then adjusts
the edges to k⁃anonimization under some conditions.

Zhou and Pei [3] provided a practical solution to defend
neighborhood attack. They proposed a coding technique based
on the depth⁃first search tree to represent neighborhood compo⁃
nents. The algorithm tries to modify similar vertices as much
as possible by adding edges to the vertices with the smallest
degree, making sure every neighborhood sub⁃graph is isomor⁃
phic to at least k⁃1 other sub⁃graphs. But it does not consider
the graph metric that may destroy the utility of the graph. In or⁃
der to solve this problem, Okada et al. [35] extended the node
selection function. They selected the closest node with the
smallest degree and most similar label to suppress the changes

ANQ: aggregate network queries
BD: based on distance
CL: clustering
DIL: descriptive information loss
EA: edge addition
ED: edge deletion

ESH: edge shifting
ESW: edge swapping
GGP: general graph properties
HCE: the change of Hierarchical

Community Entropy value
LG: label generalization

LRP: link retention probability
PESW: possibility edge swapping

RE: reconstruction error
REA: random edge addition
SIL: structural information loss

UPM: The Utility Preserving Magnitude based on
shortest path difference metric and
neighborhood⁃overlap metric

VA: vertices addition
VD: vertices deletion
VSP: vertices splitting

▼Table 2. Characters of anonymization algorithms

Anonymizationalgorithms
[29]
[30]
[31]
[33]
[34]
[2]
[3]
[35]
[7]
[36]
[4]
[44]
[45]
[46]
[48]
[49]
[50]
[40]
[38]

Operation

EA, ESW
EA, VA

EA, ED, ESH
EA, ED
EA, VSP
EA, ED
EA, LG
EA, LG
EA, ED

LG, EA, NA
EA

EA, ED, VA
EA, VA

LG
REA
ESH
ESH
CL
CL

Information loss(anonymization cost)
BD
BD
HCE
UPM
BD
BD
BD
BD
BD
BD
BD
BD
BD
BD
BD
－

－

SIL&DIL [51]
SIL

Usabilityevaluation
GGP
GGP
GGP
GGP
GGP
GGP
ANQ
GGP
GGP

GGP, ANQ
GGP
GGP
GGP
GGP
GGP

LRP, RE, GGP
GGP
GGP
SIL

Privacy disclosure
Vertices

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√

attributes

√
√
√
√

links

√
√
√
√
√
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of the distance of nodes. If the distance exceeds the threshold,
the algorithm adds a noise node to suppress the changes of dis⁃
tance.

Wang et al. [36] considered the situation that attackers ex⁃
plore the sensitive information with labeled neighbourhood in⁃
formation as background knowledge. Their algorithm groups
closest nodes according to the label sequence similarity. With
different labels, each group contains at least one node. The au⁃
thors modified the graphs in each group by label generaliza⁃
tion, edge insertion and node insertion to make them isomor⁃
phic.

Sun et al. [7] proposed k⁃NMF anonymity to defend mutual
friends attacks. This algorithm ensures that there exist at least
k⁃1 other friend pairs in the graph that share the same number
of mutual friends. The algorithm puts the edges into several
groups and anonymizes each edge in the group one by one by
adding edge. The algorithm chooses the candidate node that
has maximum mutual friends with the vertex that need to be an⁃
onymized to ensure the utility of the graph, because the more
mutual friends between the two vertices, the less impact the
edge addition will have on the utility of the graph.

2) Clustering Methods
Clustering ⁃based methods group the closest nodes together

and show the original graph with super vertices and super edg⁃
es. It shrinks the graph considerably, so it is not suitable for an⁃
alysing local structure [37]. However it is a good method for an⁃
swering aggressive queries.

Sihag [38] used clustering methods to make the vertices sat⁃
isfy k⁃anonymization. They modeled the clustering process as
an optimization problem and applied the genetic algorithm for
choosing the best solution. The structural information loss pro⁃
posed in [39] is used as the fitness function. A better solution
is generated in each iteration until the terminating condition is
satisfied.

Tassa and Cohen [40] introduced a sequential clustering al⁃
gorithm to anonymise social network data. All nodes are clus⁃
tered randomly to N/K groups (N is the vertices number, and K
represents the cluster size). If Co is the cluster that node v be⁃
longs to, the information loss is calculated when moving v from
Co to other clusters Ct. Node v is moved to the cluster that fits
it best. This process is repeated until no vertices need to be
moved to another cluster. This algorithm performs better in
terms of reducing information loss and maintaining graph attri⁃
butes than other clustering algorithms in [39] and [41]. In addi⁃
tion, the authors first applied the privacy preserving algorithm
to a distributed social network.
3.1.2 Preserving Sensitive Attributes

The main method for preserving attributes in the social net⁃
work is l⁃diversity [42], [43]. As an extension of the k⁃anonymi⁃
ty model, the l⁃diversity model reduces the granularity of data
representation by using such techniques as generalization and
suppression.

Paper [4], [44]-[46] all used l⁃diversity to protect the sensi⁃
tive labels. Motivated by the observation that the nodes with
high degree are usually famous people who have a relatively
low privacy requirement, Jiao et al. [45] classified the nodes in⁃
to three categories: High privacy requirement, middle and low,
provided a personalized k⁃degree⁃ l ⁃diversity (PKDLD) model
to protect nodes’degree and sensitive labels. Chen et al. [46]
protected sensitive attributes in a weighted social network us⁃
ing l⁃diversity technology.

Rajaei et al. [47] provided ( α, β, γ, δ ) Social Network Pri⁃
vacy (SNP) to protect directed social network data with attri⁃
butes against four types of privacy disclosure: presence, sensi⁃
tive attribute, degree and relationship privacy. They grouped
nodes with a high number of different properties and partition
attributes to few tables and connected them by group IDs. This
algorithm answers aggregate queries with high accuracy and
maintains more data utility because the exact value is pub⁃
lished and degree distribution is not changed. However, some
false individuals would be generated during the process of ano⁃
nymization, which may cause some errors.
3.1.3 Preserving Link

The basic technology for preserving link privacy is random
perturbation. The main strategy is edge addition, deletion and
switch.

Mittal et al. [48] proposed an algorithm preserving link pri⁃
vacy based on random walk. Their algorithm introduces fake
edges with specific probability and defines a parameter t to
control the noise that they want to add to the original graph.

Fard et al. [49] proposed a sub⁃graph⁃wise perturbation algo⁃
rithm to limit link disclosure. They modeled the social network
as a directed graph and partitioned vertices into some sub ⁃
graphs according to the closeness of nodes. The destination
nodes are replaced by the nodes randomly selected from all
destination nodes in the sub⁃graph with a certain probability.
The algorithm preserves more graph structures compared with
selecting from the whole graph. However, with the increasing
of the number of sub ⁃ graphs, each sub ⁃ graph becomes very
small, which increases the threats of identifying the link. In or⁃
der to solve this drawback, neighbourhood randomization [50]
was proposed. Selecting the destination nodes from the neigh⁃
bourhood of the source node can avoid partition graph.

Ying and Wu [51] theoretically analysed how well the edge
randomization approach protected the privacy of sensitive
links, while Tassa and Cohen [40] believed that it is elusive
and high non⁃uniform. Ying and Wu pointed out that some hub
nodes with high degree are still distinguishable even when the
algorithm has a high perturbation parameter. In addition, the
random perturbation fails to provide a lower anonymization lev⁃
el (when k is small).
3.2 Differential Privacy

The main methods for protecting users’privacy are to modi⁃
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fy the graph structure. Generally, these methods can only de⁃
fend one specific kind of attacks and have no ability to resist
the newly developed approaches. However, differential privacy
[52] has been proved performing well in this direction.

Differential privacy is a mechanism that makes little differ⁃
ence to the results of the query with the addition or deletion of
any tuple by adding random noise on the output. It works well
on the tabular dataset preserving privacy. Some researchers al⁃
so apply it to social networks [53]- [62], because it does not
need to model background knowledge that is still a challenge
for traditional anonymization methods. Besides, differential pri⁃
vacy is based on mathematics, which provides a quantitative
assessment method andmakes the level of privacy protection
comparable. We introduce it from two sides: node privacy and
edge privacy.
3.2.1 Edge Privacy

Edge privacy makes negligible difference to the result of the
query by adding or deleting a single edge between two individ⁃
uals in the graph. The privacy dK⁃graph model [63] was used
to enforce edge differential privacy [56]-[58]. The dK⁃series is
used as the query function, but controllable noise is added
based on the sensitivity parameter. In order to reduce the noise
added to the dK⁃series, Sala et al. [57] provided a Divide ran⁃
domize and Coonquer (DRC) algorithm, partitioning the data of
dK⁃series into clusters with similar degree. It significantly re⁃
duces the sensitivity for each sub⁃series.

Wang and Wu [58] pointed out that Sala’s approach was
based on local sensitivity that may reveal information of the da⁃
taset (the example in [64]). Therefore, this approach could not
achieve rigorous differential privacy. The authors in [58] used
smooth sensitivity to calibrate the noise and achieved a strict
differential privacy guarantee with smaller noise.

Xiao et al. [59] provided a novel sanitization solution that
hides users’connection to others through differential privacy.
They used the hierarchical random graph model (HRG) to infer
the social network structure and record connection probabili⁃
ties between all pair of vertices in the graph. In order to reduce
the sensitivity, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method
is designed to sample a good HRG from the whole space. The
sanitized graph is generated based on the identified HRG. This
algorithm achieves a desirable utility due to smaller sensitivity
compared with state⁃of⁃the⁃art works and effectively preserves
some structural properties.

Edge privacy is a weaker guarantee than node privacy. Ad⁃
versaries may still learn some general information. For exam⁃
ple, high⁃degree nodes may have an identifiable effect on the
query results [65]. However, it is practically strong enough in
many applications, such as answering queries about individual
relationship.
3.2.2 Node Privacy

Node privacy means adversaries do not have the ability to

learn any information of an individual. It is very difficult to
achieve node privacy while to guarantee the accurate query re⁃
sult, because the sensitivity is a very big result from adding or
deleting nodes and connected edges. The query results would
be too noisy to be applied in real life [66], [67], but it was
proved a strong guarantee in some cases [65]. Some studies
[54], [55] contributed to reduce sensitivity and returned accu⁃
rate answers. However, existing algorithms cannot provide a
good utility for practical applications. It is still an open prob⁃
lem.

4 Conclusions and Future Direction
In this paper, we first summarised and analysed the adver⁃

saries’attack methods to provide a good reference for re⁃
searchers to design privacy preserving algorithms. Then we sur⁃
veyed recently developed privacy preserving methods in two
categories, anonymization and differential privacy. Though the
privacy preserving methods are developed very well in the rela⁃
tional dataset, it is still in its infancy in social network datas⁃
ets. For traditional method, there are few open problem need to
be solved. First, define the information loss. The great majority
of preserving methods do not have a specific definition of infor⁃
mation loss. The number of edge and node addition and dele⁃
tion is used to judge anonymizaiton cost, which is unreason⁃
able. Second, defend against attacks with multiple types of
background knowledge. If we want to develop traditional anon⁃
ymization methods for privacy preserving, we need to consider
that adversaries have various background knowledge, which is
very practical in real life. Differential privacy can overcome
some disadvantages of the traditional methods. For example, it
does not based on any background knowledge and can quantify
the level of privacy preserving as well. However, we cannot ap⁃
ply it directly, because the sensitivity of social networks is very
high. How to reduce the sensitivity with less noise is a key re⁃
search problem in the future.
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Ensuring the correctness of answers to substring queries has not been a concern for consumers working within the traditional con⁃
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T
1 Introduction

he paradigm shift from traditional, locally ⁃ hosted
databases and infrastructure to their deployment
on the cloud has provided a robust solution for
those seeking to minimising costs whilst at the

same time greatly enhancing flexibility. However, in spite of
these benefits there are a number of areas of concern over the
control of the data that gets outsourced, as well as the question
of trust that arises when one hands over data and processing to
a cloud service provider (CSP).

An elegant solution to this trust problem would be reducing
requirements of trust in the relationship between the user and
the CSP, and instead verifying the computation performed by
the CSP and the authenticity of the data received by the user.
This approach, known as query and data verification, attempts
to provide data processing guarantees to consumers that cannot
be falsified. Such schemes require the server to return a proof
of correctness (known as a verification object or VO) with the
results, which is used by the client to verify the correctness of
the results.

This paper focuses on a substring query verification scheme
for string matching queries against file ⁃ based data hosted on
untrusted cloud servers. Substring queries match arbitrary sub⁃
strings to larger strings. Research in the area of substring que⁃
ry verification has been scarce, with keyword search verifica⁃

tion being more prevalent.
1.1 Our contributions

Our contributions in this paper may be summarised as fol⁃
lows:
•To the best of our knowledge, we provide the first existential

substring query verification scheme that satisfies the proper⁃
ties of completeness, authenticity, and freshness.

•We show that our scheme detects both false positive and
false negative query results, as opposed to the closest com⁃
parable substring matching verification scheme [1] that pro⁃
vides detection of false positives, but fails to provide proof
for the detection of false negatives.

•Our scheme provides smaller VO sizes than the closest com⁃
parable substring matching verification scheme for large
matches.

1.2 Motivation
There are commonly three types of substring searches that

are executed on strings: existential, counting and enumeration
queries. Typically, a string x is sought in a string S. Existential
queries test whether x exists in S, counting queries that return
the number of occurrences of x in S, and enumeration queries
list all of the positions in S where x occurs. We focus on provid⁃
ing verification for existential queries in this paper, which we
may also refer to simply as substring searches.
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Proper substring searches provide greater flexibility and con⁃
trol with what is being searched for than keyword searches
(where the search focuses on whole words rather than partial
words). As such, one may be able to search for partial words, a
combination of words where the text being matched begins or
ends in the middle of a word, or in blocks of text that are com⁃
posed entirely of characters without separators. Suffix trees,
suffix arrays, finite automaton, and other techniques are used
for realising proper substring searches. We focus on providing
a verification scheme for these types of substring searches.

In the cloud environment, without a query verification mech⁃
anism in place, the only guarantee clients have of receiving
correct answers to queries against cloud ⁃ hosted data is the
trust between them and the CSP. However this may not always
be sufficient, and definitely does not provide an absolute guar⁃
antee of correct query results.
1.3 Applications

Providing verification that a query has been correctly execut⁃
ed and that the received response with respect to the submitted
query is correct is of tantamount importance for applications
running on the cloud. With respect to existential query verifica⁃
tion the following represents a small subset of applications that
would benefit from our scheme:
•Querying large sets of biological data for specific occurrenc⁃

es of smaller DNA or RNA sequences as is required in se⁃
quence alignment algorithms. Our scheme may be used as a
building block upon which to construct sequence alignment
algorithms that provide proofs of correctness for alignment
queries executed on remote cloud servers.

•Querying databases for partial matches of registration num⁃
bers, which may consist of alphanumeric and special charac⁃
ters. Our scheme can provide a basis upon which pattern
matching queries may be verified for correctness when exe⁃
cuted against databases stored on the cloud.

•Proving guarantees of correctness for queries issued against
sensitive data such as medical records that may be stored
on remote servers.

•Verification of answers to queries against text data created
using agglutinative languages [2] where distinguishable
words are not well ⁃ defined. Although languages such as
English, where words are well⁃defined, may benefit from in⁃
verted indexes based on terms, and therefore from verifica⁃
tion schemes based on inverted indexes, agglutinative lan⁃
guages may not fully benefit from such indexes, and our
scheme provides a more robust method for providing search
result verification against searches on such languages.

2 Related Work
Although the research in the areas of file verification at the

block⁃ level and byte level is plentiful [3]-[6], there has been
relatively little work done in the area of existential substring

query verification against single or multiple files.
The same can be said for substring query verification in the

area of databases. Research into providing verification for que⁃
ries based on numeric ⁃ based predicates [7]- [10] is plentiful
with a number of papers published recently. A number of
schemes based on Merkle hash trees (see Subsection 3.3) [7],
[11]-[14], signature⁃chaining [15]-[17], and other approaches
[18]-[22] have been presented in the literature largely with re⁃
spect to numeric⁃based query verification.

However, substring queries look at a portion of the value in
a given tuple attribute. Since any combination of the charac⁃
ters making up the value could be searched for, it is harder to
find efficient verification schemes.

The work presented in [23], [24] provides substrings search
verification. However, the study is based on inverted indexes,
which are limited to providing keyword ⁃ level verification. As
such, although they provide verification for substring searches
within documents, they do so at a higher granularity than what
is achieved by proper substring searches.

The scheme most closely related to ours is presented by Mar⁃
tel et al. in [1]. They propose a model called a Search Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG), which is used to provide methods to
compute VO for a number of different data structures. One of
these data structures is the suffix tree that is used to provide
verification of proper substring searches. Their verification
scheme uses hashing and techniques similar to that of Merkle
Hash Trees to achieve verification of substring searches. How⁃
ever, although they provide proofs for detecting false positive
queries, they do not do so for false negative queries. Addition⁃
ally, their scheme, although efficient for small substring search⁃
es, would incur large bandwidth costs for longer substring
searches. We address these two concerns and propose our
method that also provides authenticity, completeness, and
freshness.

3 Preliminaries
In this section we briefly describe the cryptographic primi⁃

tives we use in our proposed scheme.
3.1 Secure Hash Function

A secure hash function, h(x)→ d , takes as input an arbi⁃
trary⁃length string, x, and produces a fixed⁃length hash digest,
d. The one ⁃way property of the secure hash function guaran⁃
tees that given only a hash digest, d, it is infeasible to produce
the original input string, x. The collision⁃free property of the se⁃
cure hash function guarantees that given two distinct strings, x
and y, their respective hash digests, d and e, will never be the
same i.e. h( )x ≠ h(y) . Commonly used secure hash schemes
are MD5 [25], SHA1 [26] and SHA2 [27].
3.2 Digital Signature

A digital signature scheme consists of key generation, sign⁃
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ing, and verification algorithms. The key generation algorithm
produces a pair of related keys, known as public (pk) and pri⁃
vate, or secret (sk) keys. The signing algorithm sign(sk, m) →
msk takes as input the private key (sk) and a message (m) to pro⁃
duce a digital signature (msk). The verification algorithm verify
(pk,msk,mr) → (Y|N) takes as input the signature msk, the public
key pk, and the received message mr, and returns a Y or N to
either affirm correctness of the received message mr with re⁃
spect to the original message m or to deny it. The most com⁃
monly used digital signature scheme is RSA [28].
3.3 Merkle Hash Tree

A Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) [29] is a binary tree that has as
its leaves secure hash digests of data items. Each node in the
tree is formed by concatenating the hashes of its child nodes,
and then hashing the concatenated hashes. The root hash is
signed with the owner’s private key, and then can be validated
using the owner’s public key. The MHT allows verification of
the order of the data items, their individual values, and a range
of values. Verification involves retrieving the specified value,
and then finding all nodes that are siblings of all nodes from
the specified leaf to the root. The given data value is then
hashed and combined with the other node hashes to regenerate
the root, which is then checked against the original root to con⁃
firm or reject the value. MHT may also be implemented as B+
trees to improve efficiency.

4 Proposed Scheme
In this section, we describe our proposed scheme for the ver⁃

ification of substring queries.
4.1 System Model

A typical system model for our proposed substring query ver⁃
ification scheme is illustrated in Fig.Fig. 11. The data owner holds
data that is queried by users. However, due to resource con⁃
straints or other reasons, the data owner wishes to outsource
the data and query processing to the cloud for easier manage⁃
ment. The cloud server therefore becomes a proxy for hosting
data and query processing on behalf of the data owner.

The data owner pre ⁃ processes the data, the final step of
which includes generating an MHT root. The owner stores the
root of the MHT and publishes the string data to the server,
and publishes the public key within the context of a public key
infrastructure.

A user submits substring queries to the server, which in re⁃
sponse executes the query to obtain the query result. The que⁃
ry result is then sent back to the user together with a VO. The
user then processes the query result and VO with a verification
algorithm to either accept or reject the result.
4.2 Notation
TableTable 11 shows the definitions of pre⁃defined operations that

are used in the rest of the paper. TableTable 22 provides a list of the
notations used in this paper to facilitate the descriptions of our
proposed scheme.
4.3 Verification Properties

Verification schemes must provide solutions for at least
three desirable properties authenticity, completeness, and
freshness. These properties have been described in the litera⁃
ture previously [7], [16], [18], [30], but for the purpose of our
scheme, we provide definitions of these properties below in the
context of existential queries.

Consider a result R of an existential query Q that has been
executed fully and correctly, in an uncompromised environ⁃
ment, on a string S that comprises substrings {S1 ... Sn} . Over
time, S undergoes updates, causing its state to change from
S0 , signifying the initial state at time 0, through to the current
state at the current time, signified by Sc . The qualifying sub⁃
strings in S that satisfy the predicates of Q are denoted
{S1

Q ... S1
m} . We denote the existential function as F . We call

MHT: Merkle Hash Tree
▲Figure 1. System model for the proposed substring query verification
scheme.

▼Table 1. Pre⁃defined operations and their descriptions

Operation

BuildMHT( v1,…,vn ) → mht

BuildSA(S) → sa
BuildVO(V,N) → VO

IsSubstringOf(x,S,sa) → <{Y,N}, i, îl, îr >

GetSinglePathSiblings(v,mht) → N

GetRangePathSiblings( vl,vr ,mht) → N

Definition
Builds an MHT based on data values sorted in
a specified order from v1 to vn. Outputs a new
MHT, mht
Builds a suffix array from string S . Outputs a
new suffix array, sa .
Builds a VO from a set of values (V ), and a
set of MHT nodes (N). Outputs a new VO
Checks whether string x is a substring of
string S using S’s suffix array, sa . OutputsY if x is a substring of S, otherwise outputs N.
If x is a substring of S , sets i to the first
index in sa where x prefixes S

suff ( )sai

Otherwise, if x is not a substring of S, îl and
îr are set to the neighbouring indexes in sa
between which x would have been found, had
it existed in sa .
Traverses the given mht from the leaf v to the
root, adding all siblings along that path to the
set N
Traverses the given mht from each of the
leaves vl and vr to the root, adding all
siblings along the paths that are not ancestors
of either leaf to the set N

Data owner

QueryCloud serverCloud server User

Results with proof

Public key
&

MHT root
Data
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R the correct, uncompromised, unaltered result of Q. In the
case where Q is issued remotely to D, which resides in a possi⁃
bly untrusted environment, we consider the authenticity, com⁃
pleteness and freshness of the final result R' received by a re⁃
mote user as follows.

Definition 4.1: Authenticity in our scheme means that R' is
a result of executing F only on the substrings of the uncom⁃
promised string (i.e. that was created by the data owner). Spe⁃
cifically, authenticity of an existential query result R' is satis⁃
fied when
R' =F( ){ }S'

1…S'
k ∧ S'

i ∈{ }S'
1…S'

k :S'
i ∈(S0 ∪…∪ SC) .

Definition 4.2: Completeness in our scheme means that R'
is a result of executing F on the same number of substrings as
that executed by a correctly executing Q on an uncompromised
string. Specifically, completeness of an existential query result
R' is satisfied when
R' =F( ){ }S'

1…S'
k ∧ ||{ }S'

1…S'
k = |{ }S

Q

1…S
Q

n | .
Definition4.3: Freshness in our scheme means that R' is a

result of executing F on the most recently updated version of
the uncompromised string. Specifically, freshness of an existen⁃
tial query result R' is satisfied when
R' =F( ){ }S'

1…S'
k ∧ ||{ }S'

1…S'
k ∈{ }S'

1…S'
n :S'

i ∈ SC .
4.4 Suffix Arrays

Let S be a string composed of characters from a set Σ of
fixed sized, finite ordered alphabets. The length of S is denoted
by n. ＄ specifies a special end ⁃ of ⁃ string marker, which is
smaller than all alphabets in Σ, but which does not occur in S.
S [i ] denotes the index of the ith character in S.

The suffix array sa of the string S is an array of length n + 1,
where the elements in the array are unique indexes in S |＄,
and are ordered lexicographically based on the suffixes of S,
where each element points to a different suffix as indicated by
its indexing value.
TableTable 33 shows an example of the suffix array for the string

‘aardvark’. The end⁃of⁃string marker (＄) is appended to the
string before the suffix array is constructed, and has the small⁃
est value out of all the alphabets in the string, resulting in its
being sorted to the first element. The remaining suffixes’in⁃
dexes are placed in lexicographical order in the suffix array.
4.5 Assumptions

We assume the following for the correctness of our scheme:
1) DO’s public key has been obtained by U, possibly through

a secure channel or reliable public⁃key infrastructure.
2) DO’s secret key has not been compromised.
3) The public key encryption scheme used is secure under ap⁃

propriately specified parameters.
4) It is infeasible to find collisions in the secure hash function

that is used as a basis for the hash chaining and MHT gener⁃
ation procedures.

4.6 Hash Chains with Sequential Indexing
We introduce the concept of hash chains with sequential in⁃

dexing (HCSI) as a building block for our scheme. The HCSI is
essentially a hash chain with each link on the hash chain being
tagged with a sequential identifier.

Definition 4.4: The HCSI is defined recursively as follows:

HCSI ( )Si =
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

h( )i∥ Si if i = |S|
h( )i∥ Si ∥HCSI(Si + 1) if i < |S|
null if i > |S|

The HCSI allows the specification of four variables that are
useful for our scheme α, β, Sβ, γ , where α and β are inde⁃
xes in S , Sβ is the character at index β in S , and γ is a
hash digest.

Definition 4.5: x̄ is a prefix of S
suff ( )sa( )i that is minimally u⁃

nmatched to x , s.t. x̄0…k - 1 = x0…k - 1 ∧ x̄k ≠ xk ∧ k ∈{ }0… || x .
Definition 4.6: α refers to the position at the head of the

HCSI, and is defined in the context of the suffix that it is asso⁃
ciated with, as follows: α(Ssuff ( )i ) = i . In other words, α is the
position in the HCSI that corresponds to the first character in
Ssuff ( )i , and has the same value as sa(i) .

▼Table 2. Notations used in this paper

Notation
DO
U
CS
S

|S|
Si

Si…j

Ssuff ( )i

saS

sa(i)

Definition
Data owner
Data user

Cloud server
String

Size of string S
Character at position i in S

Substring of S from Si to Sj

Suffix of S starting at i

Suffix array of S

Element i in sa

Notation
x
R
RDO

RDO

RDO

Li

VO
Q
QR

Definition
Substring being sought

Root of an MHT
Root signed with DO’s secret key

DO’s secret key
DO’s public key
Leaf I of an MHT
Verification object

A query
A query result

▼Table 3. Suffix array for the string‘aardvark’

SA index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SA value
9
1
2
6
4
8
3
7
5

Resulting suffix
＄

aardvark＄
ardvark＄
ark＄

dvark＄
k＄

rdvark＄
rk＄
vark$
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Definition 4.7: β refers to the position of the last matching
character in Ssuff ( )i when x is a prefix of Ssuff ( )i , otherwise it
refers to the first non⁃matching character in Ssuff ( )i if x is not
a prefix of Ssuff ( )i . In the case where x prefixes Ssuff ( )i ,
β = i + |x| - 1 , otherwise if x does not prefix Ssuff ( )i ,
β = i + |x̄| - 1 .

Definition 4.8: Sβ is the character in S at position β . If
x is a prefix of Ssuff ( )i , Sβ = x || x , otherwise Sβ = x̄ x̄

Definition 4.9: γ refers to the first hash digest in the HCSI
occurring after β , and is defined as γ(β) = HCSI(Sβ + 1) .

By utilising the HCSI variables as given above, we are able
to minimise the hash operations performed by the user from|Ssuff ( )i | + 1 hashes to at most |x| + 1 hashes, where |x| < |Ssuff ( )i |.

The sequential identifiers allow us to reduce the number of
hashing operations to be performed on the user’s end, and also
reduces the communication cost by sending to the user only
those hashes in the chain that the user needs to perform verifi⁃
cation. AlgorithmAlgorithm 11 shows how the reconstruction may be re⁃
alised.

4.7 Scheme Outline
Our intuition is to leverage MHTs to act as verification struc⁃

tures for suffix arrays. In essence, we build an MHT on top of a
suffix array (Fig.Fig. 22), and then allow query results to be passed
to the user along with VOs as proofs for the result. The user
then verifies the result using the VO.

We define five phases for the implementation of our scheme:
Setup Phase, Query Phase, Query Response Phase, Verifica⁃
tion Phase, and Update Phase.

1) Phase 1: Setup
Data owners initiate the scheme by firstly generating a suffix

array from the string or text file that their wishes to make avail⁃
able for querying. They then build HCSI digests over the suffix⁃
es in the string. The HCSI digests for each suffix are then or⁃
dered according to the suffix array indexes and an MHT is con⁃
structed over them. The data owners then sign the MHT root
with their private keys and upload the string to the server.
They also transmit their public keys to the users. They may op⁃
tionally discard the string, the suffix array, and the MHT. AlgoAlgo⁃⁃
rithmrithm 22 illustrates this phase.

Fig.Fig. 33 shows an example of the MHT constructed from the
HCSI digests for the string‘aardvark’. We will make use of
Fig. 3 in running examples with the descriptions of the upcom⁃

AlgorithmAlgorithm 11:: HCSI Reconstruction
InputInput: x, α, β, Sβ, γ
ifif !( Sβ ) thenthen

/* Matching reconstruction */
β' ←α + |x| - 1; S'

β ← x || x ; x' ← x ;
elseelse

ifif (β–α + 1≤ |x|) (xβ - α + 1 ≠ Sβ) thenthen
/* Non⁃matching reconstruction */
β' ← β ; S'

β ← Sβ ; x' ← x1…β - α ∥ Sβ ;
elseelse

/* Invalid β and/or Sβ */
reject;

endend
endend
hcsi ← h(β', S'

β, γ);
forfor i← β' - 1 down⁃todown⁃to α dodo

hcsi← h( )i,x'
i - α + 1,hcsi ;

endend

MHT: Merkle Hash Tree

▲Figure 2. An example of the sequenced hash chain of the suffixes
‘ark’and‘dvark’, and their corresponding leaves in a partially
illustrated MHT.

AlgoritAlgorithmhm 22:: Setup
InputInput: S, skDO

sa ← BuildSA(S);
foreachforeach sfx← æ

è
ç

ö
ø
÷S

suff ( )saS( )1 …S
suff ( )saS( )||S dodo

vi ←HCSI(sfx);
endend
mht←BuildMHT(v1,...,vn);
RDO ←sign(skDO,R);Upload( S,RDO );/* The following is optional */
Delete( S, sa, mht );

h(6|"a"|h7)

h4:

h5:

h6:

h7:

h8:

… …

h(7|"r"|h8)

h(8|"k")

h(6|"a"|h7)

h(7|"r"|h8)

h(8|"k")

h(4|"d"|h5)

h(5|"v"|h6)

N4 N5

N2
h(h(N4)|h(5))

Suffix
chains

MHT
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ing phases to provide some intuition as to how the scheme
works.

2) Phase 2: Query
A user U submits to CS a query Q to check if substring x ex⁃

ists in string S. In our running example, the user submits a two
different queries (to illustrate both positive and negative verifi⁃
cation):‘%dva%’and‘%are%’.

3) Phase 3: Query Response
The cloud server receives a query from the user, to check for

the existence of a substring in the stored string. The server con⁃
structs the HCSI digests on the suffixes of the stored string,
and then proceeds to construct an MHT on the HCSI digests.
This is identical to the data owner’s processing in Phase 1.
The server then searches for the substring in the suffix array.
The result of the search returns one position from the suffix ar⁃
ray if the substring was found, otherwise it returns two posi⁃
tions. If the substring was found, then the position returned is
that of the matching suffix i.e. the substring is a prefix of the
suffix at that position. If the substring was not found, then the
two positions returned will be immediate neighbours. The first
is the position of the suffix that is lexicographically smaller
than the substring being sought, and the second is the position
of the suffix that is lexicographically bigger. For each suffix re⁃
turned, β is then calculated as shown in Definition 4.7. If the
substring was found, the result is Y, otherwise it is N. The re⁃
sult is sent back to the client with the following verification da⁃
ta for the position(s) returned from the suffix array search: the
position itself (i), the value of the suffix array at that position
(α), the HCSI digest at position β + 1 (γ), and the verification
path of the leaf for the corresponding position to the root of the
MHT. In the case of a non⁃matching result, the first non⁃match⁃
ing character position in the string (β), and the character at po⁃
sition β ( Sβ ) is also sent back to the user. This phase is shown
in AlgorithmAlgorithm 33.

To generate the VO for the query‘%dva%’in our running
example, the server searches for the prefix‘dva’in the suffix
array, and finds the corresponding match in L4 (Fig. 3). The
server sets α = 4, γ = HCSI(‘rk’), and chooses the verification
path for L4, corresponding to leaf L3, and internal nodes 1, 2,
5, 6, 7, and 8. α, γ. The verification path is then sent along
with the response of the query (Y) to the user. To process the
query‘%are%’, the server searches for the prefix‘are’in the
suffix array. The prefix is not found, so the neighbouring suffix⁃
es that are lexicographically less than and greater than‘are’
are selected, corresponding to leaves L2 and L3. The server
sets α = 2, β = 4, Sβ =‘d’, and γ = HCSI(‘vark’) for L2, and
α = 6, β = 8, Sβ =‘k’, and γ = null for L3. The server then
chooses the verification path for L2 and L3, which is leaves L1
and L4, and internal node 5, 6, 7, and 8. The HCSI variables
and verification path is finally sent to the user.
4) Phase 4: Verification

Upon receiving the query response from the server, the user
ensures that a proof has been provided, otherwise he rejects
the response. The user retrieves the latest root from the data
owner, and verifies the root using the owner’s public key. If
the query response from the server was Y, he reconstructs the
HCSI for the leaf at position i in the MHT using the reconstruc⁃
tion algorithm (Algorithm 1). He then uses the reconstructed
leaf in conjunction with the verification path (sent by the serv⁃
er), to generate the MHT root. He compares the generated root
with the root from the data owner. If the two roots match, he ac⁃
cepts the results as being correct, otherwise the result is reject⁃
ed. If the query response was N, the user firstly checks that the

HCSI: hash chains with sequential indexing
▲Figure 3. An example of the MHT constructed from the HCSI digests
for the string‘aardvark’.

α =

AlgorAlgorithmithm 33:: Query Response
InputInput: Q(x)
sa ← BuildSA(S);
foreachforeach sfx← ( )S

suff ( )saS(1) … S
suff ( )saS(|S|) dodo

vi ← HCSI(sfx);
endend
mht ← BuildMHT( v1,…,vn );
r ← IsSubstringOf( x,S,sa );
ifif r.Y thenthen /* substring was found */

α ← sa(i); γ ← HCSI(Sα + || x ); V ← {i,α,γ};
N ← GetSinglePathSiblings( vi,mht );

elseelse/* substring was not found */
αl ← sa(îl); βl ←αl + |x̄l| - 1; γl ←HCSI(Sαl + |x̄l|);
αr ← sa(îr); βr ←αr + |x̄r| - 1; γr ←HCSI(Sαr + || x̄r

);
V ← {îl,αl,βl,Sβl

,γl, îr,αr,βr,Sβl
,γr};

N ← GetRangePathSiblings( vl,vr,mht );
endend
VO ← BuildVO(V,N);
Respond(r, VO);
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positions of the two suffixes returned by the server are neigh⁃
bouring i.e. the left suffix position is one less than the right suf⁃
fix position. This is to ensure that the server has not returned
two suffixes which have suffixes in⁃between them, one or more
of which may be suffixes that are matches for the substring. If
the two positions are not neighbouring, the result is rejected.
The user then constructs x̄ for each position, by using the first
β -α characters from the query substring, and appending Sβ to
it. Doing this allows him to reconstruct the partial suffixes for
each position to the character that is the first non ⁃ matching
character when compared to the query substring. He confirms
that each is lexicographically smaller and larger than the query
substring. If this is not the case, the result is rejected. This al⁃
lows the user to ensure that the server has not simply returned
two arbitrary neighbouring positions that do not in fact lexico⁃
graphically border the query substring, thereby not allowing
the user to confirm that the position at which the substring may
be found but in fact doesn’t exist. He then generates the HCSI
digests for each suffix position using i, α, β, Sβ, and γ (Algo⁃
rithm 1). He uses the reconstructed leaf for each suffix position
in conjunction with the verification path (sent by the server), to
generate the MHT root. He then compares the generated root
with the root from the data owner. If the two roots match, he ac⁃
cepts the results as being correct, otherwise the result is reject⁃
ed. The verification process is outlined in AlgorithmAlgorithm 44.

In our running example, U receives the response Y to the
query‘%dva%’. To verify the correctness of the response, he
processes the VO, also from CS, as follows: he regenerates L4
using the query‘dva’, α and γ, by calculating h(α ‖‘d’‖ h

(α + 1 ‖‘v’‖ h(α + 2 ‖‘a’‖ γ))) = HCSI(‘dvark’). He
then regenerates the MHT root using the verification path pro⁃
vided by CS, and the checks against the signed root are provid⁃
ed by DO to ensure the generated root is correct. To verify the
correctness of the second query, U runs through a similar pro⁃
cess, but in this case, he additionally uses Sβ to regenerate
leaves L2 and L3. This is because the query literal‘are’only
partially matches the suffixes corresponding to leaves L2 and
L4, and Sβ for each suffix allows U to correctly construct each
individual leaf using both part of the query and Sβ. After recon⁃
structing the leaves, he uses the verification path to recon⁃
struct the root and checks against DO as a final step.
5) Phase 5: Update

In order to facilitate updates, the data owner simply exe⁃
cutes the setup phase with a newer version of string S. This
would generate a new MHT root that would then be used by the
user to verify queries on the new string S.

5 Asymptotic Performance Analysis
We provide a brief outline of the space and time complexi⁃

ties achievable for both our scheme.
TableTable 44 shows a comparison of the complexities for the

DAG scheme proposed in [1] and our scheme. The DO pre⁃pro⁃
cessing phase in our scheme incurs a quarter of the storage
cost of that incurred by the DAG scheme. This is not surpris⁃
ing as the underlying suffix arrays used in our scheme has a
similar advantage over suffix trees in general. Although this ad⁃
vantage is in the constant factor, it in fact is a considerable ad⁃
vantage, and can mean the difference between a practically fea⁃
sible or non⁃feasible solution. A similar advantage is incurred
in the server query response phase, due to the fact that the
server goes through a similar proof construction phase initially
as that performed by the DO pre ⁃ processing phase. The VO
size is small for the DAG scheme, but it increases to n as m ap⁃
proaches n. However, with our scheme, the size is always con⁃
stantly relative to log n regardless of the size of m. This means

AlgorithmAlgorithm 44:: Query verification
InputInput: QR, VO
Retrieve RDO from DO;
ifif verify(pkDO, RDO) == false thenthen /* RDO verification failed */

reject;
endend
ifif QRQR.Y thenthen /* substring found */

h ← ReconstructHCSI(VO);
R ← GenerateMHTRoot(VO,h);

elseelse/* substring not found */
hl ← ReconstructHCSI(VO);
hr ← ReconstructHCSI(VO);
x̄l ← x0…βl - αl

∥ Sβl
; x̄r ← x0…βr - αr

∥ Sβr
;

ifif (x̄l ≥ x) | (x̄r ≤ x) thenthen
reject;

endend
R ← GenerateMHTRoot(VO, hl,hr );

endend
ifif R ≠ RDO−1 thenthen

reject;
endend

▼Table 4. Space and time complexities for our scheme

In string searching theory, research papers provide asymptotic constants due to their
impact on practical algorithms, and thus we also include them to allow greater preci⁃
sion for others when comparing our results to other work.

MHT: Merkle Hash Tree DAG: Directed Acyclic Graph

Measure
Detect false +ve
Detect false ⁃ve
Technique used
DO preproc.

Server qry resp.
User verification

VO size

Reference [1]
Y
N

DAG, compacted suffix treeand Hashing
O(20n) + O(2n − 1)H

O(20n) + O(3m) + O(2n − 1)H
O(m + k)H
O(m + k)

Our scheme
Y
Y

MHT and suffix arrays
O(5n) + O(2n − 1)H

O(5n + (m + 2)log n) + O(2n − 1)H
O(log n + m)H
O(3 + 2logn)
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that the size of the VO under large m is smaller in our scheme
by a log factor.

6 Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the experiments conducted on a

prototype of our proposed scheme in this section.
6.1 Experiment Setup
1) Client configuration: The client module was hosted and exe⁃

cuted on a Toshiba Satellite Ultrabook U920t running Linux
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 64 ⁃ bit, with 3.8 GiB RAM, 247.8 GB
SSD and Intel R CoreTMi5⁃3337U CPU @ 1.80GHz x 4 proces⁃
sor.

2) Server configuration: The server module was run on a VM⁃
ware 30 vCPU 64GB RAM CentOS 6 Linux virtual machine,
which was hosted on a cluster of 19 physical servers.

3) Experiment parameters: RSA was used as the owner’s signa⁃
ture mechanism, and the secret and public keys were gener⁃
ated with 2048⁃bits as the security parameter. The same con⁃
struction was used to generate the server’s secret and pub⁃
lic keys. SHA256 was used to generate hashes for the MHT,
with the digest truncated to 160 bits.

4) Prototype implementation: The prototype was implemented
in C++ on both the client and server machines. Coding was
initially performed on a Windows 8.1 machine with Visual
Studio 2010, and was then ported to the client running on
Ubuntu 14.04 with CodeBlocks 13.12 and GNU C++ 4.8.2.
The suffix array construction algorithm was sourced from lib⁃
divsufsort that has been shown to be very efficient compared
to other implementations [31]. Cryptographic functions for
hashing and signatures were sourced from OpenSSL 1.0.1g.
The owner ⁃ generated SA and MHT were made persistent
and stored to disk (rather than temporarily creating and de⁃
stroying them in memory) and ’uploaded’to the server
along with the data file to facilitate query processing. From
an experimental point ⁃of ⁃view, this facilitated ease⁃of ⁃use
with respect to avoiding running the same process again on
the server. In practice, the server would probably re⁃gener⁃
ate both the SA and MHT independently, however this is not
a requirement for the scheme to work securely. Either option
(i.e. uploading the SA and MHT to the server, or indepen⁃
dently re ⁃ generating them at the server) may be taken in
practice. Consequently, the entire MHT is not loaded into
memory (due to its size) by the server when processing que⁃
ries. Rather, the appropriate nodes in the MHT are loaded
as and when needed by the server during the VO generation
phase. This serves two purposes: 1) to avoid using up large
amounts of memory that could otherwise be used by other
processes on the server, and 2) to reduce the overhead in
loading the entire MHT into memory when queries are being
processed. VOs are essentially realised as text files with an
XML⁃like structure, without the end tags. This allows the cli⁃

ent to recognise and parse the data in the VO in a straight⁃
forward manner.

5) Datasets: The datasets comprise of a total of five files. Three
of the files were taken from the Large Canterbury Corpus
[32], and two were sourced from the NCBI [33]:
•E.coli: Complete genome of the E. Coli bacterium, size 4,

638,690 b
•bible: The King James version of the bible, size 4,047,392 b
•world192: The CIA world fact book, size 2,473,400 b
• human: Chromosome 10 from human genome data, size

128,985,118 b
•hu_combined: A concatenation of chromosomes 1, 3, 5, 6,

9, and 11 from human genome data to form an approxi⁃
mately 1 GB file, size 1,000,003,018 b.

6) Query workload: Contiguous fragments of size 10,000 to 100,
000 characters in 10,000 character increments, and from
100,000 to 1,000,000 characters in 100,000 character incre⁃
ments were taken from each dataset at randomly selected po⁃
sitions. This produced 19 query strings ranging in sizes from
10,000 characters to 1,000,000 characters for each dataset.
The 19 query strings were then submitted to the server in as⁃
cending size order from the smallest query (10,000 charac⁃
ters) to the largest query (1,000,000 characters). The queries
were processed by the server synchronously, with the query
result, VO generation, and query verification for each query
being performed prior to submission of the subsequent que⁃
ry. This series of 19 queries per dataset was repeated for a
total of 30 runs per dataset to get 30 results for each individ⁃
ual query.
The query execution time, VO generation time, VO size and

verification times were measured for each query and recorded.
Averages of each of these recordings were taken for each query/
dataset combinations to produce the final results as shown in
the upcoming graphs.
6.2 Query Execution Times

Our research focuses on the verification of substring que⁃
ries, and not the querying itself. However, we have included
the query execution times as part of the results to provide a
more holistic view of the implementation of the scheme. Due to
the fact that the data file is not loaded into memory prior to
query execution, the execution times are affected by the hits
and misses due to caching. For this reason, we find that the re⁃
sulting graph, in Fig.Fig. 44, produces slightly varying times. The
size of the data file determines the difference in finding que⁃
ries between files of different sizes, and so we note that the da⁃
ta file queries to bible, world192, and E.coli perform better on
the whole than the queries to human and hu_combined. In par⁃
ticular, queries to the hu_combined data file takes more than
10 seconds to execute due to its comparatively larger size
(1 GB) than the other data files. We also note that regardless
of the query size, the query execution times remain relatively
similar for queries executed on individual data files. This is ex⁃
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plained by the fact that a binary search is performed for each
query, and occupies log n + m time for each query, resulting in
fairly similar times regardless of the query size.
6.3 VO Generation Time

The VO generation time is the time the SA⁃MHT prototype
takes for the server to generate VOs for any given query. This
time is incurred in addition to the query execution time and
from the server’s perspective. It is the cost of participating in
the verification scheme per query. The results, shown in Fig.Fig.
55, indicate a range from 3 ms for the shorter queries to 15 ms
for longer queries for the bible, world192, and E.coli data files.
The human data file queries show a range VO generation times
from 85 ms to 469 ms, whilst the hucombined data file shows a
range from 230 ms to 2.864 s. The generation time of all VOs
tends to move towards the respective upper bounds of their in⁃
dividual ranges as the query sizes increase. The outliers at 10,
000 characters for the human data file, and 10,300 characters
for the hu_combined data file could be due to cache hits as
well. The VO generation phase reads the verification path
nodes of the MHT from disk, node⁃by⁃node, and as such is also
affected by the cache.
6.4 VO Sizes

The VO sizes seem to be bounded to a fairly constant range
for each of the data files, as shown in Fig.Fig. 66. The VO sizes for
the bible, world192, and E.coli data files seem to share a simi⁃
lar range of values between 4.8 KB to 5.6 KB, and this is due
to the possible number of nodes in the verification path for
each suffix, which is bounded by O(log n). It is worth noting
that the log n bound is reflected by the jump from the lower
three data files, which have almost the same log n bounds, to
the human data file, which has a higher log n bound (ranging
between 6.3 KB and 6.5 KB), and then another jump to the

hu_combined data file VO sizes which has an even higher log
n bound (ranging between 7 KB and 7.2 KB). The deviations
from the otherwise constant values are due to fewer verification
path nodes being generated for MHT nodes that happen to lie
at the end of a level without a sibling (i.e. it is the end node of
a level that has an odd number of nodes). In such a case, the
node is not included in the verification path, and is simply pro⁃
moted to the previous levels until a sibling is found. This re⁃
sults in fewer verification path nodes for that verification path
compared to the verification path of nodes that have siblings.
6.5 Query Verification Time
Fig.Fig. 77 shows the query verification time incurred by the cli⁃

ent. The initial observation is that regardless of data file size,
the verification time for different query sizes are virtually the

▲Figure 4. Query execution times for the SA⁃MHT prototype. ▲Figure 5. VO generation time for the SA⁃MHT prototype.

▲Figure 6. VO sizes for the SA⁃MHT prototype.
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same. This is a reflection of the relatively constant sizes of the
VO and the fact that the difference amongst the sizes of the
VOs for different data files is less than 2 KB (Fig. 6). The que⁃
ry size is the determining factor and this can be seen through
the rise of the curve as the query sizes increase. This is a re⁃
sult of the number of hashes performed by the client, the maxi⁃
mum of which is the size of the query per suffix being verified.
6.6 Discussion on Experiment Results

The experiments on the prototype have shown promising re⁃
sults on the whole. The additional time spent by the server in
generating the VO is largely a fraction of the query execution
time, and in practice would be unnoticeable by the client. Ad⁃
ditionally, the size of the VO is also fairly constant and does
not appear to be affected much by the size of the query. The da⁃
ta file size causes the VO to increase, but only by a couple of
kilobytes for a data file increase from 4 MB to 1 GB. Finally,
the client⁃side verification incurs less than a second of process⁃
ing time for query sizes of up to 100,000 characters, which is a
large query for most applications. Larger query sizes incur
more times, and are a function of the size of the query, but may
still be considered usable in practice.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented an existential substring query verifica⁃

tion scheme that meets the properties of authenticity, complete⁃
ness and freshness. The scheme allows consumers to query for
the existence of arbitrary substrings that are not restricted to
keyword searches only, and provides verification objects with
the results as proofs of correctness. Our scheme is based on
suffix arrays, and provides improvements in the space and pro⁃
cessing time in comparison to the only other comparable
scheme proposed in [1]. Our scheme also provides consistently

smaller VOs for large substring matches compared to the
scheme proposed in [1]. The experiment results on a fully func⁃
tioning prototype are promising for the applicability of our
scheme to appropriate applications on the cloud.

▲Figure 7. Query verification time for the SA⁃MHT prototype.
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Abstract

Intelligent transportation system (ITS) is proposed as the most effective way to improve road safety and traffic efficiency. However,
the future of ITS for large scale transportation infrastructures deployment highly depends on the security level of vehicular commu⁃
nication systems (VCS). Security applications in VCS are fulfilled through secured group broadcast. Therefore, secure key manage⁃
ment schemes are considered as a critical research topic for network security. In this paper, we propose a framework for providing
secure key management within heterogeneous network. The security managers (SMs) play a key role in the framework by retrieving
the vehicle departure information, encapsulating block to transport keys and then executing rekeying to vehicles within the same
security domain. The first part of this framework is a novel Group Key Management (GKM) scheme basing on leaving probability
(LP) of vehicles to depart current VCS region. Vehicle's LP factor is introduced into GKM scheme to achieve a more efficient
rekeying scheme and less rekeying costs. The second component of the framework using the blockchain concept to simplify the
distributed key management in heterogeneous VCS domains. Extensive simulations and analysis are provided to show the effective⁃
ness and efficiency of the proposed framework: Our GKM results demonstrate that probability ⁃based BR reduces rekeying cost
compared to the benchmark scheme, while the blockchain decreases the time cost of key transmission over heterogeneous net⁃
works.
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V
1 Introduction

ehicular communication systems (VCS) supports
not only message exchange among vehicles, but
between cars and infrastructure facilities as well.
Infrastructure access points in VCS are called

Road Side Units (RSUs) [1]. RSU acts as a base station in VCS
and covers a small section on the road. Traditional VCS is com⁃
prised of multiple RSU cells and offers a platform among intel⁃
ligent transportation systems (ITS) for vehicles to exchange dif⁃
ferent kinds of messages such as safety notification messages.
With the help of VCS, ITS can offer a more safe and efficient
traffic management, which is the basic function of ITS. More⁃
over, commercial applications, such as electric vehicle charg⁃
ing [2], can be implemented on a dedicated platform. A recent
report from U.S Department of Transport (DoT) shows that
82% of the accidents can be prevented by using ITS systems
[3]. Even though significant developments have taken place
over the past few years in the area of VCS, security issues, es⁃
pecially key management schemes are still an important topic
for research. High mobility, large volume, frequent handoff of
vehicular nodes and heterogeneity networks pose different

challenges compared to the traditional mobile networks.
ITS spans across a wide range of applications which are clas⁃

sified into two categories: vehicle⁃to⁃vehicle (V2V) and vehicle⁃
to ⁃ infrastructure (V2I) [4]. VCS security highly relies on the
safety for exchange of beacon messages. These beacon messag⁃
es are usually referred to as Cooperative Awareness Messages
(CAMs) for EU [5] or Basic Safety Messages (BSMs) for US [6],
as they enable other vehicles to be aware of their surroundings.
Vehicles located in the same RSU cell form a group and the
current traffic situation is generated based on the summary of
BSMs broadcasted by other group members. The trustfulness
and legality of BSM information is proved by encrypting safety
messages with a pre ⁃ agreed group key (GK). For this reason,
the problem of providing ITS security can be mapped into the
problem of how to reliably distribute or update group keys
among all the communicating participants. Several group key
management (GKM) approaches for mobile networks (e.g Logi⁃
cal Key Hierarchy (LKH) and One ⁃ way Function Tree) have
been presented in recent years. Unfortunately, these approach⁃
es are quite inefficient for VCS application due to huge num⁃
ber and high variability in vehicular nodes. Hence, there is
need for a novel and more efficient key management scheme
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for VCS.
To meet the security requirements, GK has to be refreshed

and redistributed (rekeying) securely whenever a group mem⁃
ber changes in order to achieve forward and backward secrecy
[7]. This approach poses the challenge of rekeying efficiency.
Several approaches aim to improve efficiency of managing
keys for group nodes, and schemes for individual node rekey⁃
ing like key tree approaches [8], [9] are developed to ease the
problem. Furthermore, Batch Rekeying (BR) [10] is proposed
to significantly improve efficiency compared to individual
rekeying schemes. But these approaches are not suitable for
VCS application as the number of mobility nodes may be huge
in VCS. The authors in [11] introduce BR into multiple key
trees and select the tree with less rekeying cost upon rekeying.
However, nodes in [11] are traditional mobile nodes with irreg⁃
ular trajectory. Paper [12] presents a GKM scheme for Internet
of Things applications, including VCS scenarios. Based on the
idea in [10], authors introduce their method for VCS but main⁃
ly focus on key initialisation and registration stage.

Aside from the aforementioned problem, heterogeneity is⁃
sues are an inevitable aspect in wireless networks. Heterogene⁃
ity in wireless network refers to either the difference on the
traffic volumes, or distinct network structures. Heterogeneous
traffic volumes are classified as nodes densities or message
traffic capabilities [13] while the heterogeneous network struc⁃
tures normally stand for the network managed under different
topologies [14], [15] or central managers. These heterogene⁃
ities are the major considerations in evaluating the essential re⁃
quirements of VCS key management scheme. Recently, hetero⁃
geneous vehicular communication networks are given more at⁃
tention. The heterogeneity in terms of different central authori⁃
ties has become a reality problem as VCS is considered as a
worldwide system covering multiple countries. Specifically
speaking, two RSUs in different security domains should be
able to keep understanding messages from the same car pass⁃
ing through their common border between domains. With this
in mind, user cross⁃domain hand⁃offs must not be overlooked
in VCS.

In this paper, we propose a key management scheme for
VCS scenarios, including the group batch rekeying scheme
and key transmission between two heterogeneous networks. Dif⁃
ferent form the previous group batch rekeying schemes [7],
[10]-[12], Leaving probability (LP) is introduced into the pro⁃
posed scheme to further reduce rekeying cost in order to
achieve better efficiency. Furthermore, with the help of block⁃
chain, a simplified handshake procedure is achieved for hetero⁃
geneous networks. Performance evaluations of this paper dem⁃
onstrate that LP approach achieves much less rekeying over⁃
head compared to the benchmark BR scheme. The time con⁃
sumption result of heterogeneous key management approach is
compared with that in traditional network structure to prove
that the blockchain concept helps to shorten the key transmis⁃
sion handshake time.

The remainder of this paper are organised as follows: Sec⁃
tion 2 briefly introduces key management techniques. Model
overview and details of our scheme are displayed in section 3.
We describe our system model, and then introduce the rest
part of our ideas, namely, LP, vehicle initialisation procedures
and key transmission between heterogeneous networks. Scenar⁃
io parameter assumptions, key registration procedures, rekey⁃
ing costs and blockchain performance are analysed in Section
4. Section 5 concludes the paper and presents some future
plans.

2 Related Work

2.1 Key Tree Approach
Key tree approaches include the key graph approach and

LKH, which are scalable structures to manage large volume of
nodes. Hierarchy tree reduces the processing complexity of
each member change request from O(N) to O(logdN) [16],
where d is the degree of key tree and N is the group size. In
key tree structure, GK is placed at the root of the tree. It is
called to encrypt messages whenever a member wants to ex⁃
change messages with others. This means that all the group
members own a copy of GK and these members knows all the
details about the GK, so the GK must be a symmetric encryp⁃
tion scheme key, such as Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) [17]. Individual keys (IK) are located at leaf nodes of the
tree, they are user nodes in the broadcasting group. The rest of
tree nodes are logical key nodes which are used to encrypt par⁃
ent keys, called Key Encryption Key (KEK) [7]. In wireless net⁃
work, mobility nodes form the mainstream composition of net⁃
work, especially in VCS. Therefore BR is a critical method to
reduce a large proportion of rekeying messages, which is
caused by individual rekeying. To eliminate high rekeying cost
in individual rekeying, BR scheme collects all member modifi⁃
cation requests within a certain period of time and triggers
rekeying broadcasting at end of the period. In this way, key
manager aggregates multiple broadcast messages into a single
one and achieves much better efficiency, where the period of
time is batch interval tBR and end of the period is called batch
edge.

GKM algorithm in [10] is the first scheme using batch con⁃
ception and it was cited by large number of batch rekeying pa⁃
pers. The authors assume there are J vehicles joining the group
and L vehicles leaving, respectively. Four situations are classi⁃
fied as follows:
•Case⁃1: If J = L, new joining users replace the previous plac⁃

es of leaving users.
•Case⁃2: If J < L, joining members fill into J minimum⁃depth

tree leaf vacancies of the departing users.
•Case⁃3: If J > L and L = 0, the key manager first finds the

shallowest node and remove it, then forms the node and join⁃
ing users as a new subtree. Finally the key manager inserts
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the tree at the deleted point.
•Case ⁃ 4: If J > L and L > 0, the central manager executes

steps in case⁃2 first and operates algorithm in case⁃3 after⁃
wards.
It is a framework for all mobile networks, but not dedicated

for VCS applications. With this in mind, the probability factor
in VCS scenarios can be involved in joining member ordering
and inserting point selection as well. Details are discussed in
section 3.
2.2 Blockchain Applications

A lot of attention has been attracted to the blockchain con⁃
cept since its parent production, bitcoin, was launched in late
2008 [18]. The core idea of blockchain is that it maintains a
distributed and synchronised ledger of transactions. It benefits
to accountability function by using block look⁃up, which is fair⁃
ly useful since the malicious user must be revoked in time.
More importantly, a transaction can be used to transmit infor⁃
mation among decentralised network. Even through there is no
centralised manager, the key to maintain the information cor⁃
rectness and integrity in blockchain network is that all the
blocks are distributed verified by large of network participants
(miners) [19].

To the best of our knowledge, no previous works have adopt⁃
ed the blockchain mechanism to transmit information for wire⁃
less network applications, let alone the VCS applications. In
this paper, we utilise the Security Managers (SM) network to
transmit and verify vehicle keys in the across border requests,
rather than forwarding them to the third party authorities.

3 Proposed Framework

3.1 System Model
We focus exclusively on a system of vehicles each equip⁃

ping an On Board Unit (OBU) embedded with wireless commu⁃
nication module based on the IEEE 802.11p standard. The
OBU enables vehicles to communicate with nearby vehicles
and infrastructures (RSU). The RSUs are equipped with the
identical wireless standard. Security managers are placed on
the upper level of RSUs and their logical coverage area is
called security domain. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, Area⁃A is a
security domain which is managed by security manager A.
This traditional network structure employs central managers
(or trusted third party authority) at top of the network to man⁃
age cryptography materials, this however makes it an ineffi⁃
cient key exchange, and will require supernumerary hand⁃
shakes if a car passes from one security domain to another.
The key transportation achieved by our approach could thus be
simplified by using blockchain mining method, meaning the
messages will be verified by SM network but not third party au⁃
thorities. For instance, let us consider a scenario in which two
cars in same security domain apply to depart, each on going in

a different direction. The trust authority must send two distinct
messages in order to finish key transmission. In our model, on
the other hand, simplifies the network structure, specifically
the trust third party authorities. Similar to the bitcoin network,
the function of blockchain enable nodes to share information
without the need for a central party to secure this ledger. The
trusted third party authorities only take part in distributing ini⁃
tial keys, while the cryptography issues are computed by SM,
which is placed at higher level of the network. As shown in
Fig. 2, SM is connected with a“cloud”that may link with SMs
on other domains and certification entities with a territory.

A key management scheme has three functional compo⁃
nents: key initialisation, group key management and key trans⁃
mission between heterogeneous networks [16], [20]. Our model
assumes that the key initialisation is managed by the third par⁃
ty central authorities. We suppose the central authorities have
secure communication link with SMs. Therefore, authorities
are responsible for generating the permanent vehicle identities
only. Vehicles travel on a road and periodically transmit safety
messages using OBU, which are collected by RSU that are
built along the road at regular intervals. The RSU forwards re⁃
ceived messages to the upper level SM to verify the authentici⁃

▲Figure 1. Traditional network structure.
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▲Figure 2. Blockchain based network structure.
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ty of such messages. The aforementioned group key manage⁃
ment is executed by SMs. They start their rekeying work by us⁃
ing wireless IEEE 802.11p broadcasting within their own secu⁃
rity domain, which is triggered depending on member altera⁃
tion. The messages are supposed to share with neighbouring
SMs to transport keys if they indicate a SM⁃border⁃crossing ac⁃
tion. Similar to bitcoin applications, the crossing border ac⁃
tions are encapsulated into transactions and a block is formed
by multiple transactions within a short period of time. Aside
from this, the SMs take the role of miners. Our proposal is to
transport keys by mining blocks so that a blockchain can be
maintained for heterogeneous key management purpose, at
least within a local SM domain. As a result, the list of new join⁃
ing members is delivered by retrieving the information from a
block.
3.2 Probability Based Group Key Management

A key management scheme has three functional compo⁃
nents: key initialisation, group key management and key trans⁃
mission between heterogeneous networks [16], [20]. Our model
assumes that the key initialisation is managed by the third par⁃
ty central authorities. We suppose the central authorities have
secure communication link with SMs. Therefore, authorities
are responsible for generating the permanent vehicle identities
only.
3.2.1 Joining Handshake

Cryptographic encryption schemes and certificates are intro⁃
duced to provide security in ITS [21]. Public/private key pairs
and certificates are managed by Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) and Certificate Authority (CA), respectively.
IEEE1609.2 [21] defines the use of powerful cryptographic
schemes such as Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption (ECIES)
[22] for individual encryption (encrypting the rekeying block
only for a single user but not for a group), which requires more
processing resources. AES is used for group communication,
which is considered as a lightweight symmetrical encryption al⁃
gorithm. In our scheme, all vehicles hold either permanent or
temporary certificate in order to complete joining handshake
work. A temporary certificate is assigned before vehicle leaves
the manufacturer. As shown in Fig. 3, new vehicles need to
use the temporary certificateto send an Initial Registration
Message (IRM) for self ⁃ registration at initial participation in
ITS environment.

Permanent certificates become effective whenever a vehicle
changes to another RSU area under the same security domain.
The SM checks the correctness of the safety beacon messages.
In this case, a new RSU obtains the region changing informa⁃
tion from the verified safety beacon messages. Fig. 4 illustrates
the above procedures. For the above situations, SM and RSUs
need to collect vehicle entry and exit information via BSMs or
IRMs to achieve batch rekeying.

When a vehicle attempts to move into a new RSU area that

is under administration of the same SM, it keeps broadcasting
BSMs using previous GK: AES{ }Info, GK +
ECDSA{ }Cip, Kpriv + Certp, where Info is the safety informa⁃
tion, Kpriv is private key of vehicle and Cip is ciphertext. Pe⁃rmanent certificate Certp includes authorised receipt to prove
that the certificate holder possesses a legal digital receipt and
public/private key pairs which are authenticated by local SM.
The RSU forwards the certificate and signature to the applica⁃
tions layer of SM, after receiving the check request. Digital sig⁃
nature scheme Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(ECDSA) [23] is used in our scenario to provide better degree
of security. The legality of the vehicle's identity is verified by
SM and a confirmation message is then sent back to RSU. The
RSU starts to prepare the rekeying message upon“Confirma⁃
tion”receipt. The rekeying broadcast is sent until the start of
next batch interval. We assume that both pervious and new
RSU can receive the BSM. Thus, previous RSU knows the leav⁃
ing activity, while the new RSU obtaining information from the
same BSM as RSUs are designed to store GK of its neighbours.
3.2.2 Leaving Probability

LP of mobile node is defined in [24] as an average number
of nodes leaving the group within a rekeying interval. For tradi⁃

CA: Certificate Authority PKI: Public Key Infrastructure

BSM: Basic Safety Message RSU: Road Side Unit SM: Security Manager

▲Figure 3. Vehicle initial joining handshake.

▲Figure 4. Vehicle RSU changing handshake.
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tional mobile networks (e.g. 3G, LTE and 5G network), en⁃
trance and departure of portable nodes are unpredictable.
Hence some key management schemes require nodes subscrib⁃
ing several rekeying intervals in order to calculate leaving
probability. Unfortunately, security vulnerabilities appear
when system allows users to select their own subscription peri⁃
od: a malicious user eavesdrops critical messages by asking ac⁃
tive period longer then its real residence time.

Probability models are much easier to implement for vehicle
nodes in VCS since they have predictable moving trajectory.
With this in mind, a dedicated LP calculation algorithm is
needed for VCS scenarios. According to the traffic survey [25]
at a one⁃directional urban road, speed distribution fits normal
distribution function in (1) [26].

f ( )x| μ, σ = 1
σ 2π e

( )x - μ 2

2σ2 , (1)
where μ is the mean or expectation of the distribution and σ is
the standard deviation. With the help of the speed distribution
and vehicle specifications, the central manager is able to com⁃
pute the possible speed range (PSR) and possible departure
speed range (PDSR). The upper boundary UPSR stands for the
maximum speed in which vehicle can reach at end of current
batch interval ( tBR ). Similar to UPSR , LPSR is for the mini⁃
mum speed if vehicle tries to slow down. In addition, UPSDRand LPSDR are the highest and lowest speed for car to leave the
current RSU coverage, respectively. We assuming dRemain is
the distance between the vehicle current position and coverage
border which is directly ahead of the vehicle. Thus, the leaving
probability PL is calculated as (2):

PL = ∫LPSDR

UPSDR

f ( )x| μ, σ dx
∫LPSR

UPSR

f ( )x| μ, σ dx . (2)

RSU knows vehicle’s maximum positive and negative accel⁃
eration by listening to the safety beacon messages, thus it is
easier to calculate the upper and lower boundary ( Vmax and
Vmin ) of PSR. For PSDR boundaries, Vdep -max stands for the max⁃
imum speed for vehicle to depart. There are two different ex⁃
treme situations:
1) The vehicle keeps speed⁃up with maximum positive acceler⁃

ation a+ until the speed reaches Vmax . The speed is kept
until the end of the batch interval. The overall distance
dRemain is covered by the vehicle.

2) The vehicle already has enough speed and dRemain is short
enough so that the vehicle is able to leave the region easily.
The vehicle speeds up with an acceleration lower than a+ .
It reaches Vmax at mid of tBR and keeps the speed Vmax until
the end of the batch interval.
Similarly, there are two possible situations of Vdep -min :

1) The current speed Vcurrent is fast enough for vehicle to leave
the RSU region, therefore the minimum speed for the vehi⁃
cle to leave Vdep -min is decided by decreasing speed until the

end of tBR under the assumption that the node can travel
dRemain .

2) The vehicle has to speed up in order to depart in tBR , there⁃
fore the node first improves the current speed from Vcurrent to
Vdep -min , and then keeps it until the end of the batch interval.
According to the possibilities above, the first situation is

that the vehicle can leave the region only by driving with cur⁃
rent speed:
Vdep -min = 2∙dremain

tBR
- Vcurrent . (3)

Here it is assumed vehicle spends time t1 speeding up to
Vdep -max , and Vdep -max are calculated in (4):
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

Vdep -max = VCurrent + t1∙a+
dremain = Vdep -max∙( )tBR - t1
+0.5∙t1∙( )Vdep -max + Vcurrent

. (4)

Therefore, Vdep -max is computed by a summarised equation:
Vdep -min = Vcurrent + a+∙tBR +

2∙a+( )Vcurrent∙tBR - dremain + a2
+∙t2BR . (5)

To sum up, LP can be generated by using Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Leaving Probability Calculation
Input: Current speed VCurrent , distance to coverage border
dremain , vehicle maximum positive and negative acceleration a+
& a- , batch interval tBR , maximum speed the vehicle can
reach Vlimit

Output: Leaving Probability (LP): PL1: Max speed in tBR : Vmax - expect = Vcurrent + a+·tBR
2: if ( Vmin - exp ect ≥ Vlimit } then
3: dmax in tBR , keep gaining speed until Vlimit ;
4: else
5: dmax in tBR , keep gaining speed until Vmax - expect ;
6: endif
7: if ( dmax ≥ dremain ) then
8: Vdep -max = min( Vmax - expect , Vlimit );
9: else
10: Set LP for this node Pu = 0;
11: endif
12: MIN speed in tBR : Vmin - expect = Vcurrent ⁃ tBR × a- ;
13: if ( Vcurrent ６·tBR ≥ dremain ) then
14: call equation (3) to calculate Vdep -min ;
15: else
16: call equation (5) to calculate Vdep -min ;
17: endif
18: Calculate maximum and minimum possible speed of

the vehicle, Vmax and Vmin ;
19: LP is calculated by employing Vdep -max , Vdep -min , Vmax

and Vmin into equation (2);
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20: End Algorithm

3.2.3 Leaving Ratio
However, in a VCS scenario, most of the vehicles have no

chance to leave the communication group before the next batch
edge since it is impossible for them to reach the speed to leave
the region border in rekeying interval. For this reason, another
parameter Leaving Ratio (LR) is involved to substitute LP.
Within the range (0, 1], LR is a ratio of the rekeying interval
and time cost for the vehicle leaving the broadcast border. Sim⁃
ilar to the definition of LP, LR represents the inverse of the
number of rekeying intervals using for a vehicle to leave the
group:
LR =minæ

è
ç

ö
ø
÷1, tBR

tout
. (6)

The parameter tout is the time cost for a vehicle to leave,
which is computed by (7):
tout = dremain

Vcurrent
. (7)

3.2.4 Joining User Sequence
According to the batch rekeying scheme in [10], new joining

users have two circumstances to be attached to the key tree:
1) New joining users fill into the vacancies caused by depar⁃

ture users.
2) New users joining the subtree form a subtree and the sub⁃

tree is inserted into the key tree.
Both the circumstances are related to inserting fresh nodes

in order of LP and LR values. In our scenario, nodes are ar⁃
ranged according to LP and LR with either positive or negative
sequence. LP is considered with higher priority compared to
LR during work arrangement. LR is taken into operating if the
rest of the nodes are with LP equal to zero. For example, if the
joining users are arranged with leaving probabilities from high
to low, the sequence should be LPhigh > LPmed > LPlow >
LRhigh > LRmid > LRlow.
3.3 Heterogeneous Key Management

We propose the blockchain concept for heterogeneous key
management, which aims to simplify the distributed key man⁃
agement in large heterogeneous security domains. A light⁃
weight and scalable key transmission scheme is implemented
in our scheme by using blockchain.
3.3.1 Heterogeneous Key Management

The handshake process in the traditional network is shown
in Fig. 5. When a vehicle attempts to join a new geography ter⁃
ritory in which infrastructures are managed by a new certifi⁃
cate authority (CA), the old CA picks up this border crossing
activity from the beacon messages that are sent by the vehicle.

Then it generates a border crossing request along with useful
information related to the vehicle and forwards all these materi⁃
als to the next CA. A new group key will be sent to the vehicle
after new CA has verified such cryptography materials. This
however delays the key transmission between two security do⁃
mains. The blockchain concept is one approach to facilitate
this, because it eliminates the third party authorities and al⁃
lows decentralised key transmission between networks. We ab⁃
stract handshake steps of blockchain network (Fig. 6). In our
model, border crossing requests are gathered into transactions,
these transactions are further collected into a candidate block.
This candidate block is then distributed into the SM network
for other SMs to verify, which follows the mining processes in
bitcoin network [19]. The mined block is returned back to SM
network after the solution of the proof⁃of⁃work has been found
[27] and the destination SM retrieves the joining vehicle infor⁃
mation from this block.
3.3.2 Transaction Format

Transactions are designed to encapsulate key transmission
materials from the source SM to destination SM. Six fields are
contained in the transaction of our model (Table 1). Hash in

BSM: Basic Safety Message CA: Certificate Authority SM: Security Manager

▲Figure 6. Heterogeneous key management in blockchain based network.

BSM: Basic Safety Message RSU: Road Side Unit SM: Security Manager

▲Figure 5. Heterogeneous key management in traditional network.
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the first field aims to simplify computation burden of miners.
The destination SM knows the existence of new joining vehi⁃
cles from the fourth field if the value in this field matches the
SM identity. Even more important, the destination SM can en⁃
crypt the rekeying message by using the vehicle public key,
which is embedded in vehicle certificate in the last field. As
one of the most important metric to measure the performance
of blockchain, the number of transactions in bitcoin related re⁃
search is how many transactions are mined in a second. Howev⁃
er in VCS scenarios, we use an alternative definition, which is
the average number of transactions in a block.
3.3.3 Block Format

The block header is constructed by six fields (Table 2), sim⁃
ilar to the bitcoin block. The second field links the block to its
parent block. All the transactions in the block are embedded
into the header using a piece of data content, that is, the merk⁃
le tree root [28]. The merkle tree root assures the integrity of
transactions as the alteration on transactions causes a totally
different value of the merkle root value. Timestamp protects
the block from time tampering. Without loss of generality, diffi⁃
culty is a metric of how difficult it is to successfully find a
hash. However, there are two distinct ways of describing the
difficulty. The first describes it as the number of zeros at the
start of the hash result of the block header, while the second

one measures an estimated difficulty target. The target is the
number of hash calculations to mine a block. An acceptable
block must have a hash below this target level. We propose the
same difficulty format as it in the bitcoin block, with the first
two hexadecimal bits for the exponent and the remaining part
is coefficient. Hence the target difficulty can be computed us⁃
ing (8) [27]:
target = coefficient × 2 8×(exponent - 3) . (8)

3.3.4 Mine Proof⁃Of⁃Work
In bitcoin, proof⁃of⁃work is a digital receipt which is hard to

calculate but easy for others to verify [18]. A one⁃way crypto⁃
graphic hash function, double SHA256, dha sh( ) , is used to
calculate the proof ⁃ of ⁃work. This function is used in various
fields of the bitcoin system [27], including the calculation of
the merkle root. The result is calculated by hashing the candi⁃
date block header repeatedly, using different nonce value, un⁃
til the resulting hash value matches the difficulty requirement.
More specifically, the block is successfully mined if the hash
result starts with the numbers of zeros. The number of zeros is
equal to the difficulty.

To mine a block, each time a block candidate is released in⁃
to SM network, and the hash of the block header is calculated
by SMs. At the start of mining, a difficulty target is computed
to get the maximum acceptable hash calculation times. An arbi⁃
trary number between 0 and the difficulty target is selected as
the initial hash attempt number to start mining. As most of the
proof ⁃ of ⁃ works does not appear within a small value of at⁃
tempts. If it fails to find the proof⁃of⁃work within above the val⁃
ue range, the attempt value should starts from 0 to see if there
is an answer among small numbers. When the total calculation
times exceed the difficulty target, the SM fails to find a proof⁃of⁃
work basing on this block. Therefore, the transactions must be
rearranged and mined again. However, the mining work is
aborted when the proof ⁃ of ⁃work is found by someone else in
SM network. Algorithm 2 shows a summarised pseudocode of
mining procedure.
Algorithm 2 Calculate Nonce (Proof⁃Of⁃Work)
Input: Candidate Block Header H
Output: Nonce value nonce

1: Summarise the first five header fields in a basic string S;
2: Calculate the difficult target tar using equation (8);
3: Initialise the tries number nonce, tried string try, output

result from the double hash function dhash();
4: Pick a random number n = Random [0, tar);
5: nonce = n;
6: while (result is not found & nonce ≤ tar & Not receive

Proof⁃Of⁃Work from other SM) do
7: result = dhash(try + nonce);
8: nonce ++ ;

▼Table 1. The transaction format

Field
Transaction hash

Transaction number
Current security manager

Destination security manager
Vehicle identity (current pseudonym)

Vehicle certificate

Description
A Hash of the transaction

Number of this transaction in block
Current security domain
Next security domain

Current vehicle pseudonym
Certificate of the pseudonym

▼Table 2. The block format

Block Header
Field

Version
Previous block hash
Merkle tree root

Timestamp
Targeted difficulty

Nonce

Description
Block version number

Hash of the previous block in the chain
Hash of the merkle tree root of transactions

Creation time of this block
The proof⁃of⁃work difficulty target
A counter for the proof⁃of⁃work

Block Payload (Transactions)
Field

Transaction 1
…

Transaction N

Description
The first transaction in this block

…

The last transaction in this block
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9: end while
10: nonce = 0;
11: while (result is not found & nonce ≤ n & Not receive

Proof⁃Of⁃Work from other SM) do
12: result = dhash(try + nonce);
13: nonce ++ ;
14: end while
15: if (result is not found & Not receive Proof ⁃ Of ⁃Work

from other SM) then
16: return (nonce ⁃ 1);
17: else
18: Generate a new block header hash value by

changing the sequence of transactions then
Repeat the aforementioned steps;

19: end if
20: End Algorithm

4 Simulation and Evaluation

4.1 Assumptions
The assumed parameters are shown in Table 3. Our scenar⁃

io is set to have each single RSU coverage range with 600 m
and the maximum transmit power Pt -max = 20mW [29] in veh⁃
icles in the network simulation (Veins) [30]. VCS networks
need decentralized management by RSU cells due to the fact
that ITS application has to be employed in large scale geo⁃
graphical area. Therefore RSU in this scenario acts as the cen⁃
tral key manager and a relay between vehicle nodes and the ad⁃
ministrator agency. The 210 vehicles pass an 8⁃row road area.
The number of vehicles and rows are considered under a satu⁃
rated traffic condition. The saturated traffic aims to exam our
scheme under the worst case (as well as the heaviest burden of
VCS). The vehicle speed follows normal distribution with μ =
46.56 and σ = 6.88 [25] while the departure time follows expo⁃
nential distribution.

To improve rekeying efficiency, key tree structure of this
scenario is based on LKH [8], [9] with binary tree degrees. The

higher tree degrees result, the more node individual encryption
upon rekeying. Batch rekeying is considered in the model with
batch rekeying interval tBR is set to 0.5 s. The benchmark BR
scheme [10] is used. This scheme is the basic framework for
all mobile networks. Even though there are some incremental
schemes based on it, such as [7], but none of them are focus on
VCS scenarios. Moreover, recent papers [11], [12] still use [10]
as their basic idea.

We assumed that blocks are mined by Digilent Nexys⁃2 500
k that is considered as one of the lowest cost FPGA mining de⁃
vices. This device can finish 5 million hash calculations per
second. We take an average distance of 5000 m between SMs,
while the distance between SM and RSU is set to 1000 m. The
average transactions in a block is constrained by 2 and 128,
which means the average vehicle departure requests a range by
210 and 27 . The range of the difficulty level is defined by 3
and 5.
4.2 Key Initialisation
Table 4 presents the time cost for a vehicle to register to a

RSU when it joins a new broadcast group. Results are generat⁃
ed in OMNeT++ 4.5 [30], [31]. The steps in the table follow
the handshake routes in Fig. 3. Step 8 is a unique progress for
batch rekeying, the central key manager collects all member
list modification requests in this batch period and waits for the
start of next batch interval. The rekeying message has complex
format which contains information for all group members,
therefore the processing time tprepare is much longer than other
steps.

The vehicle sends IRM messages without any record about
GK, therefore, it has to use its own public key to encrypt mov⁃
ing state information. ECIES with elliptic curve secp160r1 in
Crypto++ [32] is selected for the cryptographic schemeECIES,
and digital signature scheme ECDSA as well. The cipher block
has a length of 75 bytes because ECIES provides much better

▼Table 3. Assumption of scenario parameters

Parameter name
Length of RSU coverage area
BSM transmit power Pt -max

Overall vehicle number
Length of rekeying interval tBR

Distance between SMs
Distance between SM and RSUs
Range of transaction numbers

Range of difficulty (the number of zeros)
Mining speed

Parameter value
600 m
20 mW

210 vehicles
0.5 s

5000 m
1000 m

2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128
3-5

5 million hashes per second
RSU: Road Side Unit SM: Security Manager

▼Table 4. Event timestamps

Step name
1. Vehicle joining
2. Registration Msg→RSU
3. RSU receives Msg
4. RSU checks Msg→PKI/CA
5. PKI/CA receives Msg (via router/switch)
6. PKI/CA checks Msg and sends toRSU
7. RSU receives Msg and prepares rekey
8. Send at next batch edge tsend = tBRWait time twait = tBR - t6Rekey Msg preparation time tprepare = 4.289728099ms
9. Send out rekey Msg
10. Vehicle receive rekey Msg

Timestamp
t0 = 0ms

t1 = 2.910098956ms
t2 = 3.040167479ms
t3 = 4.350436255ms
t4 = 7.350735578ms
t5 = 7.351695577ms
t6 = 7.372535577ms

t7 = tBR = tsend
t8 = tBR + 0.174698201ms

CA: Certificate Authority PKI: Public Key Infrastructure RSU: Road Side Unit
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security level. The previous registered vehicle sends the nor⁃
mal BSM to inform RSU about region changing activity. The
mobility state in BSM is encrypted by AES⁃CCM mode [33] by
GK. The cipher text of AES has 32 bytes, which provides bet⁃
ter efficiency. Digital signatures in both IRM and BSM are gen⁃
erated by ECDSA to demonstrate the authenticity of digital
documents. In our scenario, the length of signature is 42 bytes,
which provides authentication for messages.
4.3 Rekeying Costs

Our scheme is compared with the benchmark scheme from
the aspect of rekeying costs, with reference to the batch inter⁃
val number. To eliminate errors and generate a clear graph,
1000 times Monte Carlos simulations are used.
Fig. 7 demonstrates the rekeying costs of two schemes dur⁃

ing a traffic flow of 210 vehicles passing through. From the
start to around the 80th batch interval, results are overlap to
each other. The results are the same between the two schemes
because the probability issue has not yet taken effect at the
joining⁃only situation. Similar results are obtained after 350th
interval.

The first node leaving activity happens in the 80th to 120th
intervals. We can see that the probability based batch rekeying
scheme has much better results when a node leaves suddenly,
with approximately 33% less rekeying cost than the bench⁃
mark. More details about this region are shown in Fig. 8. The

period from the 180th to 310th batch intervals is critical since
both joining and leaving appear. Hence Most papers have fo⁃
cused on this period.

Fig. 8 presents more details about the results of the two
schemes in the stable phase. The rekey cost for the benchmark
algorithm has a sharp increase at about the 185th batch inter⁃
val. A comparison of our proposed approach to the benchmark
scheme shows that our scheme displays a more steady perfor⁃
mance which means better robustness. The benchmark scheme
shows a significant fluctuation which makes it difficult for the
key manager to maintain the required Quality of Service (QoS)
through the entire working period. In addition, the overall
rekeying cost of our scheme is on average 18% less than that
of the benchmark.
4.4 Key Transmission

Results of the mining time are compared in terms of mining
difficulties. Fig. 9 shows the mining time increases exponen⁃
tially with the growth of difficulty. Mining runs in a short peri⁃
od of time when the level of difficulty equals to 3. The result of
difficulty level 4 costs nearly double the time of difficulty 3
and their curves remain steady. However, difficulty level 5
costs nearly 8 times the time of difficulty 4 and the curve in⁃
creases linearly.

Performance of key transmission is measured by the block
propagation time from the current SM to destination SM. The
overall handshake time cost in millisecond is shown in Fig. 10

▲Figure 10. Overall handshake time of two network structures.▲Figure 8. Batch rekey costs for the stable phase.

▲Figure 7. Batch rekey costs for the complete simulation period.
▲Figure 9. Blockchain mining time.
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in comparison with traditional VCS network structure. The
handshake time of the standard network structure increases ex⁃
ponentially with an increasing number of transactions, which is
due to the fact that CA must verify each transactions. The
handshake time of the traditional network is much more than
that of the blockchain network when difficulty is less than 5.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a key management scheme for

group secure communication in heterogeneous VCS networks.
Our scheme includes three components: group key manage⁃
ment, key registration and key transportation. By simulating a
vehicle group passing through different SM areas, our batch
rekeying algorithm achieves more efficiency and robustness
compared to the benchmark key management scheme. A faster
key transmission time between the two security domains is pre⁃
sented with the help of blockchain.

For group key management, probabilities are introduced in⁃
to the key manager so that the system can decide how to organ⁃
ise key tree properly. A model of vehicle registration is also
discussed. The handshake presents the batch rekeying pro⁃
cess. Our registration steps combine the registration messages
with safety beacon messages that decrease overhead in the net⁃
work. This procedure acts as foundation to implement further
key management schemes. The blockchain concept is used to
improve key transportation efficiency. Crossing border activi⁃
ties are formed into transactions and arranged into block.
Third party central authorities are set aside since the verifica⁃
tion job is delivered by SM network. The simulations show that
the time cost for transporting keys is much less than that of
standard network structure.
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Abstract

Text⁃based passwords are heavily used to defense for many web and mobile applications. In this paper, we investigated the pat⁃
terns and vulnerabilities for both web and mobile applications based on conditions of the Shannon entropy, Guessing entropy and
Minimum entropy. We show how to substantially improve upon the strength of passwords based on the analysis of text⁃password
entropies. By analyzing the passwords datasets of Rockyou and 163.com, we believe strong password can be designed based on
good usability, deployability, rememberbility, and security entropies.
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1 Introduction
lthough receiving plenty of criticism, the text ⁃
based passwords are still heavily used for authenti⁃
cating web and mobile application users [1], [2].
Many research efforts have been made to protect

user’s password against attacks [3]. In recent, many password
managers have been developed to help people to create/man⁃
age secure passwords with enough strength and easy to remem⁃
ber (e.g. Dashlane, Keepass, Lastpass). However, when using a
password manager, at least a master password needs creating
and remembering [4], [5].

A number of websites have recently been hacked and mil⁃
lions of user credentials were leaked online [6], [7]. In 2012,
six millions of LinkedIn users’credentials were leaked. Actu⁃
ally, it was reported that in this case over 117 million user cre⁃
dentials were leaked on the Dark Web [8]. In 2015, the Sony
Pictures was hacked and many confidential data were leaked,
including 173,000 emails and 30,000 separate documents [9].
It was reported that in China 130,000 users’data were leaked
via China’s train ticketing site 12306 [10] in Dec. 2014. In
2015, a large number of websites (including 163.com, CSDN,
TianYa, Duduniu, 7k7k, 178.com, Rockyou, and Yahoo) were
hacked and over 100 million of user credentials were leaked
online. We believe that investigating the leaked passwords will
be helpful in improving the strength of passwords in real data
sources.

Most of users have various passwords for different web or
mobile application accounts. However, it is difficult to remem⁃

ber so many passwords for a user. Although mobile devices
have increasingly been used, it is still difficult to run a pass⁃
word manager over mobile devices. Besides, unfriendly on ⁃
screen keyboards make it more challenging or inconvenient to
type passwords with special symbols or mixed⁃case characters
[4]. Many websites and mobile applications (apps) require us⁃
ers to choose complicate passwords (e.g., mixed ⁃ case letters,
digits, special characters) and the authentication of passwords
becomes more complicated. In this case, the text⁃password in⁃
put interfaces (e.g. touchscreen virtual keyboards) are applied
to protect users’passwords from malwares [4].

In this paper, we will investigate these leaked passwords to
comprehensively identify the strength of passwords. Basically,
we will focus on four features of the passwords: 1) Length of
passwords, 2) variety of character types in a password, 3) the
randomness of passwords, and 4) uniqueness of passwords.
Mathematically, we will analyze the password entropy, guess⁃
ing entropy, and Minimum entropy for passwords in the leaked
passwords lists. A number of password analyzing tools, includ⁃
ing John the Ripper, Hashcat, and the password analysis and
cracking toolkit (PACT) will be used to analyze the password
lists for password length, password entropies, character types,
pattern detection of masks, and other password features.

2 Background and Previous Work
There have been many research efforts made for helping us⁃

ers to choose passwords. Measuring the strength of passwords
is an important topic. In [1], a method for calculating password
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entropy was proposed, which is based on the summarization of
the distributions of passwords length, placements of character,
and number of each character types. Yan et al. [2] filtered
weak passwords by improving dictionary⁃based checking with
7 character alphanumeric passwords. The password quality in⁃
dicator (PQI) was proposed to measure or evaluate the quality
of passwords [3], [4].
2.1 Typical HashBased Login Systems

A typical website or mobile application login system con⁃
tains the following four basic steps: 1) A user registers and us⁃
es an assigned password; 2) the password is hashed and stored
in the database (but the plain ⁃ text password should never be
written to the database); 3) when logging the system, the hash
of the entered password will be checked against the hash saved
in the database; 4) if the hashes match, the user will be grant⁃
ed access. The weakness in this system is that the passwords
can often be guessed, forgotten, or revealed. To overcome this
weakness, a stronger password should be created or additional
authentication factors be used, such as physical token, digital
certificates, one⁃time access code, etc. In many mobile app au⁃
thentication systems, the mobile devices are increasingly used
to enhance login security [11].

A lot of concerns have been raised on the security of web
and mobile application login systems, however, we should
bring awareness to the inherent weakness of such systems that
are vulnerable to passwords cracking by considering the follow⁃
ing situations:
• Most authentication of websites and mobile applications

have not moved to stronger hash type. Many weak hash
types, such as Unix DES, NTLM and single ⁃ round salted
SHA1 are still in use.

•Existing password policies have led to exploitable predict⁃
ability.

•Authentication systems with design flaws are vulnerable to
pass ⁃ the ⁃ hash attacks, for example the websites like
163com, CSDN, Tianya (before 2014).

• Power graphics processing unit (GPU) can significantly
speed up brute force attacks to weak hashes, or even for
long password length.

•In some applications, the username and password combina⁃
tion are inadequate for strong authentication.

2.2 Password Attacks
A hacker can break passwords with many ways, out of which

the following attacks are widely used:
1) Dictionary Attack

A hacker may use a password cracking dictionary (such as
wordlist, dictionary, and password database leak) to find a
password. The password dictionary is a very large text files that
includes millions of generic passwords. The hacker may use
higher performance computer or game graphics cards to try
each of these passwords until find the right one [12].

2) Brute⁃Force Attack
The brute ⁃ force attack, or exhaustive password attack, is

still one of the most popular password cracking methods. It
tries every possible combination until it gets the password. In
practice, the password space for all possible combinations
might be huge, which makes the brute force attack very diffi⁃
cult to carry out.
3) Man⁃in⁃the⁃Middle Attack

The man⁃in⁃the⁃middle (MITM) attacks may be used for reg⁃
ular web/mobile apps logins. It is possible for an attacker to
find out authentication requests/responses from the recorded
network traffic, and then capture candidates for password relat⁃
ed contents. Passwords attack dictionary can be built by choos⁃
ing login information over highly popular websites.

Traditionally, strong passwords are created by the following
methods:
1) Proper length of passwords. The length of passwords should

be properly selected by balancing the user convenience and
security. An eight ⁃ character password with a mix of num⁃
bers, symbols, and uppercase and lowercase can take at
most months or years to crack. There is no minimum pass⁃
word length everyone agrees on, but in generally a password
is required to be a minimum of 8 to 14 characters in length.
A longer password would be even better [13].

2) Mix of numbers, symbols, uppercase and lowercase. It is
very difficult to crack such password; the only techniques
are to try huge number of combinations until find the right
one. For an eight⁃character password there are 838 possible
combinations and need 10 days and 2 hours to crack [13],
[14].

3) Salt password and avoiding passwords listed in password
cracking dictionary. The dictionary, wordlist, and password
database are widely used in password cracking. In [12], a
password cracking dictionary with a size of 15 GB has been
released, which was used to successfully crack 49.98% of a
password list with 373,000 passwords. To create a safer
password, a better salting scheme is needed.

4) One⁃size⁃fits⁃all password. Most websites or mobile apps ap⁃
ply the one ⁃ size ⁃ fits ⁃ all approach to ensure that users
choose strong passwords.

5) Outsourcing the security. It is a trend for most websites or
mobile apps to outsource their security systems. This trend
will seemingly continue.
In summary, it is not very difficult to create a strong pass⁃

word with proper length and a mix of many different types of
characters. It is hard to guess such passwords due to its ran⁃
domness. However, memorizing such a strong password is a
problem. It is very difficult for most users to memorize a strong
password created with a random password generator of web⁃
sites and mobile applications. In creating a strong and memora⁃
ble password, we need to think about how to avoid using some⁃
thing obvious with dictionary characters. For example, we can
create a strong password based on a simple sentence like“I
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live in 20 Colinton Road at Edinburgh. The rent is $500 each
month.”We can easily turn this simple sentence into a strong
password by using the first letter or digit of each word, as
“Ili20CR.Edi $5em”, which is a memorable and strong pass⁃
word with mix of numbers, characters, symbols, and uppercase
letter and lowercase. It may be hacked in at least 420,805,123,
888,006 years [14].

3 Password Strength Metrics and Evaluation
Password strength measurements can help to warn users

away from highly vulnerable passwords [15]. Many authentica⁃
tion systems of websites and mobile applications require pass⁃
words must be able to resist eavesdroppers and off⁃line analy⁃
sis of authentication protocols run. In general, the security of
passwords can be measured with password strength. Password
strength is defined in terms of probability of a determined at⁃
tacker discovering a selected users’password by an inline at⁃
tack. The password strength is also a function of both the entro⁃
py of the password and the way unsuccessful trials are limited.
Entropy is believed as a standard measure of security [5].
3.1 Password Entropy

Shannon entropy is a popular method to evaluate the securi⁃
ty strength of a password, which is also used as password entro⁃
py. Assuming a finite variable X corresponds to n passwords
set (p1, p2 ,..., pn), the password entropy can be modeled with
Shannon entropy as H(X)

H(X) = -∑
i = 1

n

pi∙ log2(pi) (1)
where pi denotes the occurrence probability of ith possible out⁃
come. A password using lowercase characters can be represent⁃
ed as log2(26) ≈ 4.7 bits of entropy per character. For a pass⁃
word“iliveinedinburgh”would have an entropy value of about
4.7 × 16 ≈ 75 bits.

The Shannon entropy is commonly used to measure the pass⁃
words. Some variants of entropy have recently been proposed
to measure other features of passwords such as guessing entro⁃
py, Minimum Entropy, and relative entropy.
3.2 Guessing Entropy

The ability of passwords that resists against complete off ⁃
line attacks can be measured with Guessing entropy. Guessing
entropy is a measure of the difficulty to guess the passwords in
a login system [66]. If the values of Y=sortd (X) are sorted with
decreasing probability, the guessing entropy of Y can be de⁃
fined as
G(Y) =∑

i = 1

n

i∙pi (2)
The guessing entropy is closely related to the average size of

passwords. If a password has n bits guessing entropy, an attack⁃

er has as much difficulty in guessing the average password as
in guessing an n bits random quantity [16].
3.3 Minmum Entropy

Since in some cases, the password strength cannot warn us⁃
ers away from reusing the same password because they are usu⁃
ally based on heuristics (e.g., numbers, password length, upper/
lowercase, symbols). Minimum entropy is a way to estimate the
strength of a password, which is defined as

Hmin(X) = -min log2(pi) (3)
For example, a low strength password pb has low minimum

entropy (Hmin(pb) = 1). High minimum entropy (Hmin(X) = α)
guarantees that with high probability the adversary will always
need to use around 2α guesses to recover the users’passwords.
The Minimum entropy shows the resistance of offline password
cracking attacks with high probability.
3.4 Password over Mobile Applications

Many mobile applications require password input and the
authentication task over mobile platforms is more complicated
by using full⁃size key⁃board. In some mobile applications, the
inconveniences caused by an unfriendly interface can affect us⁃
ers to create/use strong passwords. An example is that more
than 80% of mobile device users are using digit ⁃ only pass⁃
words [6]. In recent, a number of password generation methods
have been developed for mobile applications. For example, the
object ⁃ based password (ObPwd) has been implemented over
Android platform for generating password from a user⁃selected
object (e.g., pictures) [7].

4 Analysis of the passwords
In this section, we investigated the way people create their

passwords from five aspects: length, character types, random⁃
ness, complexity, and uniqueness. We analyzed over 100 mil⁃
lion leaked and publicly available passwords from several pop⁃
ular websites (Rockyou, CSDN, TianYa, 163com).
4.1 Password Length

Most of the passwords have length of 6 to 10 characters as
shown in TablesTables 11 and 22 that specify the percentage of the to⁃
tal analyzed passwords.
▼Table 1. Analysis of password length (Rockyou.txt)

Length
8
7
9
10
6

Percentage (%)
20
17
15
14
13

Number of items
2,966,037
2,506,271
2,191,039
2,013,695
1,947,798
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From both Tables 1 and 2, we can find that 85% of pass⁃
words are between 8 to 10 characters long, which is pretty pre⁃
dictable. Around 50% of the passwords both in Rockyou and
163.com lists are less than eight characters. Few passwords
have a length greater than 13. The main reason is that most
websites and mobile apps require a maximum length of 8 and
long passwords are difficult to be remembered.
4.2 Character Types

The diversity of the character types in passwords can be cat⁃
egorized into the following sets: number, uppercase, lowercase,
and special⁃case.

The character⁃sets in Rockyou.txt and 163com.txt are shown
in TablesTables 33 and 44.

The character⁃set analysis helps us understand the usability
and security of passwords. It is good to consider three or more
character types when creating a password. More than 80% Roc⁃
kyou passwords had only one ⁃ character type (lowercase). In
163com, more than 88% of the passwords had only numeric
passwords.
4.3 Randomness

In our investigation, we found that many of the usual cul⁃
prits are used such as“password”,“123456”,“abc123”, and
city names. We also found that many passwords were apparent⁃
ly related to a combination: part of user names, city names,
country names, etc. A few of these are very specific but there
may be context to this in the sign up process.

We analyzed the mask of passwords in both Rockyou.txt and
163com.txt (TablesTables 55 and 66). Table 6 shows only 1% of all the
passwords have the patterns matching the advanced masks and
the majority is“string⁃digit”passwords that consist of a string
with two or four digits.
4.4 Uniqueness

This uniqueness is about password sharing for different ac⁃
counts. According to the analysis of many Chinese websites
(12306, 163.com, 126.com, Tianya, CSDN, etc.), we found that
many users are sharing the same passwords among their ac⁃

counts in these websites.
It is believed that the leakage of such websites as 12306 and

Tianya are caused by the hit⁃the⁃library attack, in which leak⁃
age of users’privacy data is more like that by a hacker hitting
the library behavior. The hit⁃the⁃library attack is used by hack⁃
ers to collect username, password, and other private informa⁃
tion. After generating the corresponding dictionary with collect⁃
ed information, that attacker is able to attempt another batch
landing sites. By this way, the hacker can deal with almost any
website login systems. If a user uses the same username and
password as the master key to log on different sites, he facili⁃
tates himself but also provides convenience for hackers.

In the Sony leakage case, 92% of passwords were reused
across both in“Beauty”and“Delboca login systems. Only 8%
of identical passwords are used. In internet web and mobile ap⁃

▼Table 2. Analysis of password length (163com.txt)

Length
8
7
6
9
10
11
12
13
14

Percentage (%)
23
17
17
16
11
7
2
1
1

Number of items
1,159,984
973,951
870,857
822,077
572,185
399,021
141,935
69,776
58,601

▼Table 3. Analysis of password character⁃sets (Rockyou.txt)

Character⁃set
loweralphanum
upperalphanum
mixedalphanum

Percentage (%)
88
06
05

Number of items
4,720,183
325,942
293,432

▼Table 4. Analysis of password character⁃sets (163com.txt)

Character⁃set
Numeric

loweralphanum
loweralpha

loweralphaspecialnum
mixedalphanum
upperalphanum
specialnum

loweralphaspecial
mixedalpha
upperalpha

All
upperalphaspecialnum
mixedalphaspecial

Special
upperalphaspecial

Percentage (%)
58
30
08
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Number of items
2,931,867
1,527,719
450,746
38,913
26,097
23,905
15,614
4830
4353
3142
2172
1722
550
164
133

▼Table 5. Analysis of password advanced masks (Rockyou.txt)

Advanced Masks
?l?l?l?l?l?l?d?d
?l?l?l?l?l?d?d

?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?d?d
?l?l?l?l?d?d?d?d

?l?l?l?l?d?d

Percentage (%)
07
05
05
04
04

Number of items
420,318
292,306
273,624
235,360
215,074
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plications, many users are using the same emails as their login
usernames, which increases the risks of password sharing.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze the strength of passwords and in⁃

vestigate the password leakages cases from the viewpoints of
length, character types, randomness, complexity and unique⁃
ness, which is expected to warn users away from highly vulner⁃
able passwords.

▼Table 6. Analysis of password advanced masks (163com.txt)

Advanced Masks
?d?d?d?d?d?d

?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d
?d?d?d?d?d?d?d

?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d
?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d
?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d

?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l
?l?l?l?d?d?d?d?d?d
?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l

?l?l?l?l?l?l
?l?l?d?d?d?d?d?d

?l?l?l?l?l?l?l
?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l
?l?l?d?d?d?d?d?d?d
?l?l?l?d?d?d?d?d?d?d
?l?d?d?d?d?d?d?d

Percentage (%)
14
13
13
06
04
03
02
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

Number of items
727,942
701,557
692,425
348,786
244,521
162,921
117,516
90,281
78,441
74,678
71,890
67,221
66,316
65,743
61,386
53,065
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Abstract

There are a lot of personal information stored in our smartphones, for instance, contacts, messages, photos, banking credentials
and social network access. Therefore, ensuring personal data safety is a critical research and practical issue. The objective of this
paper is to evaluate the influence of personal data security and decrease the privacy risks in the Android system. We apply the
concept of privacy impact assessment (PIA) to design a system, which identifies permission requirements of apps, detects the po⁃
tential activities from the logger and analyses the configuration settings. The system provides a user⁃friendly interface for users to
get in⁃depth knowledge of the impact of privacy risk, and it could run on Android devices without USB teleport and network con⁃
nection to avoid other problems. Our research finds that many apps announce numerous unnecessary permissions, and the applica⁃
tion installing confirmation dialog does not show all requirement permissions when apps are installed first time.
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1 Introduction
he sales of smartphones reached 1.2 billion units
in 2014 [1]. According to the data from Internation⁃
al Data Corporation (IDC), the worldwide smart⁃
phone market grew 13% year over year in 2015 Q2

[2]. Particularly, Android dominated the market with an 82.8%
share in 2015 Q2 [2], leaving its competitors iOS, Windows mo⁃
bile OS and Blackberry far behind.

Smartphones have become widespread because of a wide
range of connectivity options such as Wi ⁃ Fi, GPS, Bluetooth
and near field communication (NFC). However, ubiquitous in⁃
ternet connectivity and availability of personal information
such as contacts, messages, photos, banking credentials and so⁃
cial network access has attracted the attention of malware de⁃
velopers towards the mobile devices and Android.

Internet security threat reports say that there are too many
apps containing malware. Symantec has analysed about 6.3
million apps in 2014, and there are more than one million apps
that are classified as malware which included 46 new families
of Android malware [3]. In addition, there are approximately
2.3 million suspect apps. Technically, they are not malware,
but they display undesirable behaviour, such as bombarding

the user with advertising.
In order to avoid malicious apps from the official Google

Play, Google introduced a security service named Bouncer [4],
which can quietly and automatically scan apps. Any found ma⁃
licious apps or malware that may be detrimental to users, dam⁃
age the system or tries to steal privacy information, will be re⁃
moved from Google Play.

Although Google had done a good job of keeping malware
out of the store, the mobile threat report published by Lookout
Mobile Security in 2014 showed that Android mobile devices
encountered 75% more malware than that in 2013 [5]. There⁃
fore, it is necessary to find more detail information about sys⁃
tem and apps to avoid using malicious apps and protect person⁃
al or privacy information from being stolen.

In this paper, we propose a privacy impact assessment (
PIA) system on Android mobile devices. The proposed frame⁃
work evaluates the Android security risks based on permission
request patterns of applications and configuration settings by
users, which aims to minimise privacy risks. We also scan the
log messages by a logcat command in Android shell, which
helps us know what potential activities are running.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The second
chapter introduces related work. The third chapter is the litera⁃
ture review about background information. The fourth chapter
describes the system architecture and assessment rules. The
fifth chapter demonstrates the design and implementation of

T
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PIA. The sixth chapter is the practical test results including
system performance. The seventh chapter is the conclusion
and future work.

2 Related Works

2.1 Risk Assessment for Permissions
Yang Wang et al. did a quantitative security risk assessment

for Android permissions and applications called DroidRisk [6].
Its objective is to improve the efficiency of Android permission
system. They used two data sets with 27,274 benign apps from
Google Play and 1260 Android malware samples, extracted the
name, category, and requested permissions of each app by a
crawler, and found the most significant differences between be⁃
nign apps and malware.

The results demonstrate that malware are likely to request
more permissions than benign apps. Malware also request
more dangerous permissions that can change the settings or
use money ⁃ related services than benign apps. Yang Wang et
al. also computed the risk levels for all Android permissions.
Table 1 shows the top 20 permissions with highest risk levels
[6].
2.2 Android Custom Permissions

Custom permissions are simply permissions declared by

third⁃party applications. They are often used to protect differ⁃
ent application components for services and content providers.
For example, if Alice wants to share service between her own
Android apps, the intent⁃filter in app A can be used for pend⁃
ing request, and then app B could use the intent to call the cor⁃
respond service. However, in this case any apps can use app
A’s service if they know the service’s action name in the in⁃
tent⁃filter. Therefore, developers define their own custom per⁃
missions to protect their application components for data shar⁃
ing. Any other apps cannot access a component unless the cus⁃
tom permission is requested and granted.

However, there are some security issues with custom permis⁃
sion. It might leak user data such as online browsing history,
user’s in ⁃ app purchases and fake messages inserted via its
app [7]. The vulnerability is talking about the custom permis⁃
sion’s registered strategy. Custom permissions are always de⁃
fined as“signature”protection⁃level in order to check whether
the apps is signed with the same key or not, but it may be dam⁃
aged by a malicious app which defines the same permission
name with“normal”protection⁃level during“Race”[8]. If the
malicious app is installed on an Android device before the be⁃
nign app, the same permission name will be registered using a
“first one wins”strategy. This scenario allows all third ⁃ party
apps to access the component and the sharing data [9].

3 Literature Review

3.1 Privacy Impact Assessment
A PIA is a process for evaluating a proposal in terms of its

impact upon privacy, which helps an agency identify the poten⁃
tial effects [10]. PIA enables an organisation to systematically
and thoroughly analyse how a particular project or system will
affect the privacy of the individuals involved [11]. PIA aims to
minimise privacy risks. With it, we can identify and record
risks at an early stage via analysing how the purposed uses of
personal information and technology will work in practice.
3.2 Android Permission Framework

Android apps can only access their own files by default. In
order to interact with the system and other applications, such
apps request additional permissions that are granted at the in⁃
stalled time and cannot be changed [8].

Android provides a permission⁃based security model in the
application framework. Developers must declare the permis⁃
sions required using the <uses⁃permissions> tag in AndroidMa⁃
nifest.xml [12]. Android permissions are divided into four pro⁃
tection⁃levels, with different potential risks as discussed [13]:
1) Normal: A lower⁃risk permission that gives requesting appli⁃

cations access to isolated application ⁃ level features, with
minimal risk to other applications, the system, or the user.
The system automatically grants this type of permission to a
requesting application at installation, without asking for the
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▼Table 1. Top 20 permissions with highest risk levels

Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Permission Name
WRITE_APN_SETTINGS
RECEIVE_WAP_PUSH

WRITE_SMS
INSTALL_PACKAGES

READ_SMS
RECEIVE_SMS
SEND_SMS

DELETE_PACKAGES
BROADCAST_PACKAGE_REMOVED

RECEIVE_MMS
CHANGE_WIFI_STATE
WRITE_CONTACTS

DISABLE_KEYGUARD
KILL_BACKGROUND_PROCESS

READ_LOGS
CALL_PHONE

MOUNT_UNMOUNT_FILESYSTEMS
PROCESS_OUTGOING_CALLS
SET_WALLPAPER_HINTS
EXPAND_STATUS_BAR
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user’s explicit approval.
2) Dangerous: A higher⁃risk permission that gives a requesting

application access to private user data or control over the de⁃
vice, which may cause negative impact on the user. Because
this type of permission introduces potential risks, the system
may not automatically grant it to the requesting application.
A user must accept the installation of dangerous permis⁃
sions at the install time.

3) Signature: A permission that the system grants only if the re⁃
questing application is signed with the same certificate as
the application that declared the permission. If the certifi⁃
cates match, the system automatically grants the permission
without notifying the user or asking for the user’s explicit
approval.

4) SignatureOrSystem: A permission that the system grants on⁃
ly to applications that are in the Android system image or
that are signed with the same certificate as the application
that declared the permission.

3.3 Android Logger
Logging is an essential component of any Linux operating

systems, including embedded ones. Either post⁃mortem or real⁃
time analysis of a system’s logs for errors or warnings is vital
to isolate fatal errors [14]. Though Android’s kernel still main⁃
tains its own Linux⁃based kernel⁃logging mechanism, it also us⁃
es another logging subsystem, colloquially referred to as the
logger. This driver acts as the support for the logcat, dmesg,
dumpsys, dumpstate and burgeport command. One program
logcat displays a continuously updated list of system and appli⁃
cation debug messages [15]. It provides four separate log buf⁃
fers, depending on the type of information: main, radio, event
and system [16]. Fig. 1 shows the flow of log event and compo⁃
nents that assist the logger.
3.4 Android Intent

The primary method for inter ⁃ component communication,
both within and between applications, is via intents [17]. It can
be used with startActivity to launch an Activity, broadcastInt⁃
ent to send it to any interested BroadcastReceiver components,

and startService or bindService to communicate with a back⁃
ground Service [18].
3.5 Static and Dynamic Analysis

Static analysis works by disassembling and decompiling
without actually running application. This does not affect the
device. The methods for static analysis are quick, but they fail
against the encrypted, polymorphic and code transformed mal⁃
ware [12]. Dynamic analysis methods execute an app in a pro⁃
tected environment, emulating all the resources and features.
Therefore, they inspect its interaction for identifying malicious
activities.
3.6 CIS Security Benchmark

The Security Benchmark [19] was proposed by the Center
for Internet Security (CIS) and is a standard for security config⁃
uration of operating systems, including Linux, Windows, iOS
and Android. This document defines the situation where oper⁃
ating system configuration settings should be in order for the
system to be more secure. System administrators or users can
set an Android operating system configuration based on this
document in order to heighten the security of Android mobile
devices.

4 System Architecture
A PIA system is designed for Android mobile devices,

which supports the versions of Android above five. The PIA
system can be installed on Android platforms because it is im⁃
plemented into an Android application package (APK), and it
does not need any additional condition such as network con⁃
nection or USB teleport, which avoids other privacy risks. The
system is composes of three parts as shown in Fig. 2. It per⁃

ADT: Android development tools IDE: integrated development environment

▲Figure 1. Android log system.

PIA: privacy impact assessment

▲Figure 2. PIA system architecture.
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forms with static method and dynamic methods at the same
time.
4.1 Identifying Permission Requirements

The PIA system invokes the package manager to parse each
app’s permissions which should be declared in the Android⁃
Manifest.xml file by developers (Fig. 3), and then calculates
the privacy impact assessment score automatically referring to
the protection ⁃ level [13] defined by Google and the report of
the top 20 permissions with highest risk levels [6]. This main
purpose of this method is to detect whether the app is using ex⁃
cessive permissions for dangerous requirements.

In general, the privacy impact assessment score of permis⁃
sions for different categories are listed in Table 2. But, if the
permission is in the top 20 with highest risk levels, the privacy
impact score must be raised up to 10, because it can cause
more huge damage to the system or the user and the app may
have horrible potential motivation that declares the permission
with highest risk levels. A custom permission defined by devel⁃
opers aims to share data or components with the developers’
applications, so its privacy impact score is 8. The custom per⁃
mission still has some potential privacy risks discussed in sec⁃
tion 2 even if it can generally protect other apps to access data
4.2 Analysing Configuration Settings

According to the configuration of the CIS Security Bench⁃
mark document [19] (Table 3), the PIA system verifies the
items and configuration type by ContentResolver, device poli⁃
cy, cookie and Wi⁃Fi manager, in order to improve and repair
configuration settings of the Android mobile device. If the sys⁃
tem configuration does not pass the test, its privacy impact
score is eight point, in contrast, its privacy impact score is zero
point. The main purpose of this method is to suggest users
what system configurations they should adjust and then actual⁃

ly enhance the security of the device with international safety
standards.
4.3 Detecting Potential Activities

In order to mine characters related to the Android intent, the
PIA system uses su and logcat command with grep command
together in the Android shell, which aims to track the messag⁃
es stored in the log buffer. This method can scan potential
events or harmful activities when apps installed in the device
are running. Fig. 4 shows the source code of the system that fil⁃
ters a specific keyword in the Android shell.
4.4 PIA Score Formula

The system finally computes the total privacy impact scores
referring to Tables 2 and 3, according to the following formu⁃
lae:
1) The App’s PIA score: The sum of all permission scores is

divided by the quantity of permission.
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▲Figure 3. Getting requested permissions by package manager.

▼Table 2. Privacy impact score

Permission type
Normal

Dangerous
Signature

SignatureOrSystem
Custom

Privacy impact score
2
8
5
5
8

Top 20 with highest risk level
10
10
-

-

-

▼Table 3. Verifing items

Verifing item
Android version
Set auto⁃lock time
Third⁃party apps
Set screen lock
Encrypt phone
Disable Wi⁃Fi
Disable camera

Browser cookie settings

Type
System
System
System
System
System
Device
Device
Browser

Pass/fail
0/8
0/8
0/8
0/8
0/8
0/8
0/8
0/8

▲Figure 4. The source code of the system that filters a specific keyword
in the Android shell.
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2) The Android system’s final PIA score: The sum of all App
scores plus the sum of the configuration scores is divided by
the quantity of App plus the quantity of the configuration
item.
As a result, the user is able to get in⁃depth knowledge of the

impact of privacy risks on each Android mobile device.

5 System Implementation
After installing an app on an Android mobile device, the us⁃

er can begin to use it. When the app is executed, the screen in
Fig. 5 will appear. At this time, the user must activate the de⁃
vice administrator for the system because the device policy
manager will be used in the setting page in order to repair sys⁃
tem configurations. Then the user can observe the Android sys⁃
tem’s privacy impact assessment result in the home page.
When the user clicks the“detail”button, the page will show
the detail information that including each app’s score and sys⁃
tem configuration score. If the user click“refresh”button, the
system will calculator the PIA score again in the background
thread by AsyncTask (Fig. 6).

The“permission”page displays all apps that have been in⁃
stalled in the mobile device shown (Fig. 7). If the user selects
any apps in the list, he can enter the interface shown in Fig. 8
and read all permissions that the apps request, including nor⁃
mal, dangerous, signature, system and custom permissions.
The user can also check the introduction about permission’s
protection⁃level information by click“introduce”button.

In the“intent”page, the user can click the“monitor”but⁃
ton to start scanning log messages from the log buffer by su,
logcat and grep commands. The screen displays the record re⁃
lated to the Android intent or Apps’activities. For example,
when the Google drive uploads a photo from the user’s device,
the“android.intent.action.SEND”log message will appear in
the log buffer, and then the system shows“sending data”on

the screen. However, if the user does not have super user privi⁃
lege, which means he has not rooted his device, the screen will
display“sorry”message as shown in Fig. 9.
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▲Figure 5. Activating the device administrator and the home page.

Figure 7. ▶
List of all applications.

▲Figure 8. List of all permissions and the protection⁃level introduction.

▲Figure 6. Detail information and refreshing.
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In the“setting”page, the user sees the interface shown in
Fig. 10. The items shown on the left column are the test items,
while the middle column shows the test results. The“FIX”but⁃
ton shown on the right column appears when the device does
not pass the test.

After clicking the“FIX”button, the user chooses to fix the
setting or skip this item, if the user chooses fixing, repair will
be done automatically or the interface jump to the settings
page.

6 Practical Tests
In our PIA system, the application installing confirmation di⁃

alog did not show all requirement permissions such as“Signa⁃
ture”,“SignatureOrSystem”and custom permissions when ap⁃
ps were installed first time,. Many apps announce numerous
unnecessary permissions, for example, Mi Fit is used to con⁃
nect with Mi band to set, track and follow the user’s health
and fitness data, but this app announces the“camera”permis⁃

sion and“read external storage”permission.
The system performance was assessed, including the execu⁃

tion time, CPU and memory used. We marked the passing time
of the system that calculated the PIA score when it ran on the
device first time, and used the CPU monitor to record CPU and
memory used. The test environment and results are shown in
Table 4 and Fig. 11.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
The privacy risk of personal information is a serious issue to

mobile device users when they use various apps for work or lei⁃
sure in their daily life. In this paper, a privacy impact assess⁃
ment framework for Android mobile device offers the manage⁃
ment of privacy risks, including apps’permission, app execu⁃
tion information and unsuitable system configurations. After
scanning is completed and results are obtained, the final report
can be used for information security verification, when an app’
s score on the report is too high, the user can choose not to in⁃
stall the app to make his device more reliable. While a failed
item on the setting page needs to be corrected, the user can
click“FIX”button to make corrections. The purpose of this
system is to reduce, eliminate and minimize privacy risks to
the user or vulnerabilities. It improves the security of mobile
devices.

The research contribution of this study lies in developing a
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▲Figure 9. Display of log messages.

▲Figure 10. Detecting and repairing system configurations.

▼Table 4. System performance

Device
Version

Quantity of apps
Average time (s)
Max CPU used

Memory used (MB)

Nexus 7
6.0.1
30

0.755
9%
162

HTC E8
6.0.1
97

0.552
27%
171

▲Figure 11. CPU and memory used.
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remediation system for Android platforms. Users can run the
system on their devices by installing this app, and the system
does not need any additional conditions such as internet con⁃
nection or standard USB teleport, which especially avoids oth⁃
er risks. However, this study plans to break through the restric⁃
tion of the shell command, because it is too dangerous to use
su command for Android system. This may cause more disad⁃
vantage; after gaining root privilege, an app has access to the
entire system and to low ⁃ level hardware. Malicious apps can
abuse su to allow themselves irremovable, bypass Android’s
security measures, and infect smartphones system [20].
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B
1 Introduction

ecause of its true openness, Android [1] has be⁃
come one of the most popular mobile platforms in
the world since its appearance in the market a few
years ago. Naturally, the number of available appli⁃

cations is increasing rapidly and now over 1,800,000 Android
applications can be chosen by the Android users according to
the statistical result of Google Play [2]. However, the open
source code of Android and a huge number of applications
pose a vital security challenge for the Android system. More
and more attackers aim to its flaws, not only the flaws of the
OS itself, but also the flaws of the applications, which are hard
for the developers of Android system to fix.

Among many security threats of Android system, the An⁃
droid applications’source codes face the risk of being decom⁃
piled and may be acquired by illegal organizations through re⁃
verse engineering techniques. This threat may result in that
the program is slightly modified, re⁃packaged and released in
the form of new applications; even worse, attackers may tamper
with the code, mix malware to obtain the user’s sensitive data,
steal his bank account numbers and passwords stored on the
phones, or to increase the charges by triggering some pay⁃need⁃

ed operations. It is difficult for the Android existing security
mechanisms to detect and prevent this kind of threats, which
may make users suffer from certain direct or indirect economic
losses.

To avoid the above mentioned threats, researches have pro⁃
posed some mechanisms to protect the software against anti⁃re⁃
verse. One of the solutions is code obfuscation [3], which can
be used to transform the original code into a form that makes
reverse engineering harder and more time consuming and at
the same time still possess the same function as the original
software has. In general, the code obfuscation techniques in⁃
clude renaming of the identifiers of the variables, constants,
classes, methods, etc. in the program. Such an obfuscation tool
is ProGuard [4], which is integrated into the Android software
development kit. In [5], a modification of Tiny C Compiler
(TCC) , a simple compiler, is proposed to modify certain uncon⁃
ditional branching instructions to conditional branching and to
make confusing conversion on the critical data of the software.
This modification aims at misleading automated reverse engi⁃
neering tools [6] to detect the original code. However, code ob⁃
fuscation just makes a simple change of the names of classes
or variables. If only this method is used to protect Android ap⁃
ps, as long as the .dex files are found, they can be decompiled
into .smali or .java, and then be reversed.

To protect the software more effectively, new tools as Dex⁃
Guard [7] and Allatori [8] appear, which also support a number
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of other features such as control flow randomization, string and
class encryption, and temper detection. In 2014, Piao [9] re⁃
veals that DexGuard has some weaknesses and an attacker is
able to analyze the hex code of a Dalvix executable fi le. Piao
suggests to store the core execute class file through obfuscation
on the server; in this way, when an application needs to exe⁃
cute core routines, it must request these routines from the serv⁃
er, download it and maybe decrypt it. Our analysis shows that
Piao’s solution requires the availability of server all the time
while the protected Android application is running. To over⁃
come this shortage, a security enhancement system with online
authentication for Android application package (APK) called
SeSoa is proposed in this paper, in which Android applications
are only authenticated by the authentication server before be⁃
ing run for the first time after they are downloaded and in⁃
stalled, which reduces the burden on the server.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
related work is discussed and the existing security problems re⁃
lated with application protection in the Android security model
and the security goals in SeSoa are analyzed. In Section 3, a
novel solution of protecting software in Android platform is pro⁃
vided. In Section 4, the security of the proposed solution is ana⁃
lyzed. And finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Problems in Android Security Model
Because of the open⁃source feature, Android requires strict

security specification and robust security architecture. The se⁃
curity feature is reflected in the system security design struc⁃
ture, including all aspects in the application framework layer
and the core layer. At the application layer, there are signature
mechanism and application access control mechanism to pro⁃
tect the application security. At the kernel level, Android ob⁃
tains its security goals based on the security features of Linux
kernel systems. Therefore, the resources of different processes
are well isolated by the sandbox mechanism, the unique memo⁃
ry management mechanism and the efficient and safe inter⁃pro⁃
cess communication mechanism. Such security mechanisms
provided by the Android system achieve the security goals to
some extents, but they, especially Android signature and sand⁃
box mechanisms, fail to protect the software of application
from anti⁃reverse.

Firstly, Android system tries to protect the security of the ap⁃
plication using the signature mechanism, which means that the
applications installed in Android system are required to be
signed by some institutes. In fact, the signature mechanism is
not just used to identify the application’s developer, it is also
used to detect whether the application has been illegally tam⁃
pered with. If the answer is yes, the program’s signature can⁃
not pass the verification of Android system, so the result is that
the tempered application does not run correctly. Android sys⁃

tem allows application with self ⁃signed, which means that the
applications can be signed by the developers themselves. If the
signed APK package is decompressed, a folder named ME⁃
TA_INF will be found, in it is the signature information of the
applications. The folder contains MANIFEST.MF, CERT.SF
and CERT.RSA files, multiple RSA file appears if multiple cer⁃
tificate signing is used. MANIFEST.MF is the main APK sum⁃
mary information, such as the APK information, application
properties and the hash values of all files. CERT.SF is the sig⁃
nature file obtained using SHA1withRSA signature algorithm,
which contains a summary of the application signature value.
Attackers often get the correct signature information for the
software by analyzing the file and tamper the software illegally,
regenerate the signature and rewrite these files to pass the veri⁃
fication of the Android system.

Secondly, since Android is a multi⁃process system, isolating
the resources for each application is a basic requirement for se⁃
curity. The sandbox mechanism is adopted in Android system
to make sure that every application’s process is a secure sand⁃
box running in its own instances with a unique ID (uID) as⁃
signed to it. With such a mechanism, each application is run⁃
ning in a separate Dalvik virtual machine (DVM), with a sepa⁃
rate address space and resources. As DVM is running on the
Linux process and dependent on the Linux kernel , Android us⁃
es DVM and Linux file access control to achieve the sandbox
mechanism. Any application that wants to access for system re⁃
sources or other application permission must be declared in its
manifest files or shared uID. But this sandbox isolation technol⁃
ogy on Android also makes the code of its application face the
threat of being decompiled. The reason is that the Java lan⁃
guage application needs to be compiled into a binary byte
code, which is the intermediate code running on DVM and can
more easily be decompiled based on the Java decompile tech⁃
nology, be reverted from the original code to the logic results
and get the identifiers names or other information.

In addition, due to the open source feature of the Android
platform, the decompile technology for the applications on An⁃
droid platform has been fully studied, thus through a number
of mature disassembly tools, it is not difficult to get the Smali
code of the software and then the source code through the re⁃
verse analysis. This makes the study on how to protect the
code effectively in Android platform very important.
2.2 Goals of Application Protection

Generally, a software protection system should meet the fol⁃
lowing secure requirements.
1) Anti⁃tamper, preventing the application from being modified

by some attackers
2) Preventing dynamic debugging, i.e., preventing attackers

from getting the source code of application by using dynam⁃
ic debugging tools;

3) Preventing decompilation, i.e., preventing attackers from
getting the source code of application by using decompile
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tools.

3 Proposed Solution

3.1 SeSoa Overview
To meet the above⁃mentioned requirements, a new solution

called security enhancement system with online authention (Se⁃
Soa) is proposed. The main idea is using an authentication
server to verify whether the APK is enhanced by the autho⁃
rized party and integrity of the APK. The SeSoa consists of the
operator, authentication server (AuS), security enhancement
server (SeS) and Android client equipment. The main security
reinforcement software is running on the SeS to generate tem⁃
plates packers, encrypt the APK’s core files, regenerate signa⁃
ture of APK through implement the script file, and repackage
the new APK. The authentication server is used to verify the in⁃
tegrity of the downloaded APK at the Android client side and
source of APK. The Android client is mainly responsible for
running the environmental monitoring, integrity verification
and decryption of encrypted part of code and loading the origi⁃
nal APK code. Fig. 1 shows the SeSoa system and its opera⁃
tional flows.

1) Input APK
The operator of SeSoa submits the original unprotected APK

to SeS. SeS completes all the functions of security enhance⁃
ment: 1) using the encryption technique to encrypt the dex
code in the application, so that the plaintext code no longer ap⁃
pears on the client, which ensures that the code is protected
from static analysis; 2) adding the safety function code to make
sure that the application can be protected from dynamic debug⁃
ging; 3) adding the code supporting authentication function so
that the client could run the particular APK only after the com⁃
pletion of the authentication by the AuS.

2) Download enhanced APK
The enhanced APK can be downloaded by every Android us⁃

er to the Android mobile terminals.
3) Install and run APK
The users install and run the enhanced APK.

4)Authenticate APK
The enhanced APK needs to complete the online authentica⁃

tion function when it is run for the first time. Only after it pass⁃
es the authentication by the AuS can the enhanced APK get
the security parameters, which allow it to continue running and
move into the APK original function module.

In addition, the SeS and AuS are logical concepts, which
can be separated or implemented on one equipment. However,
they can share the same Database to reduce the complication
of management for data consistency.
3.2 Security Enhancement Process

The security enhancement process is implemented on SeS
(Fig. 2). At the first step, the original APK file needs two pre⁃
treatment functions. One is to gain information about the APK
and its implementation details, including the Smali and Mani⁃
fest files using reverse engineering tools such as APKTool
[10]. The other is to decompress the APK to get the .dex file.
After the pretreatment process, the files are ready to be used in
the following steps.

The two components of the encrypted application and a de⁃
cryptor stub are generated at the second step. Unlike Proguard
and Dexguard using obfuscation to make the code harder to be
understood, SeSoa encrypts the .dex file and decrypts it before
it is loaded into memory. In this way, the .dex file will not be
stored as the plain text in the file system, which means that the
others must decrypt it first if they want to obtain the code. To
make the encrypted .dex file run normally in the Android sys⁃
tem, the decryptor stub has to be implemented to fulfill the
fetch of the encrypted application into memory, decrypt the ap⁃
plication and yield the original .dex file, which can be loaded
into the DVM and executed. Because the decryptor stub
should be run first, so we have to change the manifest file to en⁃
sure that the application can be run normally. These changes
include replacement of the component names, modification of
the primary activities property, addition of some new services
and activity components, etc.

In order to attack such a security enhancement scheme, a re⁃
verse engineering tool has to gain access to the decrypted .dex

APK: Android application package
AuS: authentication server

DB: database
SeS: security enhancement server APK: Android application package

▲Figure 1. System framework and operational flows. ▲Figure 2. The security enhancement process of SeSoa.
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file. This can only be done after the .dex file is successfully de⁃
crypted and loaded into the memory. To protect from such kind
of threats, some other security mechanisms such as anti ⁃ dy⁃
namic debug function are needed. More importantly, the client
also has no information about the source of the APK through
this method, so the authentication mechanisms should be ap⁃
plied to make sure that the APK is from the authorized party.
All these security mechanisms besides encryption/decryption
are included in the security code module in Fig. 2.

At the third step, the signature of the resource files (signa⁃
ture 1), the signature of the original .dex files (signature 2) and
the signature of security codes (signature 3) are generated sepa⁃
rately according to different parts of data. These signatures are
used to protect the APK from being tampered.

Finally, all the files in the application are repackaged, and
need to be resigned as any normal applications should do, as
the Android system requires that developers must sign applica⁃
tions with their private key/certificate unless the application
cannot be installed on user devices. Furthermore, because of
the online authentication function, the data (application ID, se⁃
cret K, CKSUM, Addr) are sent and stored in the database on
AuS for further use.
3.3 Application Load Process

After APK is downloaded and installed in the Android client
side, the decryptor stub program is loaded and run at once.
The decryptor stub calls the online authentication module to
communicate with AuS, and only those applications that pass
the authentication verification can get the correct address of
the required Dex. Then the Key used for encrypting .Dex is re⁃
trieved and used to decrypt .Dex file, and the successfully de⁃
crypted .Dex file is the original .Dex file of the application,
which can be loaded into DVM and executed. Fig. 3 shows this
application load process.

In fact, the process is not as easy as what is described above
because we have to make sure that the whole process about de⁃
cryption is secure and other applications cannot get the plain
text of .dex file through the process. DVM also has limited in⁃
struction set, so there is no direct way to access the bytecode
with an instruction, which makes it impossible to execute the
bytecode stream during the running time. To circumvent this
restriction,“Java Native Interface”(JNI) of the DVM is used,
JNI is intended to allow execution of native code [11]. The mu⁃
tual authentication process is another complicated process, the
detailed authentication protocol and processes in SeS and An⁃
droid client are described in the following section.
3.4 Online Authentication Process

The online authentication process is used to achieve the mu⁃
tual authentication between the Android client and authentica⁃
tion sever when an app is installed and run for the first time.
Considering the performance of the implementation on An⁃
droid side, only the symmetric cryptography is used in the
scheme. Table 1 lists the notations used in this section.
Fig. 4 shows mutual authentication procedure of the pro⁃

posed Android application security enhancement scheme. This
procedure is triggered by the application at the Android side af⁃
ter the decryptor stub starts and finishes generating the check
sum of the application (CKSUM), as well as retrieving the K
from the application.
1) The application on Android client side sends an authoriza⁃

tion request message to the AuS, which contains its own
identifier IDA；

2) AuS receives the message and retrieves IDA from the authen⁃
tication request message, then it can use IDA to select K and
CKSUM from database, which are stored in the database by
SeS. At the same time, the SeS generates a random number
R1, and sends it to the Android client. After that, it calcu⁃
lates XRes1 using such symmetric algorithm as DES or AES
with R1 and CKSUM as the input parameters and K as the
key. XRes1 will be stored and used later.

3) When the client application receives R1, it can calculate
Res1 with the same algorithm running on AuS, using K and

▼Table 1. Notations

Notions
K

CKSUM
IDA

Addr
R1/2
Res1/2
XRes1
EK

DK

Description
Symmetric key

Integrity check value
Identification of application

Start address of main Dex program
Random number
Response value

Expect response value
Encryption using K
Decryption using K

◀Figure 3.
Application load process.

Load decryptor stub

Load security code

Mutual authentication

Retrieve encrypted key

Decrypt .Dex file

Load .Dex file
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CKSUM as the algorithm’s inputs. Then the app generates
random number R2, and sends R2 and Res1 back to the
SeS.

4) After SeS retrieves R2 and Res1, Res1 is compared with
XRes1. If they are equal, it is shown that the application in
Android is enhanced by SeS and the application has not
been modified. If they are not equal, the app cannot get the
K and correct CKSUM, and AuS will send error number to
the client and stop the process. Secondly, SeS generates
Res2 using encryption algorithm, Res2 equals Ek(R2||Addr).
Finally, SeS sends Res2 back to the client.

5) At the Android side, Res2 can be retrieved from the mes⁃
sage and decrypted to R2’||Addr’by the decryption algo⁃
rithm using the same key K. Then R2’and R2 is compared,
if they are equal, it means that this message is sent by the
real SeS, and the application can regard addr’as the cor⁃
rect security parameter, which can be some code in the ini⁃
tial process or some key data needed by the application; oth⁃
erwise, the application can react as what its security strate⁃
gy allows.

4 Experiments and Evaluations
In this section, the test results of SeSoa on compatibility and

performance are presented, which indicates that SeSoa is us⁃
able. The security of SeSoa is also analyzed to ensure that it

can also meet the requirement for security.
4.1 Compatibility Analysis

Besides the security goals, SeSoa should also possess the ca⁃
pability of enhancing arbitrary application automatically. To
test this feature, 50 applications in Android were downloaded
and applied in our test. These applications were randomly se⁃
lected from Android App Store, loaded and run in the 100
types of mobile phones with Android 4.0- 4.4 platforms. For
each application, we first evaluated whether it could be en⁃
hanced by SeSoa. If the answer is positive, we evaluated wheth⁃
er it could be loaded and run in the 100 types of smartphones.
Experimental results are shown in Table 2.

The success rate for SeSoa to enhance the random applica⁃
tions is 82%, which is acceptable, although not very high. How⁃
ever, as the complexity of the applications increases, the suc⁃
cess rate of the reinforcement system will decline. Therefore, it
is necessary to further optimize the program.
4.2 Performance Analysis

In order to test whether SeSoa seriously affects the perfor⁃
mance of the original application, ten test applications were
randomly selected out of the above mentioned 41 apps that
were successfully run on our 100 test mobile platforms. Be⁃
cause the running time varies on different platforms, the experi⁃
ments presented in this section were conducted using Samsung
Galaxy S4 smartphone, equipped Exynos 5410 dual quad⁃core
processor and 2 GB RAM.
Table 3 shows the test results of performance. It can be

seen that after being enhanced by the SeSoa, the installation
package size of the applications increases about 10%, the aver⁃
age start⁃up time is increased by about 20%. Since the start⁃up
time is generally less than 1 sec, this will not make users feel
different compared with the start⁃up time of original APPs.
4.3 Security Analysis

1) Anti⁃tamper
We use the multiple signature mechanism to prevent the ap⁃

plication from being tampered. In the security enhancement
process, three signatures are generated at the third step. There⁃
fore, at the client side, the signature of the resource files, the
signature of the original .dex files and the signature of security
code are verified during the application’s start⁃up process, be⁃

DB: database

▲Figure 4. Authentication scheme.

▼Table 2. Test results for compatibility

App size

<1 MB
1 MB-5 MB

>5MB
Sum

Success rate

Appnumbers
11
25
14
50
⁃

EnhancedAPP numbers
11
23
10
44
88%

Successnumbers forloading
11
23
9
43
86%

Successnumbers forruning
11
22
8
41
82%

Platformcompatibility
99.3%
98.6%
96.4%
98.1%

⁃

Start
(K,CKSUM)

Request
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Receive data
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Retrieve IDA
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fore the decryptor stub begins to decrypt .dex files. If any of
the three verifications fail, the application will stop running. In
this way, any tamper of the application will be detected.

The other anti⁃tamper technique we used is online authenti⁃
cation. Only the application that has passed the verification of
AuS can obtain the secure parameters to run the core code in
the APK. Any modification of the APK will lead to the failure
of generating the correct CKSUM and secret K, so the APK on
the Android client can hardly calculate the correct response of
R1, which can be regarded as the challenge of AuS in a chal⁃
lenge⁃response protocol.

2) Preventing dynamic debugging
In our solution, a monitoring process ring is used to monitor

whether there are some system calls for Ptrace, which is used
by debuggers and other code ⁃ analysis tools to analysis the
code.

The mainstream debugging tools use Ptrace system calls in
Linux system; if a process is calling Ptrace, there must be
someone using such kind of tools to debug and that the applica⁃
tion should be stopped. This process for monitoring the call of
Ptrace is used by most application enhancement systems, but
the risk for such a method is that attackers can stop the moni⁃
toring process and then debug the application again. To avoid
this weakness, we designed the monitoring process ring mecha⁃
nism.

Our monitoring process ring scheme has three processes: the
parent process (the main process to be protected), the child
process (generated by the parent process) and the grandchild
process (generated by the child process). These processes com⁃
pose a process ring and monitor each other in two levels. The
first level of monitoring is to ensure that the process of the ring
is not damaged, which means that these three processes will
not be killed. This can be achieved by monitoring the pipeline.
The father process and child process listen anonymous pipes
between them, so do the child process and the grandchild pro⁃
cess. The father process monitors the other processes by listen⁃
ing to the named pipe. Once a process is killed, the other end

of the pipe will be aware of, and the related process will enter
its protection module to end the parent process. The second
level of monitoring helps ensure that the process ring not be de⁃
bugged by monitoring the status of the other two processes, us⁃
ing two threads created by each process, the parent process
will be ended in case that the process finds its child or grand⁃
child process’status changed to suspended, which indicates
that the process is debugged by the other process.

Our solution also monitors the communication of Java De⁃
bug Wire Protocol (JDWP) to avoid the application from dy⁃
namic debugging on the java layer. The strategy is to find out
all Java debug tools using JDWP in their socket communica⁃
tions and to judge what kind of debug tool is connected to. If
the debug tool belongs to Andbug, which is usually used by a
debugger to reverse⁃engineer applications for the DVM on An⁃
droid platform, then the process will be killed at once.

3) Preventing decompilation
The main idea for preventing decompilation is encryption.

The .dex files are encrypted with symmetric cryptographic algo⁃
rithm. The key used in the algorithm is hidden among the
codes of the application. In addition, we implement the White
Box Cryptography of AES and SMS4, which is used to encrypt
the symmetric cryptographic keys so that the encryption algo⁃
rithm can be run in an unsafe environment of Android system.

5 Conclusions
There are great demands for code protection to prevent An⁃

droid applications from being reversed and tampered, because
the source codes of the Android applications can be more easi⁃
ly recovered by the existing reverse engineering methods. In
this paper, we propose a security enhancement system with on⁃
line authentication for Android APK called SeSoa, in which
multiple security mechanisms such as encryption, mutual au⁃
thentication and monitoring process ring are used to protect
Andriodapplications from tamper, dynamic debugging and de⁃
compile. To achieve the good balance between security and us⁃
ability, the mutual authentication is only proceeded when an
enhanced Android application is installed and run at the first
time.

▼ Table 3. Test results for performance

App no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Original
app size
(KB)
560
740
813
1123
1457
2360
2709
3234
4921
8913

Enhanced
app size
(KB)
581
784
897
1260
1634
2523
2942
3558
5489
9974

Size
change
rate (%)

3.8
5.9
10.3
12.2
12.1
6.9
8.6
10.0
11.5
11.9

App
startup
time (ms)

284
415
396
675
561
741
759
737
891
919

Enhanced
app startup
time (ms)

365
467
452
813
697
879
896
834
1019
1131

Startup time
increase rate

(%)
28.5
12.5
14.1
20.4
24.2
18.6
18.1
13.2
14.4
23.1
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Screen content is video or picture captured from a computer
screen typically by reading frame buffers or recording digital
display output signals of a computer graphics device. Screen
content is an extremely comprehensive and diverse class of
content and includes traditional photosensor captured pic⁃
tures as a small subset. Furthermore, screen content has
many unique characteristics not seen in traditional content.
By exploring these unique characteristics, new coding tech⁃
niques can significantly improve coding performance of
screen content. Today, more than ever, screen content coding
(SCC) is becoming increasingly important due to the rapid
growth of a variety of networked computers, clients, and de⁃
vices based applications such as cloud computing and Wi⁃Fi
display. SCC is the ultimate and most efficient way to solve
the data transferring bottleneck problem in these applica⁃
tions. The solution is to transfer screen pixel data between
these computers, clients, and devices. This paper provides
an overview of the background, application areas, require⁃
ments, technical features, performance, and standardization
work of SCC.
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1 Introduction
he screen content coding (SCC) standard [1] for
high efficiency video coding (HEVC) is an interna⁃
tional standard specially developed for screen con⁃
tent. It indicates the start of a new chapter in video

coding research and standardization. On one hand, SCC is re⁃
quired by many traditional applications and an ever⁃increasing
number of new and emerging applications as well [2]- [4]. On
the other hand, screen content is very different from traditional
content, thus different coding tools are needed. Furthermore,
screen content is an extremely comprehensive and diverse
class of content and includes traditional photosensor (e.g.
CMOS or CCD sensor) captured pictures as a small subset. As
a result, SCC is becoming a very active field to attract consider⁃
able attention from both academia and industry [1]- [35], and
is expect to play a major role in advancing both researches and
applications of video coding technology.

The Audio Video Coding Standard (AVS) Workgroup of Chi⁃
na is also working on SCC standard, which is expected to be⁃
come a national standard in China and an IEEE standard by
the second half of 2016. Since SCC has much more application
areas, market sectors, and customers of different requirements
to serve than traditional video coding, multiple standards are
needed and benefit each other to grow the market size. There
are also many SCC application areas and market sectors where
proprietary solutions are also acceptable.

This paper discusses the background and current status of
SCC and its standardization work in HEVC and AVS. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, application
areas and requirements of SCC is presented. Section 3 de⁃
scribes characteristics of screen content. Section 4 is devoted
to technical description and standardization of three major ded⁃
icated SCC techniques and their relation. Section 5 reports cod⁃
ing performance comparisons of the three SCC techniques. Fi⁃

nally, Section 6 concludes the paper and also presents some fu⁃
ture work of SCC.

2 Application Areas and Requirements
of SCC
Almost all applications of SCC have one thing in common:

display units are connected to information processing resourc⁃
es, including the central processing unit (CPU), graphics pro⁃
cessing unit (GPU), and storage space, through networks.

Application areas of traditional video coding are mostly re⁃
lated to TV broadcasting, video content delivery or streaming,
and video surveillance. However, SCC opens a huge and new
application area of video coding: cloud computing platform,
where CPUs, GPUs, and main storages devices are all located
in a place called cloud and shared by multiple user (client) de⁃
vices that are connected to the cloud through networks. As
shown in Fig. 1, the cloud can be as big as a datacenter with
thousands or tens of thousands of servers or as small as a sin⁃
gle computer with one multi⁃core⁃CPU/GPU combo or even a
smart phone. Virtual network computing (VNC), remote desk⁃
top, virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), PC over IP (PCoIP),
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ultra ⁃ thin client, and zero ⁃ client are a few examples of SCC
based cloud computing platform implementation. SCC based
implementation has the highest graphics performance among
all implementations of the cloud computing platform [2]- [4].
SCC can reduce screen pixel data bit⁃rate to a level that widely
deployed networks can support even for screen resolution of
2560x1600 or higher at 60 Hz screen refresh rate, thus enables
cloud based computing and information processing to become
a mainstream model not only used by professionals but also by
average people in their daily life. The daily activities that often
need to handle typical screen content include web browsing,
document sharing in video conferencing, remote desktop shar⁃
ing and collaboration, office document editing, engineering
drawing, hardware design engineering, software programming,
map navigating and address direction searching, and many
more. Therefore, the market of SCC based cloud computing
and its variations are expected to grow exponentially and its
market is becoming much bigger than traditional video coding
market.

Besides cloud computing platforms, SCC has at least the fol⁃
lowing application areas:
•Cloudlet computing, a variation of cloud computing, where

the cloud is a small one (cloudlet) or is split into a few small
cloudlets. A client device can become a cloudlet.

• Cloud ⁃ mobile computing, a variation of cloud computing
where the client devices are mobile devices such as smart
phones, tablets, or notebooks

•Cloud gaming
•Wireless display, for example, Wi⁃Fi display, where Wi⁃Fi

connection is used to replace a video cable that attaches a
display unit such as a monitor or a TV set to a PC, a note⁃
book, a tablet, a smart phone, a set⁃top⁃box, and so on

•Screen or desktop sharing and collaboration, where multiple
users at different locations view the same desktop screen

•Video conferencing with document sharing
•Remote teaching
•Display wall

•Multi⁃screen display for many viewers
•Digital operating room (DiOR) or OR⁃over⁃IP.

From SCC coding performance and coding quality point of
view, SCC application areas and markets can be divided into
the following two major segments, which have different require⁃
ments.

1) High and ultra⁃high video quality segment
This segment includes cloud/cloudlet/cloudlet⁃ mobile com⁃

puting platforms, enterprise IT cloud platforms, VDI, remote
desktops, PCoIP, ultra⁃thin clients, zero⁃clients, cloud gaming,
and more. One distinct feature of this segment is that the
screen is usually viewed by one viewer at a viewing distance
less than one meter. This viewing model is the same as what
traditional computer users normally do. Users may include pro⁃
fessionals, and no visual loss of screen content picture can be
tolerated. Due to this feature, lossless coding or visually loss⁃
less coding with high and ultra⁃high picture quality is an abso⁃
lute requirement in this segment. The video color format re⁃
quirement for this segment is RGB or YUV 4:4:4. Another dis⁃
tinct feature of this segment is that human⁃computer interac⁃
tion (HCI) is involved, and both encoding and decoding of
screen content are part of the HCI process [2]. The total round⁃
trip time from a keyboard input or a mouse click to task pro⁃
cessing on the cloud, screen content rendering on the cloud,
screen content encoding on the cloud, and finally screen con⁃
tent decoding on the client device should be within a limit that
users can accept. Thus, the encoding and decoding time and la⁃
tency are very important to get overall crisp system response
time (SRT) for uncompromised excellence of HCI experiences.
The total encoding and decoding latency requirement is typi⁃
cally 30 milliseconds or less. This is less than one frame peri⁃
od in 30 frames per second coding configuration. Therefore, in
this segment, contrast to traditional video coding applications,
peak intra ⁃ picture (all ⁃ intra) coding performance is far more
critical than random⁃access, low⁃delay⁃P, and low⁃delay⁃B cod⁃
ing performance. In this segment, the highest mainstream
screen resolution today and in near future is probably
2560x1600 pixels. At 60 frames per second screen refresh rate
and 24 bits per pixel color precision, the raw screen pixel data
bit⁃rate is 5626 mega bit per second (mbps). Today, advanced
widely deployed networks infrastructure can probably provide
sustainable bandwidth of up to 20 mbps. Therefore, the basic
compression ratio requirement is close to 300:1. The compres⁃
sion ratio at ultra⁃high visually lossless picture quality is cer⁃
tainly very challenging, especially in all⁃intra coding configura⁃
tion.

2) Middle and low video quality segment
This segment includes Wi⁃Fi display, display wall, external

second display of mobile devices, multi ⁃ screen display for
many viewers, video conference with document sharing, remote
teaching, and more. One distinct feature of this segment is that
the screen content is usually viewed by more than one viewer
at a viewing distance more than one meter. This viewing model
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is not much different from traditional TV viewing model. Due
to this feature, lossy coding with middle (or low in some cases)
picture quality is acceptable in this segment. The video color
format requirement for this segment is RGB or YUV 4:4:4 or
YUV 4:2:0. Another distinct feature of this segment is that hu⁃
man ⁃ computer interaction (HCI) is usually not involved. So,
the encoding and decoding latency is not as important as in the
first segment. All ⁃ intra coding performance is also not as im⁃
portant as in the first segment. In this segment, the highest
screen resolution today and in near future is probably
4096x2160 pixels. At 60 frames per second screen refresh rate
and 24 bits per pixel color precision, the raw screen pixel data
bit⁃rate is 12,150 mbps. Today, advanced widely deployed net⁃
works infrastructure can probably provide sustainable band⁃
width of up to 20 mbps. Therefore, the basic compression ratio
requirement is 600:1. The compression ratio of 600:1 is cer⁃
tainly very challenging even at middle picture quality.

As a result, SCC requirements for compression ratio and pic⁃
ture quality are very challenging. Traditional coding tech⁃
niques cannot meet the requirements, and new coding tech⁃
niques are absolutely needed.

3 Characteristics of Screen Content
One of the most important characteristics of screen content

is its diversity and comprehensiveness.
Screen content is video or picture captured from a computer

screen typically by either reading frame buffers or recording
digital display output signals of a computer graphics device.
Computer screen content is extremely diverse and comprehen⁃
sive due to the diversity and comprehensiveness of materials,
data, information, and their visual bitmap representations that
computers need to handle, render and display,. The diversity
and comprehensiveness can be seen from at least the following
three aspects:
1) The number of distinct colors in a region (e.g. a block). The

number can range from one, i.e. the entire region has only
one color, to maximum, which is equal to the number of pix⁃
els in the region;

2) Degree of pattern matchability. A matching (either exact
matching defined as having no difference or approximate
matching defined as having difference within a predeter⁃
mined limit) pattern set is a set of two or more patterns that
have both matching shapes and matching value of pixels.
Pattern matchability is the state of existence of matching
pattern sets. The degree of pattern matchability can be mea⁃
sured by at lease the following metrics:
•The size (the number of elements) of a set of matching pat⁃

terns in a predetermined range usually called searching
range in an encoder or a reference range in a decoder. Big
size means high degree of pattern matchability.

•The number of matching pattern sets in a predetermined
range. The number equal to 0 means the lowest degree of

pattern matchability. The degree of pattern matchability
is generally related to both of the number of matching pat⁃
tern sets and the average size of all matching pattern sets.
In general, big number of matching pattern sets or big av⁃
erage size of all matching pattern sets means high degree
of pattern matchability.

•The average distance between elements of a matching pat⁃
tern set. Short distance usually means high degree of pat⁃
tern matchability and that most elements are located
closely.

3) Shape and color of matching patterns
The shape and color of a matching pattern set can be arbi⁃

trary. Hence, the number of possible different shapes and col⁃
ors is huge. In fact, matching patterns in screen content have a
virtually unlimited number and variety of different shapes and
colors. For example, the shapes range from simple ones such
as squares, rectangles, triangles, circles, polygons, crescents,
diamonds of different sizes to complex ones such as all kinds
of mathematic curves, geometric shapes, and fonts of different
typeface, size, weight, slope, width, and special effect.

In Fig. 2, six screen content examples illustrate the screen
content diversity in terms of the number of distinct color.

As shown in Fig. 2, from top left to bottom right, the six ex⁃
amples are:
1) Single color square. The number of distinct color is one. The

degree of pattern matchability is the highest.
2) Two color checkers. The number of distinct color is two. The

degree of pattern matchability is very high.
3) Spreadsheet cells. The number of distinct color is about

twenty. The degree of pattern matchability is high.
4) A color space diagram repeated 16 times. The number of dis⁃

tinct color is big. The degree of pattern matchability is medi⁃
um.

▲Figure 2. Diversity of screen content.
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5) A photosensor (camera) captured photo, i.e. a natural pic⁃
ture. The number of distinct color is big. The degree of pat⁃
tern matchability is very low.

6) A color space diagram. The number of distinct color reaches
the maximum. The degree of pattern matchability is zero.
It should be noted that screen content includes the tradition⁃

al photosensor captured natural content as a small subset of
screen content. In fact, this special subset generally features a
very large number of distinct colors and almost zero pattern
matchability, as the fifth example in Fig. 2.

Screen content also includes sophisticated light⁃shaded and
texture⁃mapped photorealistic scenes generated by computers.
Virtual reality, 3D computer animation with lighting and shad⁃
ing, 3D computer graphics with lighting and shading, and com⁃
puter games are examples of photorealistic screen content.
From the word“photorealistic”, it can be easily seen that com⁃
puter generated photorealistic screen content has almost the
same properties as the traditional photosensor captured natural
content and share the same features like relatively smooth edg⁃
es and complicated textures. In particular, computer generated
photorealistic screen content also features a very large number
of distinct colors and almost zero pattern matchability.

Besides the general characteristics of diversity and compre⁃
hensiveness, typical screen content has at least the following
three specific characteristics, which traditional natural content
usually does not have.
1) Typical computer screens seen in common everyday applica⁃

tions are often rich in girds, window frames, window panes,
table cells, slide⁃bars, toolbars, line charts, and so on. They
feature very sharp edges, uncomplicated shapes, and thin
lines with few colors, even one⁃pixel⁃wide single⁃color lines.
Therefore, for typical screen content, the number of distinct
colors is low.

2) Sharp and clear bitmap structures, especially small ones,
such as alphanumeric characters, Asian characters, icons,
buttons, graphs, charts and tables are often seen in typical
computer screens. Thus, there are usually many similar or
identical patterns in typical screen content. For examples,
all texts are composed of a very limited number of charac⁃
ters, and all characters themselves are composed of a signifi⁃
cantly further limited number of basic strokes. Therefore,
typical screen content has high degree of pattern matchabili⁃
ty.

3) Splitting and merging of matching patterns. A pair of match⁃
ing patterns (A, B) with a pair distance d(A, B) may be split
into two or more pairs of small matching patterns (A1, C1),
(A2, C2), …, where pattern A is split into two or more small
patterns A1, A2, …, and each pair of the small matching pat⁃
terns has a pair distance shorter than d(A, B). On the other
hand, if pattern A is split into two or more small patterns A1,
A2, …, two or more pairs of matching patterns (A1, C1), (A2,
C2), … may be merged into a big pair of matching pattern
(A, B), whose pair distance is longer than the pair distance

of each of the small matching pattern pairs (A1, C1), (A2,
C2), … Note that in splitting and merging, it is not necessary
for patterns C1, C2 … to be related to pattern B. The split⁃
ting and merging of matching patterns mean that for a piece
(or block) of pixels in typical screen content, matching rela⁃
tion is not unique, but has multiple options available. Differ⁃
ent options have different number of pairs and different pair
distances. Pattern splitting and merging based multiple
matching relation is an important characteristic which
needs to be fully explored in SCC.
The first two specific characteristics are strongly related. Ac⁃

tually, lower number of distinct colors usually (but not always)
means higher degree of pattern matchability and vice versa.
On one extreme, one distinct color results in the highest degree
of pattern matchability; at the other extreme, the maximum
number of distinct colors results in zero degree of pattern
matchability.

Because traditional block⁃matching and transform based hy⁃
brid coding technique does not take advantage of any special
characteristics of screen content, dedicated SCC techniques
have tremendous potential to improve coding efficiency of
screen content significantly by exploring the special character⁃
istics of screen content. Since almost all major characteristics
of screen content are related to pattern matching, three major
SCC techniques are all pattern matching based techniques: 1)
intra picture block matching technique, also known as intra
block copy (IBC) or intra motion compensation (IMC)tech⁃
nique; 2) intra coding unit (CU) pixel index string matching
technique, also known as palette (PLT) technique; and 3) pseu⁃
do 2D string matching (P2SM or P2M) technique.

4 Technical Description and
Standardization of Three SCC techniques
IBC [5]-[8] is a straightforward extension of conventional in⁃

ter ⁃ prediction to intra picture coding with a few simplifica⁃
tions. The main simplification is to remove pixel interpolation
and do only whole pixel prediction. In IBC (Fig. 3), when en⁃
coding a prediction unit (PU), the encoder searches an optimal
matching block as a reference matching pattern in a pre⁃deter⁃
mined search window (reference buffer), which is usually a pre⁃
viously reconstructed pixel buffer. Reference matching pat⁃
terns have the same shapes and sizes as PUs such as 4x8, 8x4,
8x8, 16x16, 32x32, 64x64 pixels. The search window has a pre⁃
determined size which varies from a few CUs to the full frame.
The encoding result is a motion vector (MV) and a residual
block.

In IBC decoding, the decoder parses the bitstream to obtain
a MV. The decoder uses the MV to locate a reference matching
pattern in the previously reconstructed reference pixel buffer.
The decoder then uses the values of the reference matching
pattern as the predictor of the current PU being decoded.

IBC is efficient to code matching patterns of a few fixed siz⁃
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es with rectangle or square shapes in a picture, but is not flexi⁃
ble enough to code matching patterns of different sizes from a
few pixels to a few thousands of pixels with a variety of shapes.

IBC is adopted into the HEVC SCC draft by unification with
conventional inter ⁃ prediction, i.e. specifying the current pic⁃
ture itself as a reference picture.

As shown in Fig. 4, when encoding a CU in PLT [9]- [11],
the encoder first performs color quantization on the CU to ob⁃
tain a few representative colors and puts the representative col⁃
ors into a palette. Each color in the palette has an index. When
the number of representative colors exceeds a limit, the last in⁃
dex is reserved to represent all extra colors beyond the limit.
The extra colors are named escape colors. All pixels in the CU
are converted into indices to build an index map. The index
map is further coded by either left ⁃string⁃matching or above⁃
string⁃matching. The escape colors are quantized and coded in⁃
to the bitstream.

All indices in an index map are coded string by string using
two types of string matching. The first type of string matching
is left ⁃matching. The first string (0 0), second string (1 1 1),
and third string (2 2 2) in the index map of Fig. 4 are examples
of left⁃matching. In a left⁃matching string, all indices are iden⁃
tical. The second type of string matching is above⁃matching. In
the index map of Fig. 4, string (5 5 5 5) in the 4th row, string (7
7 7) in the 5th row, string (9 9 10 10 10 10 10 11) in the 7th
row, and string (9 9) in the 8th row are examples of above ⁃
matching. It is obvious that in left ⁃ matching, the reference
matching string (pattern) overlaps the current string being cod⁃
ed, while in above ⁃ matching, the reference matching string
(pattern) is the string above the current string being coded. A
left ⁃matching string has three coding parameters: string type,
index, and length. An above⁃matching string has two coding pa⁃
rameters: string type and length.

For each CU, the PLT encoding results are a palette, an in⁃
dex map coded by two types of string matching, and quantized
escape colors. The encoding results are explicitly or implicitly
put into the video bitstream after entropy coding.

In PLT decoding, the decoder parses the bitstream and per⁃
forms other decoding steps to obtain the palette, the index
map, and the escape colors, from which the decoder can com⁃
plete the decoding process to reconstruct all pixels of the CU.

The palette coding technique can code matching patterns in⁃
side a CU using two types of intra⁃CU pixel⁃index string match⁃
ing, but it cannot exploit non⁃ local matching patterns outside
of a CU.

PLT is adopted into the HEVC SCC draft as a CU level cod⁃
ing mode named palette mode.

IBC can only code matching patterns of a few fixed sizes
with rectangle or square shapes efficiently. PLT can only code
matching patterns completely inside a CU efficiently. Howev⁃
er, typical screen content shows significant diversity in terms
of the shape and size of matching patterns and the distance of
a matching pattern pair. Therefore, IBC and PLT only partially

explore the special characteristics of screen
content.

P2SM has its origin in Lempel⁃Ziv (LZ) algo⁃
rithm [12], but is more sophisticated than the
original LZ algorithm. In P2SM, two reference
buffers are used. One is primary reference buf⁃
fer (PRB) which is typically a part of the tradi⁃
tional reconstructed picture buffer to provide
reference string pixels for the current pixels be⁃
ing coded. The other is secondary reference buf⁃
fer (SRB) which is a dynamically updated look⁃
up table (LUT) storing a few of recently and fre⁃
quently referenced pixels for repetitive refer⁃
ence by the current pixels being coded. When
encoding a CU, for any starting pixel being cod⁃
ed, searching of optimal matching string with a
variable length is performed in both PRB and
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▲Figure 3. Intra block copy coding technique.
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SRB. As a result of the searching, either a PRB string or an
SRB string is selected as a reference matching pattern on a
string⁃by⁃string basis. For a PRB string, an offset and a length
are coded into the bitstream. For an SRB string which is really
an SRB pixel color duplicated many times, an SRB address
and a duplication count are coded into the bitstream. If no ref⁃
erence string of at least one pixel is found in PRB or SRB, the
starting pixel is coded directly into the bitstream as an un⁃
matched pixel. Thus, a CU coded by P2SM has three matching
types: Match_PRB, Match_SRB, and Match_NONE. A letter S
coded by P2SM is shown in Fig. 5. The size of the current CU
is 8x8. The following is five examples of PRB strings or SRB
strings (Fig. 5).

The 1st string marked with red“1”is a 9⁃pixel PRB string.
The reference matching string is in PRB with offset (9, 3).

The 2nd string marked with green“2”is a 4 ⁃ pixel SRB
string. The reference matching string consists of the 1st SRB
pixel color duplicated four times.

The 3rd string marked with red“3”is a 4⁃pixel PRB string.
The reference matching string is in PRB with offset (0, 3).

The 4th string marked with red“4”is a 14 ⁃ pixel PRB
string. The reference matching string is in PRB with offset (8, ⁃
4).

The 5th string marked with green“5”is a 7 ⁃ pixel SRB
string. The reference matching string also consists of the 1st
SRB pixel color duplicated seven times.

In P2SM decoding, the decoder parses the bitstream and per⁃
forms other decoding steps to obtain the matching type, (offset,
length) or (SRB address, length) or unmatched pixel, from
which the decoder can complete the decoding process to recon⁃
struct all pixels of the CU.

P2SM is adopted into the initial working draft of AVS screen
mixed content coding extension as a CU level coding mode in
March 2016.

It is obvious that IBC and PLT are two special cases of
P2SM. In fact, IBC is a P2SM special case that restricts a PU
to have only one reference matching string. PLT is also a

P2SM special case that limits all reference matching strings
within the same CU being coded and allows only SRB strings
(left ⁃matching) and reference matching strings above the cur⁃
rent strings (above⁃matching). The two special cases are called
big string case and SRB string only case [31] in P2SM. Since
P2SM is developed in a late stage of HEVC SCC project, it is
not in the HEVC SCC draft. P2SM is adopted into the AVS
screen mixed content coding working draft as universal string
prediction (USP) tool.

5 Coding Performance Comparison of IBC,
PLT, and P2SM
Coding performance comparison experiments use HM⁃16.6+

SCM⁃5.2 reference software [35] and HM⁃16.6+P2SM software
[31]. The following coding options are compared:
1) NoSCC implemented by disabling both IBC and PLT in HM⁃

16.6+SCM⁃5.2
2) IBC implemented by disabling only PLT in HM⁃16.6+SCM⁃

5.2
3) PLT implemented by disabling only IBC in HM⁃16.6+SCM⁃

5.2
4) IBC+PLT (SCM which includes both IBC and PLT) imple⁃

mented by HM⁃16.6+SCM⁃5.2
5) P2SM implemented in HM⁃16.6+P2SM.

The experimental results are generated under the common
test conditions and lossy all⁃intra configuration defined in [34].
Fourteen test sequences are used in the experiment. The test
sequences are classified into four categories: text and graphics
with motion (TGM), mixed content (MC), camera captured
(CC), and animation (ANI). YCbCr (YUV) color format version
is used in the experiment. To evaluate the overall coding per⁃
formance, the Bjøntegaard delta rate (BD ⁃ rate) metric [36],
[37] is used. For each category, an average BD⁃rate reduction
is calculated. Encoding and decoding software runtime are also
compared for evaluating the complexity of the encoder and de⁃
coder.
Tables 1-4 show the coding performance improvement (BD⁃

rate reduction percentage in negative numbers) of IBC, PLT,
IBC+PLT (SCM), and P2SM, respectively. Table 5 shows the
coding performance improvement of P2SM over SCM.
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CU: coding unit PRB: primary reference buffer SRB: secondary reference buffer
▲Figure 5. A letter S coded by P2SM technique.

▼Table 1. Coding performance improvement of IBC over NoSCC

ANI: animation
CC: camera captured

Dec: Decoding
Enc: Encoding

MC: mixed content
TGM: text and graphics with motion

TGM
MC
ANI
CC

Enc Time
Dec Time

Y
⁃47.80%
⁃41.23%
⁃1.38%
⁃0.07%

158.08%
78.75%

U
⁃48.51%
⁃42.21%
⁃1.72%
⁃0.12%

V
⁃48.67%
⁃42.34%
⁃1.58%
⁃0.10%

Current CU

PRB

1th string:
match type=Match_PRB,
offset=(9,3), length=9

2nd string:
match type=Math_SRB,

index=0, length=4

SRB

1 1 1 1 1111
1

4
4 44 44 44

44 44 44

3
33 3

1 1 1 1 1111
12 2 2 2333
44 4 4 4443
44 4 4 4445

5 5 5555
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The experimental results show:
1) For screen content (TGM and MC categories), P2SM has

higher coding performance than IBC or PLT or both combined.
2) IBC has higher coding performance than PLT, and both

have significant overlap.
3) For typical and common screen content (TGM), P2SM is

superior to IBC and PLT combined (HM⁃16.6+SCM⁃5.2) by
close to 5% in term of BD⁃rate.

Recently, it is reported [32], [33] that P2SM can achieve sig⁃
nificant coding performance improvement for screen content
rendered using sub ⁃ pixel ⁃ rendering techniques such as
ClearType developed and widely applied in text rendering to
achieve clear and smooth text display on an LCD panel. For a
ClearType snapshot and a ClearType test sequence, P2SM can
achieve 39.0% and 35.4% Y BD⁃rate reduction, respectively,
comparing to HM⁃16.6+SCM⁃5.2.

6 Conclusions
Driven by increasing demand from both existing application

areas such as Wi ⁃ Fi display and emerging application areas
such as cloud computing platforms, SCC technology has made
significant progress in the past three years.

Two major SCC standardization projects so far are HEVC
SCC project and AVS/IEEE SCC project. Both are expected to
complete by the second half of 2016. Two special cases of
P2SM, i.e. IBC and PLT are adopted into the HEVC SCC draft.
P2SM is adopted into the AVS screen mixed content cod⁃
ing working draft using the name of universal string prediction
(USP).

Another technique named adaptive color transform (ACT) is
also adopted into HEVC SCC. ACT is based on a prediction re⁃
sidual coding technique [38] and is a general technique in⁃
stead of SCC dedicated. ACT is mainly effective on RGB color
format sequences and has negligible effect on YUV color for⁃
mat sequences.

String matching is a superset of block matching which has
been thoroughly studied for more than thirty years. P2SM pro⁃
vides a flexible trade⁃off between coding efficiency and coding
complexity. String matching technology is still in its early
stage of development, much like MPEG⁃1 stage of block match⁃
ing technology, and has significant room for improvement.
Therefore, future work in SCC and general video coding in⁃
cludes: 1) Further study of pattern matchability in screen con⁃
tent pictures and other types of contents, 2) improvement on
string matching technology to code a variety of contents with
different pattern matchability efficiently, 3) further reduction
of coding complexity of string matching techniques, and 4) Op⁃
timization of string matching techniques for specific applica⁃
tion areas with special requirement.
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▼Table 2. Coding performance improvement of PLT over NoSCC

ANI: animation
CC: camera captured

Dec: Decoding
Enc: Encoding

MC: mixed content
TGM: text and graphics with motion

TGM
MC
ANI
CC

Enc Time
Dec Time

Y
⁃40.83%
⁃24.70%
0.19%
0.03%

125.48%
90.89%

U
⁃46.18%
⁃34.70%
⁃3.04%
0.02%

V
⁃48.15%
⁃34.21%
⁃2.78%
⁃0.02%

▼Table 3. Coding performance improvement of IBC+PLT (SCM) over
NoSCC

ANI: animation
CC: camera captured

Dec: Decoding
Enc: Encoding

MC: mixed content
TGM: text and graphics with motion

TGM
MC
ANI
CC

Enc Time
Dec Time

Y
⁃57.06%
⁃45.57%
⁃1.17%
⁃0.03%

172.19%
80.85%

U
⁃60.76%
⁃50.85%
⁃4.40%
⁃0.13%

V
⁃62.35%
⁃50.90%
⁃4.08%
⁃0.06%

▼Table 4. Coding performance improvement of P2SM overNoSCC

ANI: animation
CC: camera captured

Dec: Decoding
Enc: Encoding

MC: mixed content
TGM: text and graphics with motion

TGM
MC
ANI
CC

Enc Time
Dec Time

Y
⁃58.19%
⁃46.26%
⁃0.01%
0.15%

140.63%
80.02%

U
⁃61.34%
⁃51.24%
5.39%
1.21%

V
⁃63.00%
⁃51.50%
2.62%
1.60%

▼Table 5. Coding performance improvement of P2SM over SCM

ANI: animation
CC: camera captured

Dec: Decoding
Enc: Encoding

MC: mixed content
TGM: text and graphics with motion

TGM
MC
ANI
CC

Enc Time
Dec Time

Y
⁃4.74%
⁃1.40%
1.19%
0.17%

81.67%
98.98%

U
⁃4.24%
⁃1.02%
10.43%
1.34%

V
⁃4.20%
⁃1.45%
7.00%
1.66%
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Batch processing mode is widely used in the training process
of human motion recognition. After training, the motion classi⁃
fier usually remains invariable. However, if the classifier is to
be expanded, all historical data must be gathered for retrain⁃
ing. This consumes a huge amount of storage space, and the
new training process will be more complicated. In this paper,
we use an incremental learning method to model the motion
classifier. A weighted decision tree is proposed to help illus⁃
trate the process, and the probability sampling method is also
used. The results show that with continuous learning, the mo⁃
tion classifier is more precise. The average classification pre⁃
cision for the weighted decision tree was 88.43% in a typical
test. Incremental learning consumes much less time than the
batch processing mode when the input training data comes
continuously.

human motion recognition; incremental learning; mapping
function; weighted decision tree; probability sampling
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1 Introduction
uman motion recognition involves recognizing
what a person is doing and is an important aspect
of context awareness [1]. It can be used for di⁃
verse purposes, such as ubiquitous computing,

sports training, virtual reality, and health care. A promising ap⁃

plication is remote monitoring of elderly people who live alone
and need support. An emergency situation arising from a fall
could be detected and responded to quickly [2]. Recently,
sports bracelets that detect a person’s motion have become
very popular. Such bracelets can calculate how many calories
a person consumes in a day and give reminders about healthy
lifestyle. Human motion recognition has also been introduced
into personal navigation to help increase the location accuracy
[3]-[5].

Methods of motion recognition and classification include
computer vision and inertial sensor data processing. Early re⁃
search on motion recognition has focused on vision⁃based sys⁃
tems with one or more cameras [6], [7]. A camera system is
practical when motion is confined to a limited area, such as an
office or house, and the environment is well⁃lit. However, when
a person is moving from place to place, a camera system is
much less convenient because it cannot move in the same way
a person does. In terms of privacy, a vision⁃based system puts
a degree of psychological pressure on a person and causes
them to act unnaturally. As well as vision⁃based solutions, sen⁃
sor ⁃based solutions are also extensively used to study human
motion [8]-[11]. Most previous research on motion recognition
has assumed that inertial sensors are fixed on the human body
in a known orientation [12], [13]. In a well ⁃ cited work [14],
multiple accelerometer sensors worn on different parts of the
human body detect common activities, such as sitting, stand⁃
ing, walking or running. In [15], a small low ⁃ power sensor
board is mounted at a single location on the body. Then, a hy⁃
brid approach is taken to recognize activities. This approach
combines the boosting algorithm, which discriminatively se⁃
lects useful features, and HMMs, which capture the temporal
regularities and smoothness of activities. However, the assump⁃
tion made in laboratory experiments usually cannot be made in
a regular mobile environment. In some other research, a phone
has been used as the sensor to collect motion data for offline
analysis [16], [17]. In [18], a phone⁃centric sensing system is
described. The position of the mobile phone on the human
body is assumed to be fixed—e.g., in a pocket, clipped to a
belt, or on a lanyard—and an inference model is trained ac⁃
cording to the phone position. Compared to image⁃processing⁃
based motion recognition, inertial⁃sensor⁃based motion recogni⁃
tion is cheaper, less limited by the environment, and involves
smaller devices. Such sensors have already been integrated in⁃
to smartphones, which are developing rapidly. Therefore, iner⁃
tial ⁃ sensor ⁃based motion recognition may be more popular in
the future.

To recognize human motion, a classifier should be modeled.
In the training process, an algorithm can be divided into batch⁃
processing mode and incremental⁃learning mode. In batch⁃pro⁃
cessing mode, all the history training data is used to model the
motion classifier. When the new training data is available and
the classifier needs to be updated, all the history data must be
gathered again to retrain the classifier. Therefore, all the train⁃

This work is partly supported by the National Natural Science Foundation
of China under Grant 61573242, the Projects from Science and Technology
Commission of Shanghai Municipality under Grant No. 13511501302, No.
14511100300, and No. 15511105100, Shanghai Pujiang Program under
Grant No. 14PJ1405000, and ZTE Industry⁃Academia⁃Research
Cooperation Funds.
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ing data must be preserved. This means that a huge amount of
storage space is needed. As the amount of input training data
increases, the training process becomes more complex and
takes longer. Most current research on vision⁃ and inertial⁃sen⁃
sor⁃based human motion recognition focuses on this processing
mode. Incremental learning only uses new incoming training
data to update the classifier model; therefore, updating is more
efficient, history data does not need to be stored, and much
free space is spared. In [19], the authors propose pattern recog⁃
nition based on neural networks and learning new chunks of
patterns while keeping the previous ones intact. In [20], the au⁃
thors suggest Learn ++ , an approach inspired by Adaboost.
This approach is based on neural ⁃ network ⁃ based ensemble
classifiers working on a digital optics database. In [21], a
Gaussian mixture model and resource allocation for learning
were applied in the context of a dormitory to study the habits of
students. In [22], the authors propose an approach to incremen⁃
tally learning the relationship between motion primitives in or⁃
der to form longer behaviors. In general, when the training data
set is huge and data is continuously coming in, incremental
learning mode is a better choice.

The main goal of our research is to provide a complete solu⁃
tion for human motion recognition based on incremental learn⁃
ing and smartphone inertial sensors. We illustrate the flow of
motion pattern recognition and typical motion feature sets. We
also show how to apply incremental learning to human motion
recognition in detail. At the same time, we develop a weighted
decision tree for the incremental learning framework.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In sec⁃
tion 2, we describe the general pattern⁃recognition framework,
date preprocessing, and feature extraction. In section 3, we dis⁃
cuss the incremental learning method used for human motion
recognition. In section 4, we discuss the experimental results.
In section 5, we make concluding remarks.

2 Motion Recognition

2.1 PatternRecognition Framework
Pattern recognition is a subject dealing with object classifi⁃

cation and recognition. It encompasses face identification,
character recognition, and voice recognition. It also encompass⁃
es human motion recognition. A general pattern ⁃ recognition
system framework is shown in Fig. 1. The components of this
framework are defined in Table 1.

Because raw sensor data is just a series of waves, it cannot
be directly used for pattern recognition. Therefore, pattern fea⁃
tures are extracted in order to describe the patterns. A pattern
may have many features; however, more features do not mean
better performance. If different patterns cannot discriminate
when the chosen features are applied, the designed classifier
performs badly. Feature selection (feature compression) is an
important part of pattern recognition. With a well⁃selected fea⁃

ture subset, the generated classifier has a higher classification
rate. Calculation complexity is also greatly reduced. The classi⁃
fier is designed after the feature⁃selection process is complet⁃
ed. There are two methods for training a classifier: supervised
learning (also called supervised clustering) and unsupervised
learning. The main difference between these methods is that
the labels of instances in supervised learning are known to the
learner. This is not the case for unsupervised learning. The per⁃
formance of the classifier is evaluated using test instances. The
components shown in Table 1 are not independent. To improve
overall performance, one component may feed back to the pre⁃
vious component, and the previous component is designed
again.

In this paper, we use the general pattern⁃recognition frame⁃
work to recognize human motion. We mainly focus on the clas⁃
sifier design component; the feature extraction and feature se⁃
lection components are merged into one procedure.
2.2 Motion Definitions

Common human motions include keeping still, walking, run⁃
ning, climbing stairs, using an elevator, driving, and taking a
bus. The possible motion set differs in different scenarios. In
this paper, we limit the scenario to an office. The motions relat⁃
ed to this scenario are shown in Table 2.
2.3 Data Collection and Preprocessing

In this paper, a three⁃axis linear smartphone accelerometer

▲Figure 1. Pattern⁃recognition system framework.

▼Table 1. Component definition of pattern recognition system

Component
Sensors

Feature extraction
Feature selection
Classifier design

Evaluation

Definition
Obtain raw sensor data

Extraction of features from raw sensor data
Selection of best feature subset

Modeling of classifier using training data
Evaluation of the performance of classifier model

▼Table 2. Motion state definition

Motion state
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5

Definition
Still

Walking
Climbing up stairs

Climbing down stairs
Running

SensorsPattern Feature
extraction

Feature
selection

Classifier
design Evaluation
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is used to collect the raw motion data of a person. In fact, in⁃
stead of the total acceleration, the linear acceleration infers the
motions of a human. The collection process is controlled by an
application we developed. Through a simple graphic user inter⁃
face, we can start or stop collecting. The sensor sampling rate
is 50 Hz, so we obtain 50 raw samples per second.

Because there are some noises in the raw sensor data, a five⁃
stage moving window is used to eliminate them. Fig. 2 shows
the output of the moving window is smoother than the raw lin⁃
ear accelerometer data.
2.4 Feature Extraction

Features from the linear acceleration are used for motion
recognition. In most of the previous work involving inertial sen⁃
sors for motion recognition, the sensors are mounted on the hu⁃
man body in a known orientation and position. However, this is
not practical in real life because of the flexible use of smart⁃
phones. To avoid the orientation problem, instead of directly
using the features from x, y, z axes, the vertical and horizontal
components of the linear acceleration are extracted by project⁃
ing the linear acceleration vector to the gravity vector. Some
smartphones have the gravity sensor imbedded directly. With
others, the gravity can be obtained using the following method.
First, the smartphone is kept still for a few seconds. Then, the
averages of the three axis readings are calculated as the ap⁃
proximation of the gravity vector [23].

Suppose a=(ax,ay,az) is the linear acceleration vector and
g=(gx,gy,gz) is the gravity vector. Then the vertical component
of linear acceleration is av = æ

è
ç

ö
ø
÷

a× g
g× g g and the horizontal co⁃

mponent of the linear acceleration is ah = a- av .Both time and frequency domain features are extracted to
construct the feature vector. In the time domain, mean, vari⁃

ance, skewness, kurtosis, and so on are the features used. The
formulas for these features are shown in Table 3. In the fre⁃
quency domain, an FFT algorithm is applied, and first domi⁃
nant frequency, second dominant frequency, and the amplitude
of the first and second dominant frequencies are the features
used. All the features used are shown in Table 4. The instance
window for extracting features is 2 s, and a 50% overlapping
window is used to obtain feature vectors more efficiently. This
has been demonstrated to be useful [24].

3 Incremental Learning
Recently, incremental learning has been popular in data

mining and has attracted the attention of both academia and in⁃
dustry. Many of today’s data⁃intensive computing applications
require an algorithm that is capable of incrementally learning
from large⁃scale dynamic data. An incremental learning algo⁃
rithm learns new knowledge continuously over time and up⁃

▲Figure 2. Accelerometer reading before and after pre⁃processing.

▼Table 3. Statistical feature definitions

Feature
Mean

Variance

Skewness

Kurtosis

Definition
m̄ = 1

N∑i = 1

N

xi

σ2 = 1
N∑i = 1

N (xi - m̄)2

skew = 1
Nσ3∑

i = 1

N (xi - m̄)3

kur = 1
Nσ4∑

i = 1

N (xi - m̄)4

▼Table 4. Human motion feature definitions

Feature
linaccM_mean
linaccM_var
linaccM_skew
linaccM_kur
linaccV_mean
linaccV_var
linaccV_skew
linaccV_kur
linaccH_mean
linaccH_var
linaccH_skew
linaccH_kur

firstfreq
firstpeak
secondfreq
secondpeak

energy

Definition
Mean of module of linear acceleration

Variance of module of linear acceleration
Skewness of module of linear acceleration
Kurtosis of module of linear acceleration

Mean of vertical component of linear acceleration
Variance of vertical component of linear acceleration
Skewness of vertical component of linear acceleration
Kurtosis of vertical component of linear acceleration
Mean of horizontal component of linear acceleration

Variance of horizontal component of linear acceleration
Skewness of horizontal component of linear acceleration
Kurtosis of horizontal component of linear acceleration

The first dominant frequency
The amplitude of the first dominant frequency

The second dominant frequency
The amplitude of the second dominant frequency

The mean energy of linear acceleration
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dates the knowledge system to benefit future learning and deci⁃
sion⁃making.

In the human motion recognition domain, most researchers
have used batch processing methods to recognize human mo⁃
tion. A classifier that uses batch processing keeps an invari⁃
able knowledge system after the learning. Usually, the classifi⁃
er cannot learn new knowledge directly in order to expand it⁃
self unless all historical training data is gathered together with
the new training data. Compared with incremental learning,
batch mode learning, which updates itself, requires much stor⁃
age space for historical training data, and the new training pro⁃
cess is slower.
3.1 Framework for Incremental Learning

Inspired by the classification performance in [25], we use a
similar incremental learning framework for human motion rec⁃
ognition. Fig. 3 gives an overview of the algorithm. The learner
is continuously presented with the training data flows over

time. The previous knowledge in this case includes the hypoth⁃
esis, which was developed at time t - 1 , and the distribution
function Pt - 1 is applied to the data set Dt - 1 . For the first block
of the received training data, the initial distribution function
P1 is given a uniform distribution because nothing has been
learned yet. As data blocks continually come in, a series of dis⁃
tribution functions is developed to represent the learning capa⁃
bility of the data in each block. Based on distribution function
Pt , a hypothesis ht , which is a human motion classifier, can be
developed. In this classifier, the decision boundary is automati⁃
cally forced to focus more on difficult⁃ to⁃learn regions. When
Pt and ht have been obtained, the system uses its knowledge to
facilitate learning from the next block of training data Dt + 1 .
Algorithm 1 can be divided into two parts. First, a mapping

function estimates the initial distribution function of the cur⁃
rent training data using the last input training data set and its
corresponding distribution function. Second, a classifier using
training data with probability distribution function is devel⁃
oped.
Algorithm 1. Incremental learning algorithm

Input: Sequence of data chunks Dt, (t = 1,2,3,...) , each data

chunk includes some instances. An instance is composed of a
feature vector and a label.
Learning process:

1. For the first data set, suppose there are m samples,
D1 ={xi,yi}, (i = 1,2,...,m1) , where xi is the feature vector of the i
⁃th sample and yi is the label of the ith sample. The initial dis⁃
tribution function P1 is a uniform distribution.

2. Train a classifier h1 using the training data set D1 and its
corresponding probability distribution function P13. For t≥2 , use the last data set Dt - 1 and distribution func⁃
tion Pt - 1 to estimate the distribution function P̂t of the new trai⁃
ning data set Dt4. Apply the last classifier ht - 1 to the new data set Dt , calcu⁃late the pseudo error et :
et = ∑

j:ht - 1(xj)≠ yj

(xj,yj) ∈Dt

P̂t( j) .
5. Set βt = et /((n - 1)(1 - et)) , n is the number of all different

labels.
6. Update the distribution function of Dt , the misclassified

sample will get a higher probability or weight:
Pt( j) = P̂t( j)

Zt
{βt if ht - 1(xj) = yj

1  otherwise
,

where Zt is a normalization constant so that Pt is a distribution
and∑

j = 1

mt

Pt( j) = 1 .
7. Model the classifier ht using the training set Dt + 1 and its

corresponding distribution function Pt8. When new training data set comes, go back to 3 and re⁃
peat the procedure.
Output: After T classifiers have been trained, we obtain T ba⁃
sic classifiers and their corresponding weights. The final out⁃
put is obtained by the combination of these. Here, log(1/βt) is
the weight of each basic classifier:
hfinal(x) = arg  max

y ∈ Y ∑
t:hT (x) = y

log(1/βt) .

3.2 Mapping Function Design
The mapping function is an important component in the in⁃

cremental learning framework. It connects past experience to
the newly received data and adapts such knowledge to the data
sets received in future. Nonlinear regression models can be
used as well as mapping functions. Here, we consider support
vector regression (SVR) [26]. Suppose y = f (x) is the estimated
initial weight for instance x :

f (x) =< s,x > +b ,
where s and b are the slope and intercept of the linear estima⁃

▲Figure 3. Incremental learning overview.
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tion function f (x) , respectively. To obtain an accurate estima⁃
tion f (x) , a convex optimization problem can be extracted:

(st,bt) = arg min
st ∈Rn,bt ∈R

æ

è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷∑

i = 1

mt - 1||yi - < st,xi > -bt||2 .

Alternative strategies can be used as well. For example, oth⁃
er types of regression model, such as multilayer perceptron or
regression tree, can be integrated into the incremental learning
framework according the application requirements.
3.3 Hypothesis Based on ProbabilityDistributed

Training Data
In the conventional classifier design process, all instances

in the training data set have the same weight. This means that
instances that are difficult to classify are treated the same as
those that are not. However, instances that are difficult to clas⁃
sify should be weighted more heavily so that they will be more
easily recognized in the newly designed classifier.

Here, we introduce two methods for classifier modeling,
both of which use the probability distributed training data.
With the first method, the probability is used as the weight of
the instance in the calculation of the decision boundary. We il⁃
lustrate this method in the proposed weighted decision⁃tree al⁃
gorithm. With the second method, the probability distribution
function is used as the sampling probability. All training in⁃
stances are given a sampling probability and sampled into the
real training set. The higher the instance’s probability, the eas⁃
ier it is added to the real training set.
3.3.1 Weighted Decision Tree

Decision tree is a classic algorithm used in pattern recogni⁃
tion and machine learning. It uses the information entropy gain
to split training data, and it constructs a tree to represent the
classifier. The information entropy of a tree node in the deci⁃
sion⁃tree algorithm is given by:

I(t) = -∑
i = 1

M

P(ωi|t)log2P(ωi|t) ,
where t is the current node, and P(ωi|t) is the probability of
the class ωi in node t. In a conventional decision tree, it is
Nωi

Nt , in which Nωi
is the number of instances belonging to

class ωi , and Nt is the total number of instances in node t .
When node t is split, maximum entropy gain criterion is

used. The formula is:
ΔI(t) = I(t) - Ntl

Nt

I(tl) - Ntr

Nt

I(tr) ,
where tl is the left child node, Ntl is the number of the instanc⁃
es in the left child node, tr is the right child node, and Ntr isthe number of instances in the right child node. In the conven⁃
tional decision tree, all the instance have the same weight, i.e.,1 Nt .

In this paper, we propose a weighted decision tree in which
each training instance is given a different weight instead of1 Nt (the original decision tree is a special case of the weight⁃
ed decision tree). Thus, the heavier the weight of an instance,
the bigger the information entropy of its class. This forces the
decision boundary to focus on the more heavily weighted in⁃
stances, which are difficult to learn. Thus, in the next incoming
data block, the instance that is difficult to learn is weighted
more heavily, and the final classifier will recognize it more eas⁃
ily.

In the information entropy formula, P(ωi|t) is the sum of the
weights of the instances in class ωi . In the split formula, the
factor I(tl) is the sum of the weights of instances in the left
child node. The factor I(tr) is the sum of the weights of in⁃
stances in the right child node. Thus, the instance that is diffi⁃
cult to learn will be weighted more heavily, and the instance
that is easy to learn weighted more lightly.
3.3.2 Sampling Probability Function

With the sampling probability function method, all training
data is sampled into the real training set according to their
probability. The instance which is hard to learn will have a
higher probability to be sampled into the real training set. How⁃
ever, low probability instance will have a lower probability to
be chosen into the final training set. That means there may ex⁃
ist several duplicates of the hard instance in the real training
set, and easy instance may not exist in the final training set.
More basic classifier category can be contained in this frame⁃
work.

4 Experiments and Evaluation
The device used in our experiments is a Google Nexus 5.

This smartphone has a built⁃in tri⁃axial MPU 6515 accelerome⁃
ter that records the user’s raw motion data. The Android sys⁃
tem uses a filtering algorithm to extract the linear accelerome⁃
ter and gravity accelerometer. Experimental data was collected
from two males. One was 1.85 m tall and weighed 70 kg. The
other was 1.75 m tall and weighed 65 kg. Both males stood
still, walked, ran, and climbed up and down stairs in and
around our office building. The smartphone was held in the
hand with the phone screen facing upwards. All sensor data
was stored and processed offline.
4.1 Classification Precision Test

To determine the performance of incremental learning, the
data was split into many blocks. In our test, there were 250 in⁃
stances in a block; however, it is not essential to have the same
number of instances in each block. The data blocks were input
into the incremental⁃learning framework to simulate the contin⁃
uous learning process. The two important parts of the incremen⁃
tal learning process are mapping function design and motion
classifier modeling based on probability ⁃ distributed training
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data. An artificial neural network was
used for the mapping function because
such a network is well integrated into the
MATLAB toolbox. Weighted decision tree
and sampling probability methods were
used for classifier modeling. At the same
time, batch processing method using an
artificial neural network is used for the
comparison.

The results of classification based on
different learning methods are shown in
Fig. 4. Incremental learning using three
kinds of hypothesis strategy—weighted
decision tree (WDT), decision tree with
probability sampling (PDT), and artificial
neural network with probability sampling
(PANN) —results in a higher classifica⁃
tion rate with continuous learning. For
both user 1 and user 2 probability sam⁃
pling, PANN performs better than PDT. When WDT is used
for user 1, classification precision is only slightly higher than
that of PDT when the number of basic classifiers is large
enough. However, when WDT is applied to user 2, it performs
better than both PDT and PANN, both of which use probability
sampling. The increasing curves show that the incremental
learning algorithm learns the new knowledge continuously and
benefits future decision making. The classification rate of the
batch processing method using artificial neural network
(BANN) also increases when there is more training data. Both
incremental learning and batch learning tend to be stable when
there is enough training data. For example, PANN for user 2
needs be completed about ten times to be stable in this scenar⁃
io. Because batch processing uses the training data sufficiently
each time, it has a higher classification precision than incre⁃
mental learning. Incremental learning using some strategy per⁃
forms almost as well as batch processing. For user 1, the classi⁃
fication precision of PANN is slightly less than that of BANN
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 5 shows how the classification of each motion changes

for incremental learning. Take the incremental learning pro⁃
cess of user 1 with WTD for example.

Because still and run have different feature spaces than oth⁃
er motions, they can be easily recognized. However, according
to the smartphone inertial sensors, the person may appear to be
doing similar motions when going downstairs, upstairs or walk⁃
ing. These three motions belong to classes of motions that are
difficult to learn in this scenario. With continuous learning, the
former basic classifier delivers its learned knowledge to the
next classifier and forces the decision boundary to focus on the
three hard⁃to⁃ learn regions. Therefore, the hard⁃to⁃ learn mo⁃
tions will have higher classification precision after learning.
The confusion matrix after incremental learning is shown in
Table 5. The average of the motion classification precision is

88.43%, which is high enough for many applications.
4.2 Computational Complexity Test

Although batch processing may be more precise than incre⁃
mental learning, a huge amount of storage space and more com⁃
plex computation are required. Incremental learning does not
require historical training data to be stored. The computational
complexity is shown in Fig. 6. The more complex the computa⁃

▲Figure 4. Classification precision of incremental learning and batch learning.

BANN: batch processing method using artificial neural network
PANN: artificial neural network with probability sampling

PDT: decision tree with probability sampling
WDT: weighted decision tree

▲Figure 5. Classification precision of each motion state.

▼Table 5. Motion classification confusion matrix

Motion
Downstairs
Upstairs
Walking
Still

Running

Downstairs
115
7
21
0
0

Upstairs
13
160
19
0
0

Walking
17
24
140
0
0

Still
2
0
0

226
0

Running
0
0
0
0

202

Precision
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tion is, the more time the process requires. Therefore, the
amount of time needed to complete the process reflects compu⁃
tational complexity. As training data is continuously input, the
training process time is recorded for both incremental learning
and batch processing modes (Fig. 6).

Regardless of which hypothesis which strategy used, the
time required for incremental learning remains approximately
constant, and training data is continually input. However, the
amount of time needed for batch mode learning is linear to the
amount of training data. With incremental learning only the
new incoming data needs to be disposed. No historical training
data needs to be stored or used in the new basic classifier train⁃
ing process, and the time to complete the process only needs to
be approximately constant. Batch processing requires histori⁃
cal data to be stored and used to train the new classifier. Each
time new training data arrives, the overall amount of training
data increases linearly. Therefore, the time required in batch
processing mode increases linearly at the same time. The aver⁃
age time consumption for both users is shown in Table 6. The
time needed in batch processing mode BANN is several times
that in incremental learning mode for both users. Because the
time needed in batch processing mode increases linearly as da⁃

ta continually arrives, this ratio contin⁃
ues to increase.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have used the incre⁃

mental learning method to recognize hu⁃
man motion. First, a mapping function
was used to deliver learned knowledge
to incoming data. Then, a basic classifi⁃
er is modeled according to the training
data with distribution. A weighted deci⁃
sion tree was proposed to illustrate hy⁃
pothesis construction, and a sampling
probability method was also employed.
With continuous incoming data, the in⁃
cremental learning method almost has
the same classification precision as
batch processing method. However, the
incremental learning method has lower
computational complexity and is much

faster in the training phase. Considering the tradeoff between
classification precision and training time, incremental learning
is better than batch processing when there is huge amount of
input data.
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▲Figure 6. Time consumption of incremental learning and batch processing mode.

BANN: batch processing method using artificial neural network
PANN: artificial neural network with probability sampling

PDT: decision tree with probability sampling
WDT: weighted decision tree

▼Table 6. Average time consumption using different learning methods

BANN: batch processing method using artificial neural network
PANN: artificial neural network with probability sampling
PDT: decision tree with probability sampling
WDT: weighted decision tree

User 1
User 2

WDT
0.889 s
0.658 s

PDT
0.422 s
0.305 s

PANN
0.613 s
0.620 s

BANN
4.414 s
5.692 s
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